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PREFACE and ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This teachers manual grows out of a major research

project that is attempting to discover the most

effective methods of indreasing adolescents' motivation.

The methods of motive arousal under study are combined

into spacial courses that are given in schools by

teachers, not in laboratories by research scientists,

.norin clinics by psychotherapists. As we .began to trans-

late our theoretical notions about hbw to increase

motivation into practical classroam methods, we found

ourselves engaged in a major curriculum development

effort that included teacher training and the creation

of many new educational materials. In fact, we were

aided substantially in the development of-new materials

by the teachers we trained to give our experimental

courses. Very quickly the demand for these materials and

for teacher training in the use of these materials out-

paced the slower accumulation of empirical data substanti-

ating the efficacy of the methods. Contrary to the

recent sTSWEe-of books and articles.decrying the Gibralter-

like conservatism of teachers, we found most of the

teachers we met eager to try any new method of increasing

studente motivation that held the slightest hope of being

effective. On the basis of initial favorable research

results it seemed appropriate to tky to meet these needs

by collecting the materials and by creating a self-

instructional manual to help teachers use the materials

effectively.

There is a second important reason for preparing this

manual. In all psychological research, nay --: in all

scientific research, the procedures used to generate and

measure the results must be specified in enough detail



to allow other researchers to replicate the .pxocedures and

findings. Specifying the procedures used in short

laboratory experiments is comparatively easy. In large--

scale social action research where the procedures are

whole courses lasting a minimum of 20 hours, describing

the procedures is much more complex and difficult and

requires extensive treatment in a manual such as this

one.

These were the needs that led to the creation of

this manual. At the present time, however, there are a

number of major reservations we have about this manual

that should be considered before anyone attempts to use

it for research or for teaching purposes.

1. Training teachers through A book is. quite

different from training done by the authors of the book.

We zimply do not know whether oui printed words in this

manual are a good subse.tute for a live dialogue with

us. In training programs we try to respond to the

initiative and spontaneous interests of the trainees,

thus encouraging in practice the spirit of independence

and innovation we talk about in connection with achieve-

ment motivation. In this manual we have been deprived of

your spontaneous questions and have been forced to lead

all of you step by step down the same training path.

We suspect that many of you will feel ambival.en.t ahout__

walking lock step together in the search of initiative,

independence, self-reliance and unique accomplishments.

This paradox and dilemma obviously has not escaped our

notice. We remain skeptical about this manual, and

hope that you do too, at least until there is some

evidence that it is helpful and effective.

2. The manual is incomplete in the area of our most

recent research; namely, the impact of learning climates

on motivation and the combination of special learning

climates and courses on motivation. The final version of
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this manual will include chapter 4.in section II of this

interim report, "Now to increase motivation through

climate and structure", plus several extensive descriptions

of restructured mathematics classes, and many' suggestions

for application to other academic courses. This incom-

pleteness is serious inasmuch as past research indicates

clearly that motive arousal.courses are not effective

for those people who lack the opportunity to use what

they have learned. In otner words, it WOU4 be.irresponsible

to increase a student's achievement motivation and maintain

academic learning situations which neither allow for,nor,

reward,initiative, innovation, student goal setting,

moderate risk taking, etc. This manual lacks stated guide-

linesto help teachers create appropriate motivational

opportunities in classrooms. As* our research progresses

in the next year, these guidelines and examples will be

added.

3. Most teachers and psychotherapists lack the

combination of skills necessary for an effective

psychological educator. Although teachers are experts in

classroom management, in teaching materials, media and

techniques, and in certain academic content areas, they

generally lack axpertise in diagnosis, in the area of

developmental theory and in therapeutic techniques. The

strengths and weaknesses of psychotherapists are just the

opposite of teachers. The entire set of skills and

expertise seems necessary for conducting an effective

Psychological Education course.

Given these reservations, we eagerly solicit your

comments, reactions and suggestions.about the. manual. We

strongly hope you will keep us informed of any use of the

manual, and, frankly we hope this draft of the manual will

not be used at this time.



After describing what this manual is not, it may

be helpful to describe what it is. Chapter 1, "Psycho-

logical Education", describes a new educatiOnal movement

of which the achievement motivation course is a part.

The history, goals, methods and rationale for this Move-

ment are spelled out in some detail, thus providing an

orientation to and perspective on achievement motivation

training. The extensive bibliography that follows this

chapter contains references to many other psychological

education courses that are members 'of this new

educational family.

Chapter 2 is a set of instructions and suggestions

for an autonomous group of teachers to take themselves

through an achievement motivation course. We hope that

in this way teachers will be able to obtain an

experience-based understanding of achievement motivation.

Chapter 3 builds on this experience by providing

a review of the research on what achievement motivation

is, what people with high achievement motivation are like,

and in what contexts achievement motivation seems most

useful. This review should help in conceptualizing the

experiences generated though chapter 2.

Chapter 4 is a detailed, down-to-earth description

.of what goes into an achievement motivation course for

students, why, how and when. In a sense this chapter is

like a description of a barquet buffet table. The

various "courses" arepresentec in a way to entice you, but the

final choice of the delicacies for your unique meal

is left up to you.

In the appendix we have tried to do several things.

First we have presented the existing array of games, case

studies, role plays, etc. for achievement motivation

courses. This creates the opportunity and necessity of
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your making choices. Also, there are a sufficient number

of examples to stimulate your creative adaptations and

modifications of these materials. Second, we have

provided a fairly detailed course outline that suggests

how one course was put together. In subsequent versions

of this manual we will include several additional outlines

to examplify some of the possible yariations.

We are indebted to many people. Professor David C.

McClelland has provided continued encouragement and consult-

ation. Many students at the Harvard Graduate School of

Education have provided astute criticisms and creative

contributions. In the forefront of these students are

Janet Cohen, Gordon Alpert, Peter Budryk, Michael Dole,

Dick Roman, and Wendy Gollub. The teachers at Arlington High

School, Cambridge Friends School, and Broad Meadows_%junior

High School made the research possible and thus this manual

as well. In particular we thank, Bob Hindmarsh, Steve

Solomon, John Lennon, Antonette di Loretto, Harry Beede,

Tom Regan, Scott Newell, Joseph Long, Althea Sawyer, Charles

Hickey, Marilyn Robbins, Thomas Callahan, Mary Bozoian, Jo Ann

Conroy, Stella Krupka, Margaret Hoyle. In addition we are

indebted to Judy Musgrave and Nancy Raeburn, who coordinated

the production of these materials.

With these cautions, previews and thank-yous, we now

invite you to share our experiences, goals and methods.

Alfred Alschuler
Diane Tabor
James McIntyre

Cambridge, Mass.
September, 1968
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CHAPTER 1 PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION: ITS ORIGIN,
CHARACTER AND FUTURE.
by Alfred Alschuler.

At the joint frontier of Psychology and Education a

new movement is emerging that attempts to promote psychological

growth directly through educational courses. Psychologists are

shifting their attention away from remedial help for the mentally

ill to the goal of enhancing human potentigl in normal individt(l.s.

Educators on the other hand are beginning to accept these courses

along with the unique content and pedogogy as appropriate for

schools. At present there are Psychological Education courses

designed to increase achievement motivation, awareness and

excitement, creative thinking, interpersonal, sensitivity, joy,

self-reliance, self-esteem, self-understanding, self-actualization,

moral development, identity, non-verbal communication, body

awareness, value clarity, meditative processes and other aspects

of ideal adult functioning.
1 Some of these courses have been

taught experimentally in schools although most of them have been

developed and offered in other settings such as industrial train-

ing programs, Peace Corps training and private educational institutes.

Mo.re recently, the shock of assassinations and riots is doing fOr

Psychological Education what Sputnik did to spur the new academic

curricula in the last ten years. Psychological Educators who have

worked in isolated independence are beginning to meet together to

foster mutual collaboration.
2 New centers of Psychological Education

are emerging that offer these courses to the general public.
3

A

number of large research and development projects have been funded

1Attached to this paper is a relatively complete bibliography
of Psychological Education articles, books, films, journals,
organizations and people.

2The first conference on "Affective Education" was held in
August 1968 in Sausalito, California, under the sponsorship
of the American Association of Humanistic Psychology and Esalen
Institute.

3The most well known organizations are Esalen Institute in Big
Sur, California; National Training Laboratories in Bethel,
Maine; Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, La Jolla,
California. For a list of 33 other organizations, see section
III of the Bibliography.
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to introduce this type of education into schools,
4 and recent

national.publicity (Howard, 1968) undoubtedly will increase

the demand from students and parents for these courses. The

Psychological Education movement clearly is gaining momentum.

Paradoxically, Psychological Education as a discipline

is unorganized and inchoate. .For the most part, psychological

educators remain highly individualistic innovators within the

field. Despite its strong ideological roots in the psychoanalytic

traditionfthis movement is Viewed by manyeprofessionals as a

brand new fad of unknown origins. In Spite of the many unique '

goals, procedures and trainer skills common to all Psychological

Education, there is no graduate program in the country to train

psychological educators. In short, this burgeoning educational

movement is not yet recognized as a legitimate discipline.

IDEOLOGY AND ORIGINS

Like past ideologies of personality change, Psychological

Education grows out of a vision of human potential. This vision,and

the methods of change associated with it, can be understood clearly only

when put in the perspective of past ideologies.

In pre-Christian Greece, those individuals.who could not

get along in the world, whom we would call "mentally ill" today,

were viewed as possessing divine inspiration. Visions were not

insane, but prophetiC. These divinely inspired souls were feared and

respected, not pitied, punished or burned as they were several

.centuries later. Certainly the medicine man who spent his time

collecting herbs and smelling urine was not fit to touch the divinely

4Cooperative Program of Education Development (COPED) sponsored

by National Training Laboratories and the National Education

Association: Achievement Motivation Development Project sponsored

. by The Office of Education; Foundation grants to Western Behavioral

Science Institute to introduce "basic encounter" techni.ves into

a school system; a grant to Esalen to support the introduction of

sensitivity training in elementary, junior and senior high schools.
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possessed. Dictated by these beliefs, a sanctuary at Epidaurus was

created in the 6th century BC. that compared favorably with most

health resorts of the 20th century. The treatment was lavish for those

individuals who were inhabited by the deities and could not function

well in society (Henry, in Zilbodrg, 1941).

With the rise of Christian institutions and the belief

in a chain of communication between God, priests.and man, those

people seen previously as divinely inspired came to be seen as

representatives of the devil, on a plane with the priests but

direct challanges to the priests' God-given power on earth. Thus, it

was incumbent upon men to demonstrate the superior strength of God

by casting out the demons from the unfortunate bodies of the

bedevilled. The resultant treatment consisted of beatings, collar

harnesses in dark damp cells, starvation diets and 'failing all

else, burning at the stake.5 These treatment procedures were

dictated by a vision of goodness and evil as surely as Plato's

- 50-year educational program was dictated by his vision of the 'wise

civil servant ruler and what was nece_ -:17 to produce such a

philosopher-king.

Despite several crusading attempts, demonology and its

associated restorative methods were prevalent throtgh the latter

part of the 19th century. It remained to physicians to claim for

medicine what had previously bean religious concerns. In the

process of asserting that "madness" was an organic "disease" and

thus "curable", physicians brought with them a new ideology and

methcd. The assumption was made that a science of mental illness must

begin with a nosology, a classification of diseases, similar to the

classification of elements in chemistry and othex physical diseases.

When these new disease entities had been identified, research into

the organic causes could begin. As a result, physicians studied alcho-

holism, aphasias, paralyses and attributed them to such things as the

5This and the following medical history is based on A History of

Medical Psychology, Gregory Zilboorg, W. W. Norton & Sons, Inc.

New YoiRT 1941)
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lever 4Ctions of the limbs, disturbance of the mtscle sense of

the limbs, organic brain disease.

In particular, Emil Kraepelin's classification system

brought to fruition the establishmr,nt of mental illness as an

ideology and as a legitimate branch of medicine.

We are heirs to this revolution. The care of the mentally

is entrusted to doctors. The mentally ill are placed in

hospitals and there is widespread use of healing .chemicals.

Obtaining case histories, an art perfected by Kraepelin, remains

a standard procedure. Legally required diagnostic labels given

to the h6Spitalized mentally ill bear the stamp of Kraepelin's

formative thinking. So pervasive is this thinking that it

requires of us almost a Copernican revolution of thought even

to consider the possibility that strange mental states and

visions may not be "disease symptoms" needing a cure. Our

belief is firmly rooted in Kraepelin's scientific ideology,

just as incarceration and punishment were methods emanating from

deep-seated beliefs in demonology. _-

Psychoanalysis, the second psychiatric revolution, was

a child of this scientific ideology. One of Freud's chief

contributions was to persuade others that "mental illness" could

have Psychological as well as physical origins, that forgotten

psychological traumas could leave permanent psychological scars

ifia-debilitation as surely as physical traumas, (çg. broken limbs)

if not treated, would leave physical debilitation and scars. Further,

Freud showed that a psychological talking "cure" was possible if

the "patient" re-experienced the or!.ginal trauma and worked it

through, much as an operation opens the body to correct the source of

a disease so that it can heal properly.. Because Freud believed

that psychoanalysis wasa method of learning about one's self as
well as a method of medical treatment through emotional rP-educat5on,
he recommended that experts from a number of disciplines be trained

to do psychoanalysis (Freud,. 1927). However, the medical doctors

who brought psychoanalysis to this country have kept it tightly



locked within their profession to be u.sed solely as a healing

technique.

The psychoanalytic ideology has stimulated many

developments in the last fifty years, two of which specifically

paved the way for Psychological Education. 'First, numerous

additional methods of affective re.reducation have been created

ranging from variants on the "talking cure" (client-centered

therapy, direct analysis, sector therapy, play therapy), to

varieties of group therapy (marital,.family, ward, psychodrama),

-to complete environmental control (kibbutzim, "brainwashing"),

to the many short exercises designed to promote a specific,

limited affective experience (game simulations, role plays,

programmed units). In addition, learning theory had developed

to the Point where numerous techniques'are-aailable to help

people systematically unlearn certain behaviors, and learn other

healthier behaviors (Wolpe & Lazarus, 1967). In short, a large

--repertoire of methods exists besides psychoanalysis to foster

affective education and behavior modification..

A second development was stimulated in reaction to

Kraepelin's and Freud's exclusive attention to mental illness.

Most psychiatrists and psychologists were seldom at a loss for words

to describe even the subtlest nuances of mental illness or to

hypothesize about the origin and vicissitudes of psychoses. However

psychiatrists and psychologists were considerably less eloquent when

asked to describe "mental health", maturity or ideal psychological

functioning. Bound to the ideology of "mental illness", "disease"

and "cure", mental health was either the absence of psychological

symptoms, or "the ability to love and work", a definition which

made mental health inaccessible to the very.young and the very old.

Beginning with Carl Jung's descriptions of "individuation"

(Jung, 1959, Progoff, 1953) attempts were made to characterize the

ideal states of human development (Allport, 1961; Erikson, 1959;

Jahoda, 1958; Maslow, 1962; and Piaget, 1960). Whether the descriptiOn
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was a list of traits, states, healthy crisis resolutions, or

capacity for cognitive operations, the rationale for the

descriptions was the same. The impetus was to fill a gap by

describing in detail the ideal end states of human development.

After the articulation of what lay at the positive end of

the spectrum of human functioning, it was a natural step to use the

existing repertoire of change techniques Eo promote those ideal

states. However, Psychological Education courses were not created

and implemented so logically, so systematically or so simply.Although

Psychological Education was an immediate, reasonable and enticing

possibility, until recently the need for this new approach to promot-

ing growth had not crystalized within-the community of psychotherapists

and the community of educatOrs.

Psychotherapists-have begun to realize that their tradi-

tional methods and settings are inadequate to deal with the

magnitude of psychological problems in society. The extent of

violence in the streets stands in bold defiance of the inefficient,

long term, one-to-one theraputic relationshins that take plade in

small offices and safe hospital rooms. The 4_ mber of existing

and.potential psychotherapists is hopelessly inadequate because the

problems are not just among the mentally ill and because any type

of remediation ipso facto is too late. From this perspective,

psychotherapy is not so much wrong as b'asically inappropriate to

alleviate widespread racism, aggression, interpersonal insensitivity,

moral irresponsibility and non-self-actualization. More efficient

methods are needed to promote psychological growth,thus preventing

these human problems from occurring and making remediation unnecessary.

New settings are needed that reach the larger population. In the

current climate of urgency it is not surprising that psychologists

are looking seriously to the educational system because of its universal

coverage, its large source of potential psychological educators and

the appropriate emphasis on learning and personal growth.

6



Conversely, educators are turning to. psychologists,

not for additional help in increasing the rate of knowledge

acquisition, but to find out what more schools can do about

prejudice, violence, lack of motivation and uncurious, uncreative

students. The riots and assassinations have focused attention on

these problems and sharpened the realization that schools are doing

almost nothing to prepare students vocationally and psychologically

for life after high school. Thirty per cent, or 15 million of the

50 million students in school will not graduate from high school.

This staggering number of dropouts will enter the labor market

unprepared. A total of 40 million students will not complete college

and only six million of these students will have had any significant

amount of vocational education. For the.vast majority of students,

what they are learning in school is not so much wrong as basically

inappropriate.

It is increasingly clear, however, that more vocational

training in particular, or better curricula, teacher training and

physical facilities in general will not be sufficient. The Coleman

Report on Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966) has shown

that student attitudes towards themselves and about the responsive-

ness of the world to their efforts are more strongly related to academic

gains than differences in curricula, facilities or teacher-training.

In addition to vocational training, schools will have to take greater

responsibility for promoting the growth of attitUdes conducive to

learning and to continued psychological growth. In a recent study of

440,000 high school students across the country, the American

Institutes for Research concluded that schools fail to help students

develop a sense of personal responsibility for their own educational,

personal and social development, and that schools must prepare

students more fully for citizenship and mature adulthood (Flanagan,

1967). Thus from a teacher's point of view, there is double reason

and double gain from courses designed explicitly to promote aspects
of psychological growth increased learnAag in school and more

effective, socialized self-actualizing adults after school.
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In the last ten years individual psychotherapists

and teachers working independently have created a number of

prototype Psychological Education courses, none of which has

been widely introduced into public education. Because the demand

for these courses is increasing, it is important to examine care-

fully the goals and current status of Psychological Education.

GOALS OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION

The goals of psychological education courses sound

vague, varied, overlapping, universal and highly desirable:

creativity, joy, awareness, sensitivity. On the one hand this

pleasant semantic confusion reflects the absence of a single

definitive description of ideal psychological (or "eupsychian")

states. On the other hand, the words are somewhat misleading. As

in social science research, what really counts is the operational

definition of the goals. In Psychological Education the course

procedures are the best clues to the course goals since it*is

through these procedures that the desired psychological states
. -

are fostered in the course. For example, Outward Bound courses

attempt to promote "self reliance" (Katz and Kolb, 1968). Most

of the course exercises ask students to engage in physically difficult

tasks like scaling a cliff or swimming 50 vards-underwater in one

breath. Outward Bound courses usually end with a solo survival

experience in the wilderness in which the trainee lives off the land.

Procedurally, "self-reliance" is defined as mastering these

challenging physical tasks. Similarly, it is possible to clarify the

aoals of other Psychological Education courses by focusing on their

procedures. When this is done, four common eupsychian goals emerge

quite clearly.

.
First, most courses contain procedures to develop a con-

structive dialogue with one's own fantasy life. In Synetics train-

ing, a creativity course, students are asked to "make the strange



familiar" by fantasizing themselves inside a strange object, or

to "make the familiar strange" by fantasizing about a common

object (Gordon, 1961). In other creativity courses,.remote

associations are encouraged in order to attain a new, useful and

creative perspective on some problem (Allen, 1962; Brown, 1964; Parnes

& Harding, 1962; Olten, 1966; Osborn, 1963; Uraneck, 1963; Whiting,

1958). In other Psychological Education courses students are taken

on guided tours of day dreams.and night dreams and on fantasy trips

into their own body (Perls, Hefferline & Goodman, 1965; Schutz,

1968). In achievement motivation courses students are encouraged

to fantasize about doing things exceptionally well and are taught

how to differentiate between achievement imagery and plain old task
imagery. Later in the course these achievement images are tied

to reality through careful planning and projects. (Alschuler, 1967;

Kolb, 1965; McClelland, 1965). These eupsy6hian procedures often

bring previously ignored aspects of one's.personality into aware-
ness. Usually this is a joyfulsenhancing experience in contrast

to psychoanalytic dream analysis and free association which are
oriented to uncovering unconscious conflicts. The implication of

these eunsvchian procedures is that most adults don't make

constructive use of their fantasy life and have forgotten how to

enjoy fantasy in a childlike but healthy way.

A second set of extremely common procedures involves non-

verbal exerciims, such as silent theater improvisations, free

expression dance movements, meditation, the exaggeration of spontan-

eous body movements and a wide variety of games. Often it is

easier to understand psychological concepts when they are learned

motorically rather than simoiy comprehended intellectually. For-

example, in achievement motivation courses, the concept of "moderate
risk taking" is taught through a darts game in which-the student must

bid on his performance and only "wins" when he makes his bid. A very
low bid earns few points while a very high bid is nearly impossible
to make. The game experience subsequently is generalized to other
life situations. In sensitivity training and encounter groups, non-

9



verbal exercises are used to increase channels-of communication.

Some personal feelings can be expressed more effectively in

motions than in words. Other times non-verbal activities are

used because they increase one's expressive vocabulary and are

simply joyful experiences. As with constructive fantasizing,

proponents of these methods believe that this type of expression,

communication and learning is underdeveloped in most people

(McClelland, 1965; Moore; 1960; Murphy; 1967; Howard, 1968; Newberg,

undated; Perls, Hefferline and Goodman, 1965; liuesch and Kees,

1956; Schutz, 1968; Spolin, 1963).

A third set of typical procedures focuses on developing

and exploring individuals' emotional respones to the world. In

most courses, how people feel is considered more important than

what they think about things. Without these emotional peak

experiences ranging frOm laughter and exhilaration to tears and

fear, the instructor is likely to consider the course a failure.

For example, if an adolescent is scaling a cliff in an Outward

Bound course and does not feel any fear, he will not increase his

self confidence through his accomplishment. Similarly, techniques

in Sensitivity training foster intense emotional confrontation

with other group members. Trainees are encouraged to express thei7

feelings openly and honestly. They learn to recognize their anger,

for examPle, and to resolve it maturely, rather than allowing it

to create continued inner turmoil. -In Achievement Motivation

courses strong group feelings are developed to help support the

individual in whatever he chooses to do Well.. In all of these

courses there is a shared belief that affect increases meaningful

learning and that the capacity for the full range of affective

responses is a crucial human potentiality often underdeveloped

in adults. As a result, a wide range of techniques-to enhance

affect have been created (Borton, 1966 & 1967; Bradford, 1964;

Litwin, 1966; Peterson, undated; Schutz, 1968; Yablonsky, 1967).

A fourth characteristic set of procedures emphasizes

the importance of living fully and intensely "here and now."

10



The emphasis takes many forms. In GeStalt awareness training

the goal is philosophically explicit (Perls, Hefferline and

Goodman, 1965). In most courses it is subtle and iMplicit.

Usually psychological education courses are held in retreat

settings which cut people off from past obligations and future

commitments for Jorief periods of time. The isolated resort

settings dramatize the "here-and,now"opportunities. In general

-theie is little emphasis on future "homework"-or past.personal

history as an explanation for behavior. A vivid example is

Synanon, a total environment program for addicts, which promotes

"self actualization" and in the process cures addiction. Synanon

requires the addict to kick drugs immediately upon entering the

program. Other "bad" behavior which stands in the way of self

actualization is pointed out as it ocCurs..

ations for bad behavior are considered excuses and are nottolerated

(Yablonsky, 1967). In other Psychologidal Education.programs the games,

exercises, group process, etc. are model opportunities to explore,

discover and try out new behavior here and now. Most of these

.courses consider references to the past and future as escapes .from

the present opportunity. The assumption is that if a person can't

change here and now, where the conditions for growth are optimal,

he is not likely to continue growing outside and after the course.

These four eupsychian states are clearly in the Freudian

tradition. The critical moment of growth in psychoanalysis occurs

in the cure of the transference neurosis. The patient has an

intense emotional realization of how he has transferred his child-

hood irrational fantasies to the here-and-now theraputic context.

He acts out his neurosis in the theraputic relationship. The

new awareness stemming from the catharsis allows the patient to

change in meaningful ways first in the theraputic relationship

and then outside. These same elements exist in moSt psychological

education courses, but they are transformed. Students discover the

creative power of their fantasy life, not the destructive aspects of
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unconsciously motivated fantasy. Highly sensitive, understanding

communication is experienced by attending to non-verbal cues,

whereas in psychoanalysis, behavioral tics and "acting out" are
probed for their neurotic messages. Intense affect is more

often ecstatic than .angry and unhappy as in theraputic experiences.

In both typesof change procedure the assumption is made that long-
term change results from the changes which occur in the here-and-
now relationship.

These four typical goals imply a broad cultural diagnosis.
-

It is as if the creators of psychological education courses said

that most people are highly verbal, future-oriented doers who place

extreme value on analytic rationality. The result is that other

aspects of human potential are left undeveloped or are destruCtively

expressed. What is needed is the growth of healthier, more

sensitive multi-level communication, the integration of irrational

fantasies into constructive responses and greater capacity of

estatic emotional experiences. The relation between Psychological

Education goals and the current social problems is a key reason why

it is important to introduce these courses in schools on a widespread

basis. A person who has developed sensitive non-verbal communication

does not express himself hatefully or violently.

The goals and content of these courses differ from
existing academic and vocational courses in several important
ways. Psychological knowledge is experiential knowledge in contrast
to academic knowledce (mathematics, science, history) which is
appropriately abstract. Psychological knowledge is firmly rooted
in the person's affect, fantasy, and actions, and is not merely
deposited in the student's internal data bank, This iS the difference

between knowing about the revolutions Of 1848 and experiencing the

anxiety and uncertainty of changing a life style quickly, as when a

parent dies or when one has an accident. It is.the difference between
knowing probability statistics and taking action when the odds are
50:50 for success. Obviously, psychological knowledge is as
important for a student's repertoire as his academic knowledge or
vocational skills.
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There are also some similarities in psychological,

academic-and vocational goals. Like foreign langlfages, science,

history and mathematics, psycholgoical education teaches a

new vocabularly and pattern of thought. Like vocational courses

and athletics, psycholOgical education courses teach new action

skills through "exercises", "games", "role plays" etc: And,

like psychotherapy, psychological education is.concerned with

affect. These statements are straight forward and unremarkable.

But, consider for a moment how many course's attempt to promote

a synthesis of all three. Typical high school curricula are

divided into academic "thought" coUrses and vocational"action"

courses (typing, shorthand, auto mechanics, etc.). It is not

possible to divide psychological knowledge into separate compart-

ments. For example, "Interpersonal Sensitivity" is a way of

thinking, feeling and acting in ongoing relationships with other

People. Psychological Education courses attempt to create and

enhance this syfithesis within the course itself in order to

foster its occurrence outside and after the course.

In contrast to typical school goals, Psychological

Education courses aim for bong-term life changes, not short-term

gains in mastery. More precisely, Psychological Education attempts

to increase long-term "operant" behavior as well as respondent

behavior. Operant behavior is voluntary, seemingly spontaneous and

certainly not required by the situation. What a person does with

his ltAsure time is an indication of hib operant behavior since it

stems from stable internal cues and needs few external cues to

come forth. Respondent behavior, whether it is affective, cognitive

or motoric requires external cues and incentives before it will

occur, just as an examination question brings forth respondent knowle

that otherwise probably would not have been demonstrated.

In practice, most school learning calls for respondent

behavior: multiple choice and true-false questions, reading

assigned chapters, solving a given set of mathematics problems

correctly, or writing an essay to a prescribed theme. Interestingly,
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respondent measures of learning do not predict long-term operant

behavior very well; perhaps because when school is over there

are very few people who follow a person around defining the

problems, presenting test questions and evaluating the response

(McClelland, 1967; McClelland; et al 1958). Success and ful-

fillment in work, marriage, interpersonal relations and leisure

time, result more from operant than respondent behavior.

Educational theorists have begun to draw, attention to the importance

of teaching which.results in operant, voluntary, internalized, student

behavior (Bloom, 1956; Kranthwohl, 1956). However, the key academic

and vocational success criteria very likely will continue to be end of

semester tests, standardized achievement tests and other short-term

respondent measures that fail to predict what.the student will

remember later and whether he will choce spontaneously to use

what he learned.

The goals of psychological education courses will change

in the future as a result of many influences. As in the past, some

new courses will be developed for specific institutional needs.

For example, industry was one of the chief financial backers for

courses in creativity training because they wanted to increase

the patent output of their research scientists. Recently the Peace

Corps has commissioned the development of self-assessment %ark-

shops to replace the psychiatric, illness-oriented diagnosis that

has existed in Peace Corps training programs to date. It is easy

to envision other new courses: identity formation courses for

Upward Bound adolescents; individuat!Lon courses for elderly men

and women; training in the "helping relationship" for parents,

supervisors, teachers and c'paches. Although these courses will

have different problem foci, most likely they will include the

enchancement of fantasy, affect, and non-verbal communication in

intense course experiences that develop eupsychian capacities.

It is also possible that the dramatically increased interest

in these courses will breed psychological hucksterism. At present
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there is little long-term outcome research to prove, disprove,

or improve the efficacy of the courses. There are no.formal

training institutions for psychological educators, no certif-

ication boards, and no professional organization specifically

to promote and monitor the quality of training. In the face

of growing demands for courses, thes'e lacks are serious and the

future of Psychological Education must include some attention to

them if the movement is to become a viable and effective discipline

available to the general population.

THE FUTURE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION AS A.DISCIPLINE

The most serious obstacle to the.managed growth of

the movement into discipline is the absence of definitive

descriptions of eupsychian states. As a vision of what is ideal

-and possible in human nature, these descriptions must be persuasive

and procedural. Many persuasive models have'been proposed, but few of

them can be translated readily into course procedures and measur-

able long-term operant outcomes Thus, both systematic course

development to fill existing gaps and basic research on effective-

ness are inhibited. However, even tfiOugh a comprehensive set of goals does

not exist, it is possible to identify two of the most.important

research questions: Do Psychological Education courses have

significantly greater long-term impact than other forms of therapy

and education? If so, what makes the courses more effective?

Very little long-term outcome research on these courses exists at

present.

One prototype research effort has been conducted and

illustrates how outcome research can lead to the development of

Psychological Education as a discipline. McClelland and Winter

IT, (1969, in press) studied the three-year impact of a series of
JP*
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Achievement Motivation courses given to adult businessmen.

McClelland and Winter's first principal finding demonstrated

that achievement motivation training stimulated greater entre-

preneurial activity than normal maturation and more than other

current types of executive training programs (Effectiveness

was measured in terms of promotions, pay raises, major new

investments, etc.), However, the course was effective only for

those men who were in a position to take initiative on their job;

they had appropriate entrepreneurial opportunities. This raises

many new questions about existing Psychological Education courses.

Do students only show change and growth in the training settings

where the opportunities for growth are accentuated? Should initial

diagnoses be made in order to accept only those trainees whose life

situations afford continued opportunities to develop what they have

learned? Should Psychological Educators also assume some

responsibility for changing the institUtions and settings outside

of the course' which promote or inhibit growth? Should Psychological

Educators take responsibility for re-structuring academic and

vocational courses to provide clear opportunities for initiative,

responsibility, achievement motivation, interpersonal sensitivity,

creativity? Some educators have begun to move in this direction,

but without combining psychological education courses with the new

school opportunities (Featherstoae, 1967; Yeomans, 1967). What is

the long-term effect on motivation, creativity, sensitivity, etc.,

if only new opportunities are provided?

McClelland and Winter also present evidence identifying

. what course inputs are responsible for the longterm changes. Of

the many achievement motivation courses they studied, the most

effective courses included four types of inputs: (1) Procedures

which taught the thought and action characteristics of people

with high achievement motivation; procedures which provided (2)

affective and (3) cognitive supports for whatever change the

person desired; and (4) procedures which focused on making



careful long term plans. This lait input often is absent from

other PsyChological Education courses, in which the "here-and-

now" emphasis plus the diffuse nature of the long-term goals seem

to preclude this type of goal setting. The only exceptions at -

present are some creativity training programs in industry which -

have proved highly effective in generating new inventions (Parnes,
1967). Like achievement motivation training,the long-term goals

are always clearly in mind during the course. Apparently the
combination of "here-and-now" course excitement and commitment

to long-term goals are necessary for maximum effectiveness.

There are many difficulties in doing the valuable type

of long-term outcome research conducted by McClelland and Winter.

What educator can wait three years to find out which inputs he

should use in his next course? The feedback loop is too long.

Design and control problems in "change" research are extreme.

Operant outcome criteria are particularly difficult to measure and the
research is expenSive. A critical breakthrough in facilitating this type
of research would consist of identifying those changes during or just
after the course that predicted long-term growth. This would shorten
the feedback loop and quicken research progress. A search for these
short-term predictors raises an important theoretical question. Do
the desired eupsychian states simply increaSe in frequency afiar the

course is over, or do basic transformations take place much as
children move from concrete to formal operational thinking over a
period of years? If the desired eupsychian states are reached through

basic transformations, then the course experiences would not bear a

one-to-one correspondence to the desired long-term outcome. This

developmental approach would require a basic shift in the short-

term, here-and-now course goals.

Developmental thL-ories can be as important to the creation

and evaluation of Psychological Education courses as are better

descriptions of eupsychian states. For example, Jung argues that
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"Individuation" occurs as conscious and unconscious functions

are developed and synthesizeds i.e., perceiving through

sensation and intuition and evaluating through affect and

analysis (Jung, 1959; Progoff, 1953). Whpn these four functions

are equally well developed, mandala symbols from the collective
unconscious begin to emerge in dreams and creative art work

indicating the unique unity the person has attained. There is a
wli-validated diagnostic test which measures the relative
development of these four functions. Appropriate Psychological

Edur:tion courses could be given to enhance those functions which
were least developed. If successful, and if Jung was correct,
mendala symbols should emerge more frequently in fantasy productions.

In general there is the possibility o.f developmental theory provid-

ing a framework for the proper sequencing of the courses to maximize

psychological growth during the entire life cycle.

This eventual possibility stands in sharp contrast to the

atheoretical existing collection of unsequenced psychological education
courses. Individual innovators have created these courses and

-contributed to the momentum of the-P-sychological Education movement.
The increasing public interest testifies to their success and
guarantees that the courses will not expire from lack of interest in
the near future. However, 'what was needed to inaugurate the move-
ment is not what is needed now. If this burgeoning educational

movement remains undisciplined, it is likely that accumulating long--
term failures of these courses eventually will counterbalance what-

ever short-term excitement they may generate. -These courses could

become merely opportunities for affluent citizens to take happy mental

"trips" one week in every fifty-two. On the other hand there is hope

that these courses may be introduced in public education,on a national

scale, soundly constructed, effectively taught and properly sequenced.
This requires'iong-term institutional support. Thus, the
future of psychological education will be strongly influenced
by how soon and how extensively university programs in education
and psychology discipline the movement by bringing ta it their
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inclinations to theory, their competence in research and
their facilities for training

legitimized
psyChological Educatorc

I
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American Association for Curriculum DevelopmentNational Education Association, 1201 16th St., N.W.,Washington, D.C., 20036

American Association for Humanistic Psychology584 Page St., San Francisco, California, 94117. John Levy,Executive Director. Focuses on experience as the primaryphenomenon in the Study of man, emphasis on choice,creativity, valuation, and self-realization.

American Conservatory Theater2an Francisco, California. WIlliam Ball, Director.Reverses "method acting" .to make the motion produce theexpression.

Aureon Institute
71 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Harold Streitfeld,Director. Interested in non-verbal activity and body movement.

Center for Research on Conflict ResolutionUniversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan. Ken Bolding,Daniel Katz, and Herbert Kellman. Publishes the Journalof Conflict Resolution.

Community Makers
13 W. 89th Sti, New York, N.Y. Uses theater games etc. tobuild community involvement and organizational knowledge.

Cooperative Program of Educational Development, (COPED)National Training Laboratories, National Education Association, 120116th St., N. W., Washington D.C., 20036. National cooperativeresearch project on the uses of social sciences in education.
Daytop Lodge

450 Bayview Ave., Prince's Bay, Staten Island, New York, 10309.David Deitch, Director. Renewal center for drug addicts runby former drug addicts using confrontation groups.
Development Research Associates, Inc.1218 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass., 02138. Alfred Alschuler, DavidKolb, and James McIntyre (President). .Runs programs in self-assessment, motive arousal, and "the helping relationship" forPeace Corps, schools, and government agethies.

Esalen Institute
Big Sur Hot Springs, Big Sur, California, 93920. Mike Murphy,Director. Acts as a broker to bring together all types ofpsychological educators with groups of people who wish to gothrough the courses offered. (See Murphy, Section I)

Education for the Future Project
Stanford Research Institute, Palo Alto, California. Willis.Harman, Director.
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P. 0. Box 287, Cambridge, Mass., 02138*. Matt Judson, Headmaster.

U. S. counterpart of Leicestershire-Schools in England.

Foundation for Integrative Education
777 United Nations Plaza, New York, N.Y., 10017. Publishes

Main Currents in 1122slIKIIImosE.

Fresh Air Camp
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan, Elton McNeil,

Director. Here and now approach to juvenile delinquency.

Human Development Inc.
Atlanta, Georgia. Produces programmed materials for affective

development. (See Bessell, Section 1)

Institute for the Achievement of Human Potential
1800 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. Publishes Human Potential.

Works with brain damaged children. Is now setting up an experimental

school to extend the teaching techniques used with brain damaged

children to normal children to work towards a "maxi-child".

Institute for Bioenergetic Analysis
71 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Adele Lewis, Executive
Secretary. Interested in body movement and its relation to

psychological well-being.

International Foundation for Psychosynthesis
Suite 901, Linde Medical Plaza, 10921 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,

California, 90024. Robert Gerard, President. Center for research
and dissemination of information on psychosynthesis.

Rairos
Wishing Well Hotel, P. O. Box 350, Rancho Sante Fe, California,

92067. Bob Driver, President. Branch of Esalen.

Midwest Center for Human Potential
Stone-Brandel Center, 1439 S. Michigan.Ave., Chicago, Illinois,

60605.

National Center for Exploration of Human Potential
Stone-Brandel Center, 1439 South Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois,

60605. Herbert Otto and John Mann, Directors.

National Training Laboratories Institute for Applied Behavioral Science,
1201 16th St., N.W., Washington D.C., 20036. Leland Bradford,
Director. Runs training centers and schools for T-groups, basic-
encounter groups, personal-growth groups, etc. (Publishes Journal
for Applied Behavioral Science.)

Outward Bound, Inc.
Andover, 'Mass. 01810. Joshua Minor, Director. Attempts to build
self-confidence and self-reliance through a variety of physical
tests of endurance.

Psvchosynthesis Research Foundation
Room 314, 527 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017. Frank Hilton,

Director. (See Assagioli, Section 1).
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Seminar House
Upper Black Eddy, Bucks County, Pa. Grenville Moat, Runs
Esalen-like program.

Simulmat.ics Corporation
16 E. 41st St., New York, N.Y. 10017. Makes game simulations
of life situations, eg. life-career game , community disaster gamer
etc.

Social Dynamics Inc.,
335 Newbury St., Boston, Mass. Paul R. Mico, President; Donald
C. Klein, Director. Involved in human relations training and
social action programming.

Society of American Value Engineers
Windy Hill, Suite E-9, 1741 Roswell St., Smyrnal.Georgia, 30080.
Distributes current information, conference reports,
bibliographies, etc. on value engineering.

Summer in the City
32 E. 51st St., New York, N.Y. Program run by Monseigneur Robert
J. Vox. Social action program using mass confrontations.

The Summer Program
Berkeley High School, Berkeley, California. Anne Hornbacker,
Jay Manley, and Peter Kleinbard. West Coast extension of the
Philadelphia Cooperative Schools.

Synanon
1351 Pacific Coast Highway, Santa Monica, California, 90401.
Chuck Diderich, Director. Total environmental approach to
promoting self-actualization and in the process curing addiction.

Teen Challenge
Program run by the Pentecostal Church in .San Francisco and
other major cities as a re-training center for drug addicts.

Topanga Human Development Center
Suite 251, 1901 Avenue of the Stars, Los Angelesu California,
90067. Mr. Robert Sangster, Chairman.

Western Behavioral Sciences Institute
1121 Torrey Pines Road, La Jolla, California. Richard Farson,
Director. Center of T-group work on the West Coast.

Wiltwick School
260 Park Ave., South,New York, N.Y. Dr. Hagop Mashikian,
Director. Total environment therapy. (see "The Quiet One",
Section II)

Work Simplification Conferences
P. 0. Box 30, Lake Placid, New York, 12947. Distributes current
information on work simplification.
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rv, PEOPLE

Alschuler, Alfred (See section I)
Assistant Professor, Harvard Graduate School of Education,
Peabody House, 13 Kirkland St., Cambridge, Mass., 02138;
Director, Achievement Motivation Development Project; Board
of Directors, Development Research Associates (See section III).

Ball, William
Director, American Conservatory Theater, San Francisco,
California (See section III).

Bolding, Ken
Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (See section III).

Borton, Terry (See section I under Borton and Newberg and Section II)
Chairman of the Affective Education Group, 59 Pemberton St.,
Cambridge, Mass.; Co-Director, Affective Education Research
Project, Philadelphia Public Schools.

Bradford, Leland (See section I)
Director, National Training Laboratories Institute for Applied
Behavioral Science, 1201 16th St., N. W., Washington, D. C.,
20036 (See 5ection III).

Brooks, Charles
c/o New School for Social Research, New York, N. Y. Developer
of sensory awareness movement in the U. S. (with Charlotte
Selver).

Brown, George (See section 1)

Director, Ford Project in Teacher Education, Esalen, Big Sur
Hot Springs, Big Sur, California.

Brugental, James (See section I)
American Association of Humanistic Psychology; Esalen; Psych-
ological Services Association, Los Angeles, California.

Cooper, Jack
Psychosynthesis Research Foundation, 527 Lexington Ave., New
York, N. Y., 10017.

Deitch, David
Director, Daytop Lodge, 450 Bayview Ave., Prince's Day,
Staten Island, New York, N. Y., 10309 (See section III).

Desai, Amrit
405 Division St., Jenkintown, Pennsylvania, 19046. Yoga
instructor in 1967 at the Cooperative School Program,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Diderich, Chuck
Director, Synanon, 1351 Pacific Coast Highway, Santa Monica,
California, 90401 (See section III).
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Driver, Bob
President, Kairos, Wishing Well Hotel, P. 0. Box. 350, Rancho
Santa Fe, California, 92067 (See.section III).

Farson, Richard
Director, Western Behavioral Sciences Institute, 1121 Torrey
Pines Rd., La Jolla, California (See section III).

Rox, Monseigneur Robert J.
32 E. 51st St., New York, N. Y. Runs Summer in the City
-Program (See section III).

Gendlin, Eugene
Associate Professor, Department of Psychologyu University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois. Directs program in Philosophical
Psychology.

Gerard, Robert
President, International Foundation for Psychosynthesis, Suite
901, Linde Medical Plaza, 10921 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles,
California, 90024 (see section III).

Harman, Willis
Education for the Future Project, Stanford Research Institute,
Palo Alto, California.

Hilton, Frank
Director, Psychosynthesis Research Foundation, Room 314,
527 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y., 10017. (See section III).

Hornbacker, Anne
The Summer Program, Berkeley High School, Berkeley, California
(See section III).

Judson, Matt
Headmaster, Fayerweather Street School, P. 0. Box 287, Cambridge,
Mass., 02138 (See section III).

Katz, Daniel
Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (See section III),

Katz, Richard (See section I)
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology, Brandeis
University, Waltham, Mass. Conducts programs in non-verbal
communication and self-assessment.

Kellam, Sheppard G. (M.D.)
Woodlawn Mental Health Center, 841 E. 63rd St., Chicago,
Illinois, 60637.

Kellman, Herbert
Center for Research on Conflict Resolution, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan (See section /II).
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Klein, Donald C.
Director, Social Dynamics, Inc., 335 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.
(See section III).

Kleinbard, Peter
The Summer Program, Berkeley High School, Berkeley, California
(See section III).

Kolb, David (See section I)
Board of Directors of Development Research Associates,
1218 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, Mass. (See section III).

Levy, John
Executive Director, American Association for Humanistic
Psychology, 584 Page St., San Francisco; California, 94117
(See section III).

Manley, Jay
The Summer Program, Berkeley High School, Berkeley, California
(See section III)

Mann, John (See section I)
Co-director, National Center for Exploiation of Human Potential,
Stone-Brandel Center, 1439 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois,
60605.

Mashikian, Hagop (M.D.)
Director, Wiltwick School, 260 Park Ave., S., New York, N.Y.
(See section III).

Maslow, Abraham (See section I)
Psychology Department, Brandeis University, Waltham, Mass.
Nexus for the Eupsychian network. Has a five-page list of
additional people and organizations in the Eupsychian network.

McIntyre, James
President, Development Research Associates, 1218 Mass. Ave.,
Cambridge, Mass. (See section III). .

McNeil, Elton
Fresh Air Camp, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
(See section III) .

Mico, Paul R.
President, Social Dynamics, Inc., 335 Newbury St., Boston,
Mass. (See section III).

Minor, Joshua
Director, Outward Bound, Inc., Andover, Mass. 01810 (See
section III).

Moat, Grenville
Seminar House, Upper Black Eddy, Bucks County, Pa.
(See section III).
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Moffet, James
Harvard Graduate School of Education, Longfellow Hall, Cambridge,
Mass., 02138. Has designed a complete English curriculum based

on drama..

Murphy, Mike (See section I).
President, Esalen Institute, Big Sur HotSprings, Big Sur/
California, 93920 (See section III).

Newberg, Norman (See sections I and II).
Specialist in Affective Development, Philadelphia School System,
Philadelphia Public School Building (Room 329), 21st and Parkway,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto, Herbert
Co-director, Nat.i.onal rinter for Exploration of Human Potential,
Stone-Brandel Center ' 1 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,'Illinois,
60605 (See section T-

Progoff, Ira
45 W. 10th St., New Y. N.Y., 10011. Runs dialogue center,
and uorks with depth imagery.

Ripley, Wilbur
Director, 15th St. School,- New York, N.Y. Reported in Look.
Connected with Creative Playthings.

Satir, Virginia
Director, Training for the Family Project, Palo Alto, California.
Founder of conjoint family therapy which uses.entire family in
role-playing group situation.

Sangster, Robert
Chairman, Topanga Human Development Center, Suite 251, 1901
Avenue of the Stars, Los Angeles, California, 90067.

Schiff, Sheldon K. (M.D.)
Woodlawn Mental Health Center, 841 E. 63rd St., Chicago, Illinois,
60637.

Selver, Charlotte
c/o New School for Social Research, New York, N. Y. Developer
of sensory awareness movement in U.S. (With Charles Brooks).

Shapiro, Stuart
Western Psychological Centr, Encino, California. Works with
ego therapy.

Streitfeld, Harole.
Director, Aureon Institute, 71 Park Ave., New York, N.Y.,
10016 (See section III).
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CHAPTER 2

LEARNING THE ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVE

A Self-Directed Workshop

for Teachers

by

James McIntyre
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this workshp is to allOw potential

motivation course teachers to experience a course

themselves. In the past it has been a reasonably

expensive process for a school to give such a course.

Professional trainers were needed not only for training

teachers, but for ongoing consultation as the teachers

prepared a course for the students. This made long,

involved proposals to.funding agencles necessary and

often meant that the teachers were very dependent on the

presence of the trainer in 6rganizing their own course.

This workshop is an attempt to overcome these problems,

allowing you to learn enough about achievement motivation

to design a course of your own for your unique students.

Your commitment to the workshop as a learning experience

is the most critical factor in the-workshop's success.

It is also the only way the purposes of the workshop will

be fulfilled.

1. Who should attend? In order to use the workshop

materials properly, you should have.a group ofat least six

. teachers and administrators who would like to be involved

in giving such a course to your students. An ideal group

would be twelve people, and any number above fifteen

should be split into two similar and equal groups to facil-

itate interaction.

If it is impossible to do otherwise, go ahead and

have your c3urse without anyone from the administration.

Our experiences however, causes us to encourage you to

make every. effort possible to get the principal or head,-

master or one of their assistants to participate. There

are magic moments in this course when everyone feels
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"turned on." If there is no-one from the administration there,

they will never understand your enthusiasm for such a program

for the kids and will probably think yoUr new vocabulary

("n-Aeh, n-Aff, HOS WO") a little strange. A committed

administrator will not only make the logistics of running

a course for the kids easier, but can lend a great deal of

prestige to the coUrse through his interest and involvement.

2. Finding Time and Place: The workshop is divided into

eight units, each taking about three hours. Some of the

units could use twice that much time profitably. These

more or'less discrete units allow a great deal of flex-

ibility in scheduling your own workshop. The ideal arrange-

ment would be a retreat setting, away from all the

distractions of everyday life, for a period of three days,

e.g. - Thursday evening to Sunday afternoon.- The course

would have a much greater effect.on the participants if it

were done this way. However, meeting once or twice a wpek

for three hours in a large comfortable room for eight or

ten weeks would suffice, as would several full Saturdays.

Since you as a group are running it, the decision is yours.

3. PreparatIon for Participation: M,ke sure every partici-

pant has a copy of this manual several days in advance_of

the beginning of the workshop, and request everyone to

read chaptersone and two before the workshop begins. This

will save a lot of time and discussion and should give

everyone the proper "set" for the course.

Most of the units require no materials' other than those

normally available, but in the few that do, the apparatus

should be set up prior to the beginning of the session.

Having one person be responsible for all materials and

apparatus will make it run more smoothly. There is very

little "homework" to be done betweeh sessions. The one

important exception is the preparation for session eight,
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when a thorough reading of chapter 4 is absolutely

necessary. If that can be done prior to beginning the

entire course, so much the better.

The materials you will need to conduct the workshop

propel:1y are:

1. pencils and paper for everyone

2. a copy of this manual for everyone

3.. a standard ring-toss game

4. a circular dart board, with 10, 20, 30, 40, 60,
80, 100, score areas

5. at least six darts
.

6. Blackboard or large paper pad, or both (if you

use the pad, magic markers will also be needed.)

7. some graph paper (1/8" squares is fine)

8. counters such as those used for keeping track__
of the total price while grocery shopping;. one -fOr

each person

9. If you would like to use a film *other than those
suggested in unit four, the ETV film "The Need to
Achieve," is available from Indiana University
Film Center, Bloomington, Indiana. It says no-
thing about training, but does givt: a good
picture of the background research.

10. if movies are used, a projector and screen

11. enough 8 1/2 x 11 paper for the Origami Game

(see session six) ,

4. The Exercises: Each unit begins with a game or

sequence of actions which is designed to involve the

person as fully as possible in th learning experience,

and to develop some feelings and information that may be

used in the discussion which follows. illi'is an ImAuctive

experience-based approach that tries to generate answers

that are appropriate to the individual.

Although some units in the course are more or less

cognitive, each unit is designed to help the participant

look at himself a little more closely and make some
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judgments about the appropriateness of achievement motivation

for his own life style.

Every teacher knows that a student gets out Of clags

only what he puts into it. Sometimes we tend tO fOrget

that the same is true of teachers. This section briefly

outlines the kinds of attitudes we think are important

for you to bring into this workshop if it is going to

succeed.

Participative. this means droiming some of your

grown-up inhibitions about playing games and jumping in

with both feet. So what if you can't throw a dart

straight or fold a paper airplane in less than a minute.

If you expect the kids to come to your course with a

participative attitude, you could give it a.try yourself

in the workshop.

Supportive. A supportive attitude toward the other

people in. the course is imperative. Be as warm and friendly

as possible, and steer clear of being jUdgmental. On the

other hand, don't shy away from confronting others in the

group when you think they are overlooking some relevant

data, or when the conclusions about the material or process

in the workshop is in contradiction to your own.

Inquiring. Be curious about the material, the research,

yourself, and others. There have been many books written

in this field (see bibliography on affective education in

this manual) and many of them could be of great value in

planning your course or increasing your learning. Ask the

questions of others designed to clarify any confusion that

may exist in your mind.

5. Working with the Data. Each exercise produces an

abundance of information about the group and the individuals

in it. Some of it will be on the blackboard, but most will

be a little less obvious and you will need a method or
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framework for getting at the hidden data that are float-

ing around in the minds of the participants:

The best method we have found for getting at and

using these feelings and ideas is a cybernetic learning

loop that allows you to move as a group through a complete

discussion cycle and into the next unit-:

Exercise or
Experience

Generation of
new* action
questions

Forming
Concepts

Discussion,
Analysis

Generalizing
to other.
experiences

Let's take an example that will'illustrate how this

model of goal-directed discussion might work. Suppose,

for instance, that one unit in the workshop was on

communication problems. The beginning exercise would be

a small group discussion in which no person could speak

his own mind until he had repeated.the previous speaker's

points in a way that satisfied the previous speaker.

The first part of the discussion.following the exercise,

when the condition of repeating is no longer in effect, would

be spent in an open-ended discussion and analys3s of the

experience (box 2). The focus would probably be on the

feelings people had-and the difficulty they had concentrat-

ing on what the other person was saying. Slowly, the talk

would begin to be concerned with other situations (box 3)

where the participants have not listened well and have

missed something. Most participants would realize that,

as a general rule, they don't really listen to other people,

as they are too busy thinking of what they are going to say
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while the other person is talking. Participants begin to

recognize typical patterns in their own behavior which could

stand changing (box 4). This leads into the next phase:

"What can I do to improve mYself in this area?" The group

is now asking the e.tion questions (box 5).

This is not the end of the process, however, for a

loop is never ending. The action questions lead one into

new experience (in this case another unit) which generates

the process once again. You shouldn't follow this process

slavishly in your workshop, but it is a good model for

everyone to have in mind as the discussion of the exercises

begins. It can insure a sense of direction in dealing with

the data from the exercise, and can also be of help in

planning the course units for students.

6. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Your Group Process.

At every point in the course the group should be making

a concentrated effort to be aware of what's happening within

the group itself. Are some people keening the group from

functioning as a learning team? Is the'exercise adequate

for the needs of the group? What can be done to make the

next session more meaningful than this one?

At the end of each unit there is a short evaluation

sheet. This is one of the most important parts of the

course. All participants should fill it out honestlir and

straightforwardly at the end of each session.. Each session

someone is assigned to summarize for the following meeting

the anonymous -Ciitiques and to lead a discussion of them.

It need not take too much of your time at the beginning

of the session to work through the issues raised by the

sheets. But, if the issues seem suffictiently important,

take the time to work them out. If, for instance, lack of

cooperation between two :)eopfe is keeping the group from
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accomplishing its aims, spend some time getting the

conflict in the open and attempting to deal with it in a

supportive way then and there. This involves some risk,

but successfully working through the conflict can

make the course even more meaningful for everyone. Try to

reach some agreement on changes that should be made in the

groups or the units on the basis of the Evaluation Sheets.

7. Feedback to the Achievement Motivation Development
Project.

In order for us to improve this manUal, we make a very

strong request that you ask your group to write as com-

plete an evaluation of it as you can. Be specific in

your suggestions so that we may be specific in our

revisions . In no sense is this manual thought_of as a

finished product, so we sincerely ask yourhelp.

Send all evaluations and feedback to:

Achievement Motivation Development Project
Harvard University Graduate School of

Education
13 Kirkland Street
Cambridge, Mass.

02138
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THE UNITS IN ORDER

1. Who am I? Why am I here? What do I want from the

workshop?

2. The thought characteristics of achievement motivation.

3. Achievement action strategies.

4. The Origami Game

5. Helping styles

6. Goal-setting

7. Developing the Action Plan

8. Developing your own course for students.



BEFOTIE

Going on to the rest of the course, take about 30

minutes to complete the following Test of Imagination

(see appendix). Look at each picture for approximately

twenty seconds, then -6urn the page &id write an

imaginative story about the picture. Wherever

possible, answer the questions on the page on which you

are writing.

TAKE ONLY FIVE MINUTES PER STORY!
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SESSION ONE: Who am I? Why am I here? What do I want
to gain?

During this session, for which you should.leave at least

2 1/2 hours, you will have a chance to explore with other

members of the group your feelings and your thoughts about

who you really are and what you are like. Your expectations

for the workshop should be talked about as openly as

possible, in order for all participants to share the

expectations of each.

I. Arranaement: Seated in a circle, preferably without

a table or any other.obstacle in between. People should be

comfortable with the seating arrangement and feel free

to alter it.

II. Procedure:

1. Round one: Each person has an opportunity to Say

who he feels he is. Although this may have a

tendency to begin mechanically ("name, rank, serial

number"), you should try to be as open and honest

as possible about yourself. -tihat, for instance, do

you feel are your greatest strengths? weaknesses?

At what major points has your life changed markedly?

Why? What are some adjectives that could be used to

describe you by your friends? Are they the same as

you would use? ;

-Some groups begin this session by having each member

write down an answer to the questions, "Who am I?",

"Why am I here?". Other groups begin by asking each

person to write his or her own obituary. In'this way

members present future goals along with past personal

history. -.in-ail cases open questioning is encouraged to

eliäit further information but not to probe for the

childhood "causes" of present behavior.
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2. Round two: Go back around the circle, and this time

try to explore the reasoni for your being here.

Is it totally pedagogical, or can part of the

reason be a desire to increase your own need to

achieve? What do you want to get from this

workshop and/or from leading a course in achieve-

ment motivation for kids? In what ways would you

like to change durihg this workshop?

During this exercise you will begin hammering out the

terms of your psychological contract with.each other,

learning something about the expectations and contributions

of each member of the group. Feel free to interrupt and

question when you feel it is appropriate. If conflict shoulc:

arise, deal with it then ahd there. Talk it out until

some level of understanding is reached that will allow the

course to proceed. Never let the conflict fester simply

for the sake of keeping on schedule. The other inputs

into the workshop will be less useful if people in the

group do not feel comfortable with each other.

You should try to be helpful to the-others, which

sometimes means giving another person honest feedback on

how you perceive him. If yobr group is to progress, it is

imperative that this feedback be as objective as possible,

and directed toward changeable behavior. If your group can

get to this point of honesty, the rest of the course will

have a great deal more meaning. .

Don't forget to fill out the evaluation sheets at the

end of the session and to assign someone the task of summar-

izing the comments at the beginning of Unit 2.
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EVALUATION SHEET
SESSIOWONE.

1. What are your general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most import-
ant questions that cameto you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for the
kids?
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SESSION TWO:

.TINIE: Flexible, but at least two hours. If more time is
needed, use the next scheduled sessicato insure

completion.

PURPOSES:----1"6 understand the thought characteristics of.the
person with high n-Ach (need-Achievement).

To learn something of your own motives as they
are shown thematically in the stories you have
written.

To become familiar enough wi.th the n-Ach
scoring system to teach it effectively to your

students.

GROUPING:
Groups of three usually are ideal for this
exercise, but your group as a whole should make
the decision as to whether or notthis number is
appropriate.

PROCEDURE:
71: Turn to the first story-you wrote on the

"Test of Imagination." Read them aloud and com-

pare them in terms of the dominant motivational

imagery, as defined in the "Teachers Guide to cod-

ing for Achievement, Affiliation and Power Motiv-

ation: Motive Imagery (see appendix)". Do this

for the second storli or until the concepts of

Achievement, n-Affiliation, and n-Power seem

clear to you.

2. Go on to the next section of the teachers

guide, "The Achievement Scoring System," and work

through that together until you are familiar with

the ten points of scoring for n-Achievement.

3. Go back to your stories on the "Test of

Imagination" and score them completely for n-

Achievement, using the "Test of Imagination n-Ach

Score Sheet", at the end of the Teachers Guide.
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4. Try to get some perspective on this exercise

by considering the following discus§ion

questions. Please remember that not all of your

questions can be answered immediately at thiS

point in the course. A certain amount of

uncertainty and confusion is normal. The

remaining sessions in this pourse are devoted

to answering these.questions in detail.
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SUGGESTED DIscpssIoN )UESTIONS

1; What is the value in learning to score TAT stories

for n-Ach?

2. Do you think learning to write stories according to

the scoring system would have any effect on a person's

life?

3. How often do you,.personally, think in terms of

"competing with your internal Standards.of excellence?"

4. Do you think it would help you to think along these

lines more often? What would other people think?

5. If a person tended to think along the lines of the

scoring system, what do you think his school record

would be?

6; What are some ways in which the scoring system

(thought characteristics of n-Ach) could be taught

to kids?
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EVALUATION SHEET-Session Two

1. What are your general iffipressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for the kids?



BEFORE ADJOURNING

Don't forget to-assign One of your group.members

to summarize the evaluation sheets at the be.ginning

of the next session.

Make sure the materials for the dart game and ring

.
toss game are set up properly so that they will be

ready for use when you convene the next session.

(see appendix 2.1 and 2.2)
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SESSION THREE
eft.. ....we. .6.

ACTION CHARACTERISTICS of the person with high n-Ach_

TIME REOUIRED: about three hburs

Research in risk-taking behavior and related areas

has produced some results that are of great interest.

People with a high need to achieve behave differently

when compared to other people. Psychological Researchers

are beginning to understand the complex relationships

between motives and action. They are finding that people's

achievement motive, as scored on the TAT (Test of

Imagination), generally predicts four action characteriStics.

Before discussing these, let's play one or two games in

the group. Keep accurate records of people's performance

for use during the following discussion period.

THE GAMES:

There are several games in the appendix that will do

quite well for our purposes, but two in particular fulfill

our criteria of simplicity of operation'and complexity of

alternatives: The Ring-Toss Game and The Dart Game.

Both are described in detail in the appendix, including

instructions for setting them up. They should have been

' set up before this session began, and if so, all you need

to play them are the instructions and a score sheet that

all can see.

These score sheets nay be on a blackboard or large

paper with magic marker, as long as the scores are NIsible

to all. They should be replicas of the score sheets found

in the instructions to the games.

PROCEDURE:

I. Play three rounds of the ring-toss 'game, keeping scores.
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The time necessary will vary acCording to the number

of players.

II. Talk about your performances in the group. Why did

you choose the distance you did? Why did you change

distances ip another round, or, why did you stay at

the same distance? Did you feel anv SF's? What do you

think your probabilities of success were from each

distance you chose? In other .situations do you tend

to take the same level of risks you did here?

(Limit this discussion to 30 minutei, even if it is

not finished to everyone's satisfaction )

III. Play two rounds of the dart game. You may divide

into teams on the second round if you would.like,

and keep team scores as well as individual scores.

Consult with the team.about your decisions and risks.

IV. Talk about your feelings as 1;011 played the game. Did

you reallY think you could throw darts that well?

What effect did the other people watching have on

your decisions? Did you like their help in making dec-

isions, or did you resist it? If you team cheered

for you, did it help or hinder your performance?

(Try to limit this discussion to about 30 minutes also)

THEN'

Turn the page to find out how people with high n-Ach act

in situations similar to these and review ./cs performance

in that light.
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Research has shown that people with a high need to

achieve tend to act in a special way in games like these

and in many life situations. A's each of these four action

characteristics of n-Ach are explained, go back to the

data generated during the two games and evauiate your own

and the rest of the groups' strategies.

I. The person with high n-Ach takes moderate risks.

He isn't interested in throwing the rings from three feet

and making sure he scores. There's no challenge in that;

it doesn't make his adrenalin move at all. Anyone can do

it from there.

Nor is he interested in throwing from so far away that

the outcome is left to chance. A 100-to-one shot might

appeal to some, but not him. What he wants Is a middle

position where his skill and dmfterity will be challenged,

but where he has a fighting chance of making it, given his

best effort.

In life situations he will probably be very bored by

a sure thing(and will probably leave it.for something more

challenging, where there is some risk. He will not, how-

ever, be much for lost causes or completely hopeless

situz.tions.)

Review some of your scores in the games and see if you

and the vroup can come to some agreement about levels of

risk. Would a moderate risk be the same distance or bid

for everyone? Could you define moderate risktakina a

little more precisely, perhaps in terms of probabilities?

(Try to limit this discussion to about 20 minutes, then

go on to the next action characteristic )

II. The person with high n-Ach likes to take personal
responsibility for his own success or failure.

This may make him sound like a loner or one who cannot

work with others,.and in some situations this may be true.

We have seen in the scoring system however, that the high
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achiever does recitiest help when he'needs it, and high

nch Is not a bar to working with others. .

What this does mean is that he wants tO be in a

sitxution where his success or failure depends on how.

well he does at the task. He is probably not a gambler,

since that would mean staking his satisfaction on pure

chance or on the efforts of someone else.

He will consult with other people, but he wants the

final decision on his work to he his. It is not

inconceivable that many kids we now consider 'under-

achievers" have-a reasonably higl, n-Ach, but find the

classroom situation too regimented to afford them the kind

of freedom they need to make many of their own decisions

and follow th6m through in their own way. Such a student

feels no sense of personal responsibility when asked to

do the same things as everyone else. And he probably

doesn't care about what other people think of his

performance, since others have made most of the critical

decisions.

When reviewing the information on the game score

sheets, check and see if there were significant differences

between the time you threw the rings alone and with the

group present. Were you honestly concerned with challenge

and personal responsibility, or did the presence of the

group change your style enough so that it was no longer

your decision? How much personal responsibility is involved

in throwing the rings from beyond 13 feet, or setting your

dart goal at 80 or 100 every time?

Discuss the problem of personal responsibility in the

classroom. How can it be facilitated? Is it practical,

or would too many kids cop out if given the chance?

(Try to keep this discussion down to about 20 minutes also.)
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III. The person with high n-Ach seeks and.uses_immediate,

We have seen how the high achiever likes to operate

in a certain area of probability (moderate risk-taking)

and how he wants to take personal responsibility for the

outcome. In addition, he wants to know how well he is

doing as often as he,possiblx_Can. This is probably the

reason why many high n-Ach people tend to go into sales

ok other entrepreneurial activities early in their

careers. There are few places where performance is

evaluated so often (weekly, monthly) in such an accurate

reliable way (dollars, sales figures).

A lot of us who become teachers, on the other hand, do

so precisely because we don't really want or need this

kind of rapid feedback, We frequently say that our rewards

are in the faces of the kids, and in our inner satisfaction.

The person with high n-Ach will usually adiust his

performance according to the feedback he is getting, If

it is neg'ative, he will probably work much harder to make

it positive. If it is positive, he will have some SF,

but will know he.can't rest on his laurels.

How well did you use your feedback from the score

sheet in setting succeeding goals in the games? Did you

pay much attention to it? 'How about the scores of others?

. Did they provide.any helpful feedback aboUt how you might

change your levels of risk in the games?

IV. The person with high n-Ach takes initiative and
5Etively researches his environment.

Before he begins to play, he Wants to be sure he knows

exactly what the rules of the game are, and what options

are open to him. He will try to test the materials'he is

to work or play with as much as possible before performing.

He will probably look for corners to --ut in order to

improve his performance while staying within the rules.
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Think about your performance in the games. Did you

insist on practice throws? flow tenaciously? Did you

watch how others threw to see if there might be some

hints for making your own methods more effective?

In other situations, how actively aware of your

environment are you? Do you test its limits? Do you test

your own limits? Do you encourage environment-probing in

your students? How? Do you ever discourage it, CiirigclOusly

or unconsciously?



DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

1. What did the games and the data developzd during

them help you to reaiize about yourself? Did it

clal:ify anything about your behavior for you?

2. What in your behavior during the games is typical

of the way you approach other situations in real

life? Be specific.

3. Do the concepts of these action strategies have

real reaning for you? Are theY usable in your

situation?

4. In what ways can you creatively present these

strategies to the kids in the course you will give?

Can you make them relevant to their situations?

5. In what way does your classroom structure naturally

encourage kids to use these strategies? In what

way does it discourage them from acting like high

achieqers? (There will be time later in your

workshop to deal with questions 4 and 5 in more depth

and begin to formulate same action nlans and

questions in more detail.)

BEFORE ADJOURNING:

Fill out the evaulation sheet for this session so that you

can discuss it at the beginning of the next session to

see if there are ways the group process may be improved.
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EVALUATION SHEET-Session Three

1. What are your general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were youZ What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it morq effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for the kids?
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TIME:

PURPOSE-

MATERIALS

PROCEDURE

SESSION FOUR

The Origami Game

About three hours.

a. to practice action strategies in complex
situation

b. to experience another input that will turn
the kids on

: As listed in game instructions (see appendix 2.3

: As in game instructions.. If yourgroup is large
enough, divide into two or three groups of
equal size so that team scores may be kept and
cooperation encouraged during the last two
rounds.

Leave enough time at the end of the game for a
full group discussion, focusing on the following
points:

a. What kinds of risks did you take?

b. What effect did having to state your bid
have on your estimates and your performance?

c. Go over the scoring system in terms of the
game. Can you identify thoughts or feelings
you had that are scdreable?

d. Were you very involved with the game? Why?

e. Wbat would you have to do to elicit the
same level of involvement in the classroom?
How are your class activities structured
differently from this game?

f. Finally, what's the building custodian
going to think of your group when he sees
all that folded paper?
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TIME:

SESSION FLVE

PART ONE --HELPING STYLES

One meal-time plus three hours.

PURPOSE: a. to focus on how it feels to help andaft MPM.
be helped.

b. to explore helping styles and their
effect on those being helped.

c. to look at your own behavior; how
your approach to helping effects others,
specifically_ students.

PART ONE:
MATERIALS: *Blindfolds for half the people in the

group. They may be of dark cloth or
anything else that blocks the light. A
simple alteration of "half-masks" that
cover just the eye ant:1 nose areas makes
them ideal for this purpose. Tape the
.mask's eye:tholes from the inside xvith an
opaque tape(mystik tape is gcod) so that
t

. .

ne wearer cannot sea. Blindfolds made
this way are less irritating and are
inclined to be cooler.

PROCEDURE: About ten minutes before meal time (par-

haps at the end of session three if there is to be a meal

between sessions three and four), blindfold half the

group. It is a good idea to try to get an even sexual

division so that half the males and half the females are

blindfolded.

There are no further instructions, with the

exception that the blindfolded people must keep their blind-

folds on through the meal and into the beginning of the next

session.

If possible, try to allow about one hour

between the end of the meal and the beginning of the next

session for free activity. There is little need to worry

about the appropriateness of your setting, as this exercise

has been done successfully in the most extreme settings

imaginable.
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Use the discussion guide and description on the next

pages when vou meet after the meal to get at the

problems of helping styles.
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DISCUSSION GUIDE

The first auestion that will probably arise during

this exercise is: "What does this silly game have to
do with achievement motivation?" Fair enough. At first
glance it probably seems that this is something stuck into

the workshop program to make it a lfttle more memorable,

a kind of goofy experience to tell your friends about when
talking politics gets boring. There is a little of that
in our intentions. We do want you to do things you will
remember and think about for some time.

If that were the only purpose, the game wouldn't really be
here. In order to get at that purpose, it's necessary to
go back a little bit into the-liFiceding session and think
about the way high achievers act. In the last session we
learned that people with high n-Ach- are moderate risk-

takers who like to explore their environment; take personal
responsibility for their own success or failure, and desire

concrete feedback on their performance whenever possible.

These characteristics give a profile of-an active,

probing individual who wants to be as independent as his
situation allows.

When you begin to talk about the experience you have
_

just had,seat yourselves in a circle and start with a

person who did not have a blindfold on. In addition to
describing what you are doing as you relive the blindfold

experience, also describe what you are feeling. Try to
remember feelings about the people you were helping or
being helped by. Did you object to the way some people
helped? Why? Tell them why you don't like that kind of
help and what you would have preferred they do. Did any-
one play jokes? Did anyone get or give a cane for a

blindfolded person? How would you describe the roles
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people took? Mother Hen, traffic cop, observer, the

sleeper. Who was really blind, - the helpers or the

helpless? Who are the blind, -- teachers or students?

Did anyone overhelp? What were the results? How do

these types of helping and helplessness =pare to the
type of helping.and helplessness in your classroom?' What

type of helping fosters active independence? What type of

helping inhibits the development of n-Ach?

Listed below are several general types of responses to

helplessness and to a.helping situation.

THE "HELPLESS"

1. Dependence: He is comfortable with having to depend

on the sighted person, and tends to wait to be told what to

do before acting or moving. He probably wanted to be

guided more physically, and was content to be waited on dur-

ing the meal. He asked questions of the person guiding

him about possible dangers, but was reasonably certain that

the guide would not lead him astray.

2. Counter-dependence: He wanted nothing to do with

guides or helpers. As a matter of fact, he probably did

everything he could to make the guide dependent on him.
. Perhaps he went for coffee for sighted peOple, or offered

to run some kind of an errand. In any case, he was will-

ing to risk some rather obvious d'angers in order to keep

from depending on anyone for help.

3. Independence: He wanted to function as much as

possible by himself, but realized that there were dangers

involved in goiiig completely alone. He asked more for

descriptions of the environment and.potential dangers from

the sighted person , so that he might explore their limits

without risk of serious injury. If'the situation warranted

his complete dependence he could probably adjust to it for
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a while, but would want a situation where he would not
have to be so dependent.

"TUE HELPERS4

1. Over-directive: He wants to be of help in any
and every way, and would rather destroy the independence of
the person he's helping than risk having that person make
an incorrect decision. He serves their plates, tells

them exactly where everything is on.the plate, and inUnlates
that he will be ready to guide their fork if needed.

He may not be able to stand the possibility of someone

making a mistake while in his care and may either became more
demanding or quiet if his orders are disobeyed. Dependent
types like this type of helper.

2. Direction-avoidance: Having the responsibility

for a-blind person ior a couple of-hours will be more
than he can handle. Ke will rationalize his unwillingness
to get involved by saying "I felt they would feel prouder
if they did it by themselves." He will.be partially right
but there are things .he can see that the blind person

can't and he could be helpful in developing their confidence
in their own abilities. BUt he doesn't want to get involved.
Counter-dependent blind people are a good match with this
type of helper.

3. Coaching.: He wants his charge to be able to

operate on his own, but realizes that sight gives him

certain responsibilities. He will probably ask if the

person wants help before giving it to him, and, except in
the case of obvious dangers, will be inclined to let the

helpee explore his environment for himself. He develops

a facility for direction that is not directive, letting

the blind person know what is about him, without tugging
and pulling. If he leads physically, he will make sure
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that the blind person grasps his arm and retains control,
rather than "grabbing and guiding", and thereby taking
control away from the helpee.

In general this.exercise allows you to explore the
nature and varieties of the helping relationship and
to gain an unusual perspective on your normal classroom
teaching as a form of helping. The exercise is a good

. starting point to begin deciding how to structure the
helping relationships in the achievement motivation course
vou will be giving.

When you bring this discussion to a ciose, you may
either go on to session five, or continue with the second
part of this exercise. You should only try the second
part if you have at least two hours, whether in this session
or as a separate session before going on.
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0
EVALU1TICY0 SHEET-Session Five

1. What are your general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might

the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effective?

3; What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing.the course for the kids?
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SESSION FIVE

PART TWO

TIME: Two hours or more

MATERIALS: None

PURPOSE: a. to practice verbal helping
b. to get feedback on your helping style
c. to receive help on a real problem

PROCEDURE: a. Divide group into trios.

b. During the first round, person A will explain
a real problem with which he would like help.
Person B will be the helper to whom he
presents the problem. Person C will observe
and summarize his impressions at the end of
the round.
(time: 30 m4.nutes, plus ten minutes summary)

c. After the first round, have all trios come
back into a larger group and share some of
what went on during their session. It is
more relevant here to discuss styles of
helping rather than the personal problems.
(time: 20 minutes)

Go back into the same trios, this time
changing roles so that each person has a
different one. e.g.-A will be observer, C
helper, B-helpee.
(time: 30 minutes; plus ten minutes summary)

e. Once again switch roles so that each person
is in the role he did not have before.
(time: 30 minutes, plus ten minutes summary)

f. Reconvene the large group. Discuss what
happened in your trios until you feel vou
have closure. USe discussion questions on
the next page, if necessary. Remember, though,
that the questions are intended'as guides,
and are not meant to stifle free discussion.
A group encounter.that deals meaningfully
and honestly with how people feel now about
_their own helping style and those of others
will come closer to truth for your situation.
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DISCUSSION OMSTIONS

1. Was there any difference in the level of involvement

in your trio during the first, second, and third

rounds?

2. Do you know the people in your frio any better now?

Are your feelings about-them changed? How?

What happened during the exercise that allowed you

to see yourself most clearly?

4. Are you happy with the way in which you helped? Could

you describe the styles of the other two people in

your trio?

5. Zre you inclined to be the same way in other situations,

such as the classroom?

6. What do you think an effective helping style is?

7. How could you change your own classroom approach so

that you would be a better helper?

8. What do you intend to do to become more effective as

a helper in the classroom?



EVALUATION SH.nT-Session Five-Part 2

1. What are your general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (Row involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been-more effective? -What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for:the kids?
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A BACKWARD LOOK

So fa): in this workshop we have talked about who we
are and what we want from the workshop. We have learned
to score TAT's for three types of motive imagery, as well
as for the complete n-Ach scoring system. We have-

experienced in game situations some Of the ways people with
high n-.Ach tend to* behave, and had a chari-,le to look at
our own scores to see if we tend to behave in a similar
fashion.

During the last session we explored several aspects
of the helping relationship, and your group discussions
probably came to some conclusions about the type of help
that fosters n-Ach, conformity, creativity, dependence,
etc. Perhars'you have even begun to make sOme decisions
about ways in which you would like to change, whether they
involve n-Ach or not.

AND A FORWARD LOOK

During the remainder of this workshop, you will be
encouraged to make those decisions a little more concrete
and start making them into measurable, moderate-risk
goals. Hopefully you will state those goals to the others
in the group and get their help in finding ways to measure
progress, as well as enlisting their support and encourage-
ment in reaching them. It is important that liou do this,
as you should experience the goal-setting process before
asking your 'students to do it in your n-Ach course. This
will bring us to the last sessions of the workshop during
which planning will be done for the'n-Ach course you will
give. You will get some of the theoretical background of
n-Ach courses and have a chance to build youi own course
around it, developing some specifically appropriate games
and exercises.
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SESSION SIX

Goal Setting

Introduction

If you can let the writer intrude into your group for

a few minutes, he would like to do 'a little preaching. It

would be nice to wave a heady nostrilm of n-Ach at

people and have them immediately become more active,

independent,- successful people. There have been millions

made on just such nostrums, all promising to magically

unleash your hidden potential. There is even a magazine

called 'Success Digest" published monthly that is no more than

hundreds of advertisements _for miracles that can be yours

for little work and $6.95.

This course, the course vou 4ive to your kids, or any

other course that is directed towards change, is not

effective unless some change results. And change is usually

hard work. To develop a muscle you nust use it, and that's

where the aoal-setting phase of the course comes in. The

setting and charting of achievement aoals makes work more

meaningful and real accomiflishment much more likely in the

rui:ure as weil.

It is no accident that 'Aerobics" is.on its way to
becoming the best selling,most effective thysical fitness
book of all time. It takes physical exercise away from the
randomn&ss with which most adults engage in it and

est.ablishes a complex, scientific goal system tliat gives

you concrete feedback each day. "Aerobics'

is also a mndel for how one can develop achievement

motivation through step-by-step progression and work.

The request that you undertake a goal-setting project
is not one that is made lightly. It is necessary that

you begin the goal-setting process if this course is to
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have any effect on your life. If you do not go through this

process you will know about achievement motivation in the

same way you would know about physical fitness if you only

read the Aerobics manual. It helps to go through the

process yourself.
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TIME:

PURPOSE:

SESSION SIX

Goal Setting

About three hours

a. to set definite, measurable achievement
goals and make plans

b. to get feedback on their appropriateness
for you, as well as on their risk level

c. to establish methods of measurement and
charting

.PROCEDURL: 1. Divide into the same trios you had during
the helping exercisd.

2. Each person then writes an imaginary news
story from a paper. This will be a feature,
set five years in the future, about your-
self. It should include the reason for the
story, and a capsule of your activities in
the five years leading uD to the story.
List all significant events and newsworthy
attitudes. One or two handwritten pages
should suffice.

3. Person A reads his news story to B and C,
who will help him translate his fantasy
into two realistic goals: (See instructions
for goal-helpers and goal-setting tips on
next pages).

4. Arrive at a aecision (not necessarily
concensus) as to what a short-range goal
should be and how one could best measure
and chart progress toward it. THE PERSON
WHOSE GOAL IT IS MUST BE FULLY SATISFIED
WITH THE CHOICE AND TI1E METhOD OF MEASURE
MENT. (Refer to "Coal-setting tips"
on following pages)

5. As in the helping exercise, switch roles and
repeat 3 and 4.

6. Switch roles once, again, and repeat 3 and 4.

7. Reconvene large group,and have each person
state his goal and his reasons for choosing
it, the process that was followed in choos-
ing it, and how it will be charted. This
should help those who have been having -
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:

difficulty with charting methods.

8. Arrange to have a follow-up meeting of the
group some two to four weeks-hencelso that it
will be possible to sharesome of the
successes and failures and to find reasons,
and perhaps to set new goals then.

9. On your own time check out your goal into the
scoring system found at the and of this
exercise.

.

.
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INSTRUCTIONS roR GOAL-HELPERS

In this exercise, the two helpers in each round do not

play identical roles. A person is more apt to choose a

meaningful goal if he does not accept the first suggestion

that comes along. If he can be involved in some conflict

over his goal, he is more likely to dig deeper into his

problem and come up with goal setting solutions that do not

overlook anything.

This is the.reason we ask one of the helpers to be very

supportive of the person setting the goal. Agree with his

.diagnoses. Let him know why you think he is correct, but

try not to be a wishy-washy Charlie Brown about it. Pick

out the things you really think are good about his story

and any plans he might be thinking of and support him

whole-heartedly on that basis.

The other helper should try to be a mild Devil's

Advocate. Let the person know how you think he is avoiding

the real issues he should be working on. Don't overplay

and start nit-oicking over minor points, but try to aim

for the real weak points in his story and plan. Don't be afraid

to take issue with your fellow helper. Unless.the helpers

really_try to find the positives and negatives on the plan,

this can come off as just so much play acting.
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GOAL-SETTING TIPS

1: Make sure your goal is involving and meaningful to. you.
It should represent an area where you want change or
improvement. (N)

2. Ask yourself if this represents a low risk, high risk or
moderate risk. (HOS, FOF)

3. Phrase your goal statement so that you are competing with
a standard of excellence in some way. You must want
to do it well (AI)

4. Think about your feelings. Just how bad will you feel
if you fail? (FF) Will you feel good if you succeed?
(SF) If vou don'tthink you'll feel anything either way
pick another goal. That one doesn't mean much to you.

5 Talk it over sincerely and honestly with ether twe in
your trio. Thely will try to help you from opposite
points of view (H) Although there will be conflict, the
final choice is yours alone.

6. The Devil's Advocate' will be try.ing to make you
aware of all the reasons you could e):pect not to reach
your goal. Don't think of this as negativism, but as
making sure you are aware of the PO's and WO's.

7. Try to make your plan for keeping track of progress as
concrete as possible. Use graph paper if your progress
can be charted daily, but, whatever the goal, come up
with some kind of graphic representation that will give
you daily feedback. If it is a frequency goal, buy
a grocery store "tota4ler" to keep an accurate count..
If it's an incremental goal, a mock thermometer might
be appropriate. But get something up on your wall where
you can see it!
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ON YOUR OWO TIME

Write a short story about your goal, using the n-Ach

scoring categories.. Rearrange and relabel.if this

sequence doesn't satisfy you:

(AI)

(N)

(HOS)

M/

(P0)

(ACT)

(E)

(FE)

(SF)
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EVALUATION SHEET-Session Six

1. What are your .general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? . (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What Fie the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effectiVe?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for the kids?
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TIME;

SESSION .SEVEI.I.

Developing:the Action.Plan

Indeterminate. If you are really planning to
teach a course to the kids, this will just be
the first of many planning sessions. Three
hours should be enough for this one, however.

PURPOSE; To begin planning your n-Ach course for
students in broad outline.

PROCEDURE: 1. In the large group, write McClelland's twelve
guidelines for n-Ach course on a blackboard or
on.a large pad with magic markers.

2. Begin a group discussion of how the
propositions may be implemented, taking them
one at a time. Be as free and uninhibited as
you can. Have one person act as recorder
and write down all ideas, no matter how out-
landish they seem (if it is possible to do this
on ditto stencils and run them off quickly
before part 4 of thls'exerciTe, do it and
distribute copies to all the small aroups).

3. Break into four groups, each with
responsibility for discussing and :laking
preliminary suggestions on one of the follow-
ing groups of propositions:

a. Goal setting: Propositions 1, 2 & 9.
b. Motive syndrome: Propositions 3, 4, & 5.
c. Cognitive supports:. Propositions.2,6, & I.
d. Group supports: Propositions 10,.11 & 12.

Nake sure all suggestions are written down for
later reference.

(Time: two hours)

5. Be prepared to report your small groups'
suggestions at the next session.

HOPrEWORX Read charters 3 and 4 of this manual
and skim through the appendix.
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TWELVE GUIDELINES FOR I14CREASING n-ACH THROUGH MOTIVATION_ . . _ _ . . . . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ . . . _ _ _ . . . _ _ . _ . _
COURSES*

1.. The more reasons an individual has in advance to believe
that he can, will, or should develop a motive, the more
educational attempts designed to develop that motive are
likely to succeed. (Goal setting)

2. The more an.individual perceives that developing a motive
is consistent with the demands of reality (and reason),
the more educational attempts to develop that motive are
likely to succeed. (Cognitive supports)

3. The more thoroughly an ifidividui1 develops and clearly
conceptualizes the associative network of thoughts
defining the motive, the more likely he'is to develop
the motive. (Motive syndrome)

A. The more an individual can link the newly developed net-
work to related actions, the more the change in both
thought and action is likely to occur and endure.
(Motive syndrome)

5. The more an individual can link the newly conceptualized
association-action complex (or,motive) to events in his
everyday life, the more likely the motive complex is
to influence his thoughts and actions outside the
training experience. (notive syndrome)

6. The more an individual can nerceive.and experience the
newly conceptualized motive as an improvement in his
self-image, the more the motive is likely to influence
his future thoughts and actions. (Cognil-.ive sungorts)

7. The more an individual can perceive and experience the
newly conceptualized motive as an improvemant on
prevailing cultural values, the more the motive is likely
to influence his future thoughts and actions. (Cognitive
supports)

8. The more an individual commits himself to achieving
concrete gcals in life related to the newly formed
motive, th; more the motive iS likely to influence his
future thoughts and actions. (Goal setting)

9. The more an individual keeps a record of his prcgress
toward achieving goals to which.he is committed, the
more the newly formed is likely to influence his
future thoughts and actions. (Goal setting)

* David C. McClelland, "Tovard a Theory of Motive
Acquisition,".American.Psychologist, Vol. 20, No. 5.
May 1965
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10. Changes in motives are more likely to occur in an
atmosphere in which the individual feels warmly but
honestly supported and respected by others as a
person capable of guiding and directing his own
future behavior. (Group supports)

11. Chanrvzas in motives are more likely to occur the more
the setting dramatizes the importance of self study
and lifts it out of the routine.of everyday life.
(Group supports)

12. Changes in motives are more likely to occur and
persist if the new motive is a sign of membership in
a new reference group. (Group supports)

Further elaboration of the evidence behind these

propositions may be found in the article from which they

were taken (see footnote) and in Chapter four of this

manual.
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EVALUATION SEEET-Session Seven

1. What are your general impressions of thc workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the group do differently? What can you do in the
next session to make it more effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing the course for the kids?
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TIME:

PURPOSE:

SESSION EIGHT

Developing New Inputs

About-three hours: This should be seen as an
extension of session seven and a second step
in planning your course. It should end only
after the group has agreed on a time for their
next planning meeting.

a. To begin getting specific about what will
actually go on in the course for the kids.
b. To begin creating new inputs (games,
teaching methods) for the course you will give.
c. To translate the alYstract propositions into
-action situations.

PROCEDURE:
1. In total group, list the objectives you feel this

course should be aimed at.

2. Suggest specific ways the learning of n-Ach could
meet those objectives.

3. Divide into the project groups you had for session
seven and begia working the objectives of the
course into specific inputs into the course. The
group that .was dealing with goal setting in the last
session should formulate specific ways of meeting
the objectives through use of the goal-setting
propositions, each group doing the same for its
area (see next page).

4. Meet back in large.group and share plans for
implementing objectives and-propositions in
specific ways.

5. Establish time for next meeting, assign committee
responsibilities for coming up with more detailed,
integrated plans for that meeting.
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ON NEW INPUTS

Most of the cramps in this .vorkshop and in other

sections of this manual were not created by professional

psychologists. They are the results of the work of

classroom teachers who knew their kids and what would appeal

to them.

For your course to have maximum effectiveness on the

students, it should be your course and theirs. Wherever

possible they should feel as if they have some control

over the proceedings, some voice in what is appropriate

and what is not. Perhaps they can feel this best if they

are given the opportunity to create new inputs themselves

through teaching it to someone else..

As long as you are getting at the salient objectives

of your course, as you outlined them in this session, you

should feel that your freedom to create is unlimited.

Use as many of the games in this manual as you would like,

but always be thinking of how they night be improved, or

how a similar game would be much more appropriate.

The descriptions in chapter 4 and the games in the

appendix are meant to give you a wide choice from which to

make selections for your unique course. After you have

seen the variety of alternatives you may feel more comfortable

about creating your own learning games and exercises. This

is all a way of saying that we cannot program your creative

activities, your initiative or solutions to the problems

. you face: We do hope, however, that you now feel confident

and familiar enough to try your hand at giving an'n-A6

course to your students.
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EVALUATION SKEET- Session Eight

1. What are your general impressions of the workshop
session just concluded? (How involved were you?
How interested were you? What are the most
important questions that came to you?)

2. How might it have been more effective? What might
the next group do differently? What can you do in
the next session to make it more effective?

3. What information came out of the last session that
will be helpful in preparing tile course for the kids?
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Chapter 3

Achievement Motivation, Its History and Impact on History

Alfred Alschuler

Black magic, the medieval devil's art, consisted of mys-

terious causal relationships between secret words, deeds, po-

tions and other seemingly unrelated events. Yet when we dis-

cover scientific explanations for these strange relationships,

they are no longer black or magic. A potion derived from the

boiled bark of aspin trees, called aspirin today, does reduce

a variety of pains in the head. The following statement also

sounds like black magic in the 20th century: Certain ideas in

man's fantasy life are causally related to the rate of national

economic development. Yet this is precisely, the claim of Pro-

fessor David McClelland, a Harvard psychologist who has scien-

tifically traced the relationshiP between "achievement" fantasies

and national economic progress (McClelland, 1961). Supporting

empirical evidence was gathered during twenty years of research

conducted by Professor McClelland and co-workers around the

world. In brief, men who have many achievement fantasies and

think about innovating and making things concretely better tend

to act in certain special ways. The related action pattern is

best described as "entrepreneurial behavior". When there is a

relatively high percentage of achievement thinkina and entre-

preneurial behavior in a country, or, in other words, high achieve-

ment motivation, it eventually is reflected in e quickened rata

of economic development. One obvious implication is that in-

creasing a man's achievement thinking should cause him to be

more energetic, innovative and entrepreneurial. Increasing the

amount of achievement thinking in a nation should result in faster

national economic progress. This explanation and this possibility

may sound distantly plausible and quite oversimplified, so let

us take a mor ,,,. detailed look at the research on which these claims

are based.
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David C. McClelland was trained at Yale in the late

1930's, the same time and place where there was great hope of

discovering the laws of learning and motivation through the

precise understanding of how other animals learned; and, in

practice, these animals usually were rats. Professor Clark

Hull of Yale University had carried rigorously systematic

empirical research and psychological theory building to its

first apex. Though Hull's approach was elegant in its

conception and construction, McClelland came to believe that

it was not dynamic enough to adequately represent the relative

complexity of uniquely human motivation. At the time, in the

1930's and 1940's, the chief.rival to Hull's theory was Freud's

psychoanalytic theory of personality development and motivation.

From McClelland's point of view Freud's theories, though highly

relevant to the human condition, lacked rigorous experimental

and quantitative support. The task McClelland set for himself

was to bring the sophisticated experimental tradition of Hull

to the study of dynamic human motiVation (McClelland, 1965).

It was the integration of these two traditions within psycho-

logy which over the last twenty years has resulted in the cur-

rent training programs to increase individuals' achievement moti

vation.

DEFINITION AND MEASUREMENT OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

In retrospect, it is not difficult to understand how an

interest in human motivation led to an interest in achievement

motivation and how this research moved from the laboratory into

the field. McClelland's first goal was "to develop a method of

measuring individual differences in human motivation (which would

be) firmly based on the methodology of experimental psychology

and on the psychological insights of Freud and his followers"

(McClelland, 1961, p. 39). According to Freud, motivation is

evident in the fantasy lives of individuals. Interpretation

of dream fantasy is one principal method psychoanalysts use to

discover a person's motivations, hidden conflicts, and wishes.

Professor Henry Murray's Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) is a
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second, widely used method of eliciting fantasies of individ-

uals which reveal their dominant motives. The TAT is a set

of pictures depicting a variety of common situations. The

pictures are ambiguous in the sense that they may be inter7

preted in many ways. Persons taking the TAT are asked to tell

imaginative stories about what is hanpening, what led up to

the situation, what the characters are thinking and feeling

and how it will turn out. Murray showed that these imagin-

ative stories, like a person's dreams, reflected his dominant

motives. However, both the TAT and dream analysis lacked a

rigorous quantitative mthod of determining the strength

and extent to which motives were operating in a person's

life. It was here that McClelland integrated the Hullian

experimental perspective with the Freudian view by objective-

ly quantifying human motivation reflected in'TAT responses.

The first task in devising a method of measuring moti-

vation was to vary the intensity of people's motives and to

measure thc effects on their imagination or fantasy. Just

as Hull had experimentally manipulated drive states in animals

(e.g., H-111 increased the hunger drive by depriving animals

of food for varying lengths of time), McClelland began by ex-

perimentally manipulating strength of food notivation in

humans. McClelland obtained TAT stories from groups of Navy

men who differed in the numbz_r of hours for which they had

gone without food. The experiments, performed at the U.S.

Submarine Base in New London, Connecticut, showed that dif-

ferent degrees of hunger were reflected in different amounts

of food imagery in the TAT stories. In other words, fantasy

TAT stories could be used to measure the strength of moti-

vation (Atkinson and McClelland, 1948).

The next step was to choose a uniquely human motive,

experimentally vary its intensity and identify the resultant

changes in TAT fantasies. McClelland chose to study achieve-

meht motivation, one of the most interesting motives pre-

viously defined by Henry Murray. The intensity of achieve-
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ment motivation was varied by giving different instructions

to groups of individuals just before they wrote their TAT

stories. One group was told that people who did well on

ti;e fantasy test were successful businessmen and adminis-

trators. It was assumed that these instructions would

arouse achievement thoughts. The TAT responses of this

group were compared to TAT responses of a group given "neu-

tral" instructions and to a third group who were given "re-

laxed" instructions. The specific kinds of thoughts which

were present in the achievement grov,p TAT's and absent in

the "neutal"and "relaxed set of TAT's became the operational

definition of achievement motivation (McClelland et. al.,

1953). Since this definition, or measure, is so critical

to an understanding of the subsequent research, it will be

presented in some detail here.

A, motive is a pattern of thought associated with a

type of goal. The achievement motive consists of the clus-

ter of thoughts associated with striving for some kind of

excellence, as opposed to the thoughts associated with

gaining prestige and influence (power motivation) oz the

thoughts associated with establishing friendly relationships

(affiliation motivation). Thus, a TAT story contains achieve-

men*. irt.Q0:1:ration though:Cs if, arid only if,, it' includesa

stated goal of striving for a standard of excellence. Achieve-

ment Goal Imagery (AI) is reflected in any one of the four

following ways: competition with.others, campetition with

one's self, striving for some unique accomplishment, and

long-term involvement. If a TAT story contains a statement

of any of these four types of conderns, the story receives

one point. The story below contains an example of the "unique

accomplishment" type of achievement imagery.

The boss is talking to an employee. The
boss wants the employee, an engineer, to
start working on a specially designed car-
buretor for a revolutionary engine. The
job will come off O.K., and the engine will
revolutionize the automobile industry.
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If a story contains achievement goal imagery, then the

subcategories of achievement thinking are scored, if they

are present. This cluster of abhievement related thoughts

is listed below:

OUTLINE OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION SCORING SYSTEM

Stated need for achievement: expression of a

desire to reach an achievement goal. "He wants

very much to solve the problem."

IA Instrumental activity: statement that something

is being done about attaining an achievement goal.

"The man worked hard to sell more books."

Positive anticipatory goal state: stated anticipation

of success in attaining a goal. "He hopes to

become a great surgeon."

Go- Negative anticipatory goal state: stated antici-

pation of failure or frustration. "He thinks he

will make a mess of the job."

Bw World Block: statement that goal-directed

activity is obstructed by something in the external

world. "His family couldn't afford to send him to

college."

Bp Personal block: statement that progress of goal-

directed activity is obstructed by personal defi-

ciencies. "He lacked the confidence to overcome

his shyness."

Nup Nurturant press: statement of someone's aiding or

encouraging the person striving for achievement.

"His boss encouraged him in his ambitions."

Positive affective state: stated experience of a

positive emotional state associated with a definite

accomplishment. "He is proud of his acceptance

to graduate school."
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G- Negative affective state: stated negative emotion

associated with failure to attain an achievement

goal. "He is disgusted with himself for his failure."

Ach Th Achievement thema: the major plot or theme of the

story is achievement, rather than affiliation or power,

The following is an example of a typical story produced in

response to a TAT picture:

A student is trying to answer questioni; on an exam
and is finding the test too difficult to do as well
as he had wanted. The student is not stupid, but
he has a girl and didn't study as hard as he should
have. He is unhappy that he didn't study harder,
and hopes he has acceptable answers. He would cheat,
but it is an honor exam, and he has too much
character. He will get a "D" on the exam and will
turn over a new leaf and devote the proper time to
study.

Score: AI, IA, Bp, G.-, Ach. Thema = total 6 points.

The preceding, although a necessarily brief account of

the scoring system indicates its nature as an intellectual

junction of two customarily separate psychologies, Hullian

and Freudian, and summarizes what achieVement motivation is.*

It is clear that achievement motivation as defined above

is not identical with our traditional notion of achievement

as observable accomplishments, e.g.; high test scores, attain-

ing prestigious elected office, earning a high salary.

Achievement motivation (hereafter.designated n-Ach for the

"need to achieve") is a spontaneously occurring pattern of

thoughts in an individual which is focused on excellence,

progress, doing things better, faster, more efficiently,

*For more exhaustive accounts Of the develoment of the
coding scheme, and of the vigorous methodological examinations
wbich it has undergone, the reader is referred to chapters
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, in Atkinson, 1958; Brown, 1965; Klinger, 1966;
Birney, 1959; Kagan & Moss, 1959.
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doing something unique, or, in general, competing. These

characteristic thoughts may result in a wide variety of

activities depending on the specific situation in which they

occur. However, n-Ach is the pattern of thoughts which leads

to actions, not the actions or accomplishments per se. Thus,

for example, a long distance runner,.gourmet chef, organ pipe

cleaner and architect all may have equally high achievement

motivation. From this point ot view there is no such species

as an "underachiever", o-ly individuals who may not have a

particularly high number of spontaneous n-:Ach thoughts. Nor

will increasing n-Ach inevitably lead to becoming a business-

man or entrepreneur. Increased n-Ach may result in a variety

Of specific increased concerns for excellence.

THE SPIRIT OP HERMES: PERSOkAL CHARACTERISTICS of

l'OPLE WITH HIGH n-ACH

Having objectively defined n-Ach, and established its

reliability as a measure, McClelland opened the door to the

hitherto neglected area of empirical research on motivation.

In the years following McClelland's original research,7

hundr.eds of studies were conaUCted to explOre further the nature,

relevance, and effects of achievement motivation. Several

of these studies had a particularly significant impact on

McClelland's SUbseqUent theorizing and research. Researchers

discovered that individuals with high achievement motivation

tend to act in certain characteristic ways:

1. Such individuals tend to set carefully calculated

moderate-risk goals in which their efforts areaeither doomed

to failure or are guaranteed of success. They choose chal-

lenging goals where the outcome is most uncertain (McClelland,

1958; Atkinson & Litwin, 1960; McClelland, 1955; Atkinson,

et. al., 1960).

2. Individuals with high achievement motivation prefer

situations in which they can obtain immediate, concrete feed-

back to evaluate just how well they are doing (French, 1958;
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Moss & Kagan, 1961).

3. qlhoy prefer situations in whiPh they can take personal

responsibility for thb outcames of their efforts. They like

tO control their own de8tinies through their aln action, ini-

tiative, and innovations (French, 1958; McLieliand, et: al.,

1953, pp. 286, 287).

McClelland hypothesized that the pattern which emergeS

from these action strategies is very often characteristic Of

the energetic; entrepreneurial character type. He found a

close fit between these empirically.derived action strategies

and the characteristics of entrepreneurs as-described by eco-

nomic and social theoretiCians: namely; moderate risk takihg;

energetic and novel instrumental activity directed tOward

specific goals; desire for immedihte, concrete knowledge of

the results of actions; preference for sitUations in which per-

sonal responsibility is crucial rather than fate, chance or

luck; and skill at making long-range plans (McClelland, 1961,

chapter 6). Persuasive as this descriptive fit may be, it

required further empirical documentation. Such evidence came

from two sources. Using the Alumni records of college students

who took the TAT some fifteen years earlier, McClelland (1966)

found that almost all of the alumni in entrepreneurial roles

had high n-Ach scores fifteen years earlier. Conversely,

almost none of these active, energetic men had low n-Ach

scores. This is a rather remarkable finding considering

the comparative lack of longitudinal research in psychology

and the typically low predictive power of most psychological

tests. Consider the fact that a half hour sampling of

thoughts of college students predicted career activity fif-

teen years later! As further documentation of these results,

Clayton (1965) studied the career progress of men who had re-

ceived graduate degrees in business'administration. Clayton

found that men relatively higher in n-Ach earned larger salaries

and possessed greater net worth.
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Another set of studies documents the association of n-Ach

with entrepreneurship. The archetype entrepreneur in Greek

mythology is Hermes as described in the "Homeric Hymn to Hermes",

written around 520 B.C. when Athenian n-Ach Was high compared

with later periods. In this hymn Hermes is described as in-

novator, inventor, businessman, concerned with getting ahead

in the world as fast as pospible.. By constructing a lyre

from a tortoise shell he made a great fortune. Nor was

Hermes above trickery. "Born in the morning, in the noonday

he performed on the lyre, in the evening he stole the cattle

of the archer god Apollo" Then Hermes swore to Apollo and

Zeus that he, the newborn babe was innocent. "The real point

of the story is its realistic reflection of the conflict

which was going on between the traditional Propertied classes,

represented by Apollo, and the heuveaux riches merchant class,

who adopted Hermes as their patron. In such a conflict the

merchants were clearly the aggress'ors, just as Hermes is,

in their demands for a greater share of the wealth and high-

er social status." (McClelland, 1961, p. 303). Hermes makes

technological innovations, embodies restless energy, motion,

little waste of time, and strives ior higher status and

greater wealth.

The empirical question is whether these and other aspects

of Hermes' life style also are characteristic expressive styles

of people with high n-Ach. Based on research by Aronson (1958),

McClelland concluded that restless (nonrepetitive, discrete)

doodles are characteristic of high n-Ach individuals. High

n-Ach individuals see time as short and passing rapidly (Green

and Knapp, 1959; Knapp and Green, 1960); they are anxious about

the passage of time and don't feel they have enough time (Knapp,

1960): they have a longer future time perspective (Rickes and

.*from N.O. Brown, Hermes, the Thief, Madison, Wisconsin,

University of Wisconsin'Press, 1942.
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Epley, 1960), show greater anticipation of the future (McClel-

land et. al., 1953, p. 250) and are oriented toward longer

range goals (Mischel, 1960). Like Hermes, -the winged-foot

messenger of the gods and patron of travelers, high n-Ach

people, and peoples, travel more, more widely, explore further

and have higher-rates of emigration (McClelland, 1961, pp. 313-

317). A variety of data suggest that high n-Ach is related

to upward social mobility (McClelland, 1961, pp. 317-322;

Crockett, 1962). Just as Hermes was a supurb athlete, cul-

tures with high levels of n-Ach tend to have more competitive

games and sports (McClelland, 1961). In short, many of the

life style traits of people With high n-Ach bear a striking

resemblance to the character of Hermes, the entrepreneur.

Although interesting as an empirical study of a mytho-

logical character type, this research has greatest value in

filling out our picture of what a person is like who has

high n-Ach. It helps suggest why a country with a compara-

tively lz-rge number of high n-Ach individuals will tend to

develop economically more rapidly. Other research also is

consistent with this picture of the high n-Ach individual.
itd

McClellandA(1953) found a correlation between n-Ach and school

grades of college students. Several other researchers have

found small but significant positive relationships between

. n-Ach and academic performance of superior high school stu-

dents, (Uhlinger & Stephens, 1960). "Underachievers",

on the other hand, appear to have.very low achievement mo-

tivation (Burgess, 1956; Garrett, 1949; Gebhart & Hoyt, 1958).

Morgan (in Atkinson and Feather, 1966) showed that in equal

ability grouped classrooms, n-Ach was strongly related to

grades attained. N-Ach is positively correlated with per-

sistence at difficult tasks (Feather, 1966). There is a low

significant correlation between n-Ach and intelligence in

college students as measured by I.Q. tests (McClelland, 1961).

In the psychological jargon, n-Ach has great "relational
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fertility." Intuitively, this large cluster of related

attributes forms a picture of great energyr'restless_striving

for excellence, concern with getting things done quickly and

well, interest in innovation and creative solutions to diffi-

cult practical problems in which the results are tangible.

THE ORIGINS AND CONSEQUENCES OF ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION

An equally important question to answer concerns the

factors which encourage the development of n-Ach in indi-

viduals. There.are many approaches to this question. Un-

doubtedly cultural values, status structure systems, edu-

cational processes, peer group interactions and child-rearing

practices ail influence the development of n-Ach. Most is

known, however, about the impact of child-rearing practices

and cultural values.

Winterbottom studied the parents of thirty middle-class

boys, aged 8-10 (as reported in McClelland, et. al., 1953,

pp. 297-304). After determining the strength of n-Ach in

these boys, Winterbottom examined the child-rearing practices

of the parents. She found that the mothers of boys with high

achievement motivation (1) tended to set higher standards for

their children, (2) expected independence and mastery behavior

to occur at an earlier age than did the mothers of boys with

low achievement motivation, and (3) more often were affectively

rewarding -- i.e., kissing and hugging were more common rewards.

Additional corroboration for this relationship between child-

rearing patterns and levels of children's achievement motivation

was obtained in several other studies. Rosen and D'Andrade

(1959) studied parents and children in six different American

ethnic groups and varying social classes: French-Canadian,

Italian, Greek, Negro, Jewish, and "Old American Yankee."

Despite complex class differences, Rosen and D'Andrade found

that self-reliance training promotes high n-achievement, pro-

vided the training does not reflect generalized authoritarianism
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or rejection by the parents.

These results were extended in cross-cultural research

done by Child, Storm, and.Veroff (McClelland, et. al., 1953).

They reasoned that child-rearing patterns reflected pervasive

cultural values. To establish this relEtionship, Child, et. al.

collected ethnographic data on child-rearing practices from

thirty-three cultures. The measure of cultural values was

obtained fram an analysis of the folk tales of the thirty-

three cultures, since folk tales also are told to children

during the socialization process. Child et. al., found that

cultures in which there was direct training for achievement

also had folk tales with high levels of achievement motivation.

On the other hand, cultures which are characterized by rigid

or restrictive child-rearing practices (punishing children

for failure to be obedient and responsible) have folk tales

with relatively low levels of achievement motivation. The

research of Child, et. al. confirms in large part an earlier

study by McClelland and Friedman (1952).

These studies describe an important social-psychological

pattern. Certain cultural values are reflected in child-

rearing practices which foster high achievement motivation

in children. Further, high achievement motivation in a child

often crystallizes into an entrepreneurial personality and

subsequent career as a manager or administrator. It was at

this point in the research that McClelland placed these find-

ings into a larger theoretical context. Weber (1930 edition)

had discussed the relationship between the.pervasiveness of

the Protestant ethic and the rise of capitalism. McClelland

suggested a social-psychological interpretation for Weber's

hypothesis. The Protestant ethic represented a stress upon

independence, self-reliance, and hard work -- the achieve-

ment values which McClelland had shown to result eventually

in entrepreneurial activity. McClelland reasoned further

that increases and decreases in these cultural values should
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herald subsequent increases in economic activity. Potentially

this hypothesis provided a psychological explanation for the

economic flourishing and decay of nations throughout history.

The research documenting this interpretation of economic

history is presented in great detail in McClel]and's book,

The Achieving Society. Only two key studies presented in

this book will be described here. In the first, McClelland

compared the economic productivity in 1950 of all the Catholic

and Piotestant countries in the temperate zone. The average

economic productivity of the twelve Protestant countries was

compared to the average economic productivity of the thirteen

Catholic countries. The measure used to compare economic

Productivity was the kilowatE hours of electricity consumed

per capita. There was a striking difference in favor of the

Protestant countries. In the second key study, McClelland

obtained measures of the level of achievement motivation in

twenty-two countries both in 1925 and in 1950 by counting

the frequency of achievement themes in samples of third and

fourth grade readers. Three measures of the gain in economic

productivity were obtained for the period 1925 to 1950:

(1) change in national incame as measured in international

units per capita (Clark, 1957), (2) change in kilowatt hours

per capita of electricity produced, and (3) a combination of

the above two measures of change. Levels of achievement

. motivation in 1925 and 1950 were correlated with the degree of

deviation from the expected economic gains.

Ccrrelations of Reader n-Achievement Scores with
Deviations from Expected Economic Gains (Courtesy
of D. Van Nostrand Co. Inc., The Achieving Society, p. 92)

n-Achievement IU/cap 1925- Kwh/cap 1929- Both
Level by 1950 1950 Combined
Year (N=22) (N=22) (N=21)

1925 .25 .53 (1).0l)nd .46 (0.02)pd

1950 -.10 .03 -.08

pd-predicted direction
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This table shows that the level of achievement moti-

vation in 1925 predicts the rate of economiC development from

1925 to 1950, while the level of achievement motivation in

1950 does not correlate with the rate of economic productiv-

ity for the same period. This striking confirmation of

McClelland's theory was extended in several subsequent research

studies Levels of achievement motivation were measured in

the literature of Spain and England from the 1500s through

the 1800's. In both cases, the rise and fall of achievement

motivation preceded the rise and fall of economic productiv-

ity by about 25 to 50 years. Similar relationships were

obtained for achievement motivation levels and economic

productivity in Greece from 900 to 100 B.C. and Pre--fncar.

Peru from about 800 B.C. to 700 A.D., further supporting

McCleIland's hypothesis (McClelland, 1961, ch. 4).

ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION IN PERSPECTIVE

Although the research on n-Ach is impressive in quantity,

quantitativeness and ingenuity, it is not the only human motive

to be studied and not necessarily the most important one.

N-Ach was chosen from among over twenty theoretically discrete

motives described by Henry Murray (1938). A number of these

motives have received systematic attention, especially the

need for affiliation (n-Aff) and the need for power (n-Pow).

N-Aff, for example, shows rather complex relationships between

birth rate, infant mortality rate and also economic develop-

ment (McClelland, 1961, p. 164). N-Power,as measured by

coding children's readers, is not 'related to the rate of

economic growth. However, if-n-LPow is relatively high in a

country, while n-Aff is relatively low, that country tends

to be pre-disposed to an authoritarian regime. McClelland

obtained comparative figures on n-Aff and n-Pow in 1925 and

1950 for a total of 63 cases. (Since most countries were

measured both in 1950 and 1925, the actual number of countries
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is about half the total number of cases). Of the 12 examples

of ruthless police states in the sample, all but one were

above the mean in n-Pow and below the mean in n-Aff (McClel-

land, 1961, P. 168). In 1950, the United States was rela-

tively high in n-Pow. It is comforting to know that n-Aff

was also quite high in 1950, thus mitigating against the

ruthless use of power. From the point of view of this

chapter, the important thing to realize is that high n-Ach,

n-Aff or n-Pow does not make a man, or country, better or

worse than others. More important than any one motive alone

is the configuration of motive strengths. Also, there are

many other valuable human such as piety, creativity

and aesthetic concerns tl not _correlated

with the motives mention_,A

A second important fa.c._ to-understand is that we have

been discussing "operant" n-Ach, not "respondent" n-Ach.

Operant n-Ach occurs even when_there are no particula4Y.strong

external stimuli, cues, or demands for it to operate. It

is, in other words, a spontaneously occuring, self-chosen,

freely used motive. N-Ach is respondent when it has to be

demanded by the particular environment before it comes fo the

surface. What this means is that most people, even if their

operant n-Ach is very low, can work quite effectively when

the situation demands achievement thinking and action from

them. As measured, if a person's n-Ach is low, it means only

that his operant n-Ach i low, not that the person is in-

capable of working effectively and appropriately in achieve-

ment oriented situations. The crucial difference in high

n-Ach countries and individuals is that it is a dominant

concern without explicit situational demands, a preoccupation,

perhaps even an obsession, which fills daydre.ams, night dreams

and many moments every day.

Thira, the explanation of economic growth presented by

McClelland is plausible, substantiated empirically in large
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measure; but, in itself, it is not the complete and final an-

swer to the riddles of why some countries develop their econo-

mies more rapidly, For example, the description of child-

rearing practices conducive to the development of n-Ach is

a bare bones delineation and, !nrther may simply be cor-

related with increased n-Ach rather than being the cause of

it. The exact nature and impact of schooling on n-Ach has

never received detailed extensive treatment empirically.

Similarly, the function of peer group interaction in the

early school years, the influence of industrial recruitment

and management practice.s, and the impact of the social

structure status systems, are important in developing achieve-

ment motivation. Yet less attention has been given to these

influences.* In short, probably there is as much not known

about-n-Ach, its origins and impact, as what is known.

Nevertheless, in this era where practical social problems

demand solutions before the final answers are known, it seems

worthwhile to search for methods of increasing n-Ach.

HOW TO INCREASE N-ACH THROUGH PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION COURSES

In the final chapter of The Achie7ving Society, McClelland

summarized the voluminous n-Ach research in terms of several

recommendations for accelerating a country's rate of economic

development. Although true to the supporting empirical re-

search, these suggestions were both utopian and impractical,

requiring nothing less than breaking the culture's orientation

to tradition, increasing other-directedness and market morality,

*For a more elaborate critique of this point the reader

is referred to the last section of Roger Brown's chapter on

n-Ach in his book Social Psychology, chap. 9. In general,

the two best summaYUT-Ef the research on n-Ach are Roger

Brown's chapter, just cited, and Heckhausen's book, Anatomy

of Achievement Motivation.
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decreasing father dominance, fostering feminist movements, en-

couraging new religious movements similar to the Protestant

reformation, increasing achievement themes in popular cultural

literature, and providing for a more efficient allocation and

use of existing n-Ach resources. These suggestions can be

considered hypotheses subject to empirical test in a "social

environment". At the very least, this would require two coun-

tries, only one of which would benefit from the implementation

of these national policy goals. Atthe end of the experiment

the psychologist-social reformer would compare national economic

statistics of the two Countries to see if the policies worked.

Obviously, these ideas are the fantasies of a scientist, not

the plans of a politician. McClelland realized this as well

as the fact that prediction and control are the two ultimate

criteria for a theory's validity. By the second criterion,

his theory had not been tested. Thus, McClelland reformulated

the problem as follows: national economic statistics reflect

the combined efforts of, among many factors, individual

entrepreneurs. If the n-Ach of individual men can be increased,

there should be a resultant increase in their success and

accomPlishments as entrepreneurs. This is a more manageable

problem, the problem to which McClelland and co-workers

have addressed themselves in the laSt several years.

If achievement motivation is a cause of entrenreneurial

activity, then increasing n-Ach in individuals should lead to

demonstrable increases in their entrepreneurial behavior. This

means, first instilling the spirit of Hermes, teaching men to

be more often concerned with excellence and to adopt achieve-

ment related action strategies in pursuing their goals. All

of these elements of achievement motivation are well specifie

thus making the task a straightforward teaching problem. Man-

ageable as this may sound, there is very little evidence in

the professional literature indicating that motivation can be
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increased, especially in adults. The prevailing pessimism is

strong. Most nsychologists believe that to be even minimally

successful requires tremendous4 effort over a long period of

time. In fact this pessimism extends to praCtically all

traditional methods of changing personality. Most psycho-

analysts believe that character is formed by the age of

five and remains substantially unchanged thereafter. Em-

pirical research on motivation, including n-Ach, shows that

it is relatively stable over a number of years (Skolnik, 1966,

Birney, 1959, Moss and Kagan, 1961); almost all forms of psycho-

therapy are equally ineffective for aults (Eyesenck, 1961),

and for children (Levitt, 1957). These studies show that

60-70% get better even if they are not treated. This is equally

true for counselling and tutorial programs (e.a., Cambridge-

Somerville Youth Project; see McCord, 1964). Given these

beliefs and data, to significantly increase n-Ach in adults

would be akin to nulling a family 'of rabbits out of a truly

empty hat.

The possibility of changing personality, or of increasing

motivation is not a dead issue. In a different tradition,

missionaries of many faiths continue in a spirit of optimism

to convert people. Within the field of psychotherapy there

is evidence that "behavior modification therapy" is compara-

tively more effective (Wolpe, 1958). This approach to change

angues that all behavior is learned, that symptoms can be

un-learned and other healthier behaviors learned, or taught

(Bandura and Walters,1963; Wolpe, 1952). Contrary to most

other forms of psychotherapy, Behavior Modification attempts

to change very specifically defined symptoms, not the total

personality pattern. Psychoanalysts have argued that this

approach is superficial and that the removal of symptoms

without curing the "causes" will lead to new symptoms which

take the place of the old ones. However, Baker (1966)
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demonstrated in a study of Behavior Modification Therapy

for bed wetters that the technique was relatively effective,

truit there was not a substitution of symptoMs and, in addition,

that other traits not related to bed wetting also seemed to

improve. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Behavior

Modification Therapy is its new strategy for change. In

each indiviAnn.1 cnse the goals are objective, limited and

measurable aspects of behavior. For any given goal several

re-learning procedures are used (aolpe & Lazarus, 1967).

McClelland's strategy for change is similar. Many

methoas are used to increase the salience and frequency of

n-Ach thoughts and actions. -The goal is to increase the

strength of n-Ach, not to -:reate n-Ach where none existed

before. It is assumed th t every individual has within his

thought processes a number of different thought patterns,

or motives. Men differ in the salience of these motives

within them. Each individual has a relatively unique

hierarchy of motives. The motives highest in the hierarchy

occur most often and are associated with the greatest number

of situational cues. In this sense they are the strongest

motives. The aim of n-Ach courses is to raise achievement

motivation within the existing hierarchy by increasing the

number of situational cues to which.it is tied.

If one thinks of a motive as an associative network,
it is easier to imagine how one.might go about changing
it. The problem becomes one of moving its position up
on the hierarchy by increasing its salience compared to
other clusters. It should be possible to accomplish
this end by such tactics as: (a) setting up the net-
work - discovering what associations, for example,
exist in the achievement area and then extending,
strengthening, or otherwise "improving" the network
they form; (b) conceptualizing the network - forming

a clear and conscious construct that labels the net-
work; (c) tying the network to as many cues as possible

in everyday life, especially those preceeding and
following action, to insure that the network will be
regularly rearoused once formed; and (d) working out
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the relation of the network to superordinate associa-
tive clusters, like the self-concept, so that these
dominant schemata do not block the train of achieve-
ment thoughts - for example, through a chain of inter-
fering associations (e.g., "I am not really the achiev-
ing type"). McClelland, 1965, p. 322.

Stated in this way, increasing achievement motivation is

more like strengthening a weak muscle than it is like pulling

canaries out of thin air.

In order to maximize the chances of increasing n-Ach,

McClelland decided to.use any and all procedures for change

which had some support in the research literature.. Four

areas of research were surveyed to identify these techniques:

animal learning research, human learning experiments, exper-

ience with different types of psychotherapy, and attitude

change research literature. Based on this literature search,

McClelland formulated 12 propositions or guidelines for

constructing an effdctive motive arousal course (McClelland,

1965; McClelland & Winter, 1969 in press). Although relevant

to n-Ach, these 12 guidelines should be equally applic''ie to

increasing any motive. The result of this eclectic approach

to change is a course more closely resembling mmlti-media

instruction in a classroom, than traditional forms of psycho-

therapy conducted by dialogue in a small consulting room.

The change agant is more like a teacher than psychotherapist;

the subjects are more like students than patients. For the

sake of clarity the 12 dimensionsof this new type of training

program will be described under four main headings: Motive

Syndrome, Goal Setting, Cognitive Supports and Emotional

Supports.

Increasing the Motive Syndrome

Suppose a man jumps into the frigid waters of Lake

Michigan on New Years Day. This action could reflect deep

depression, daring, heroism or drunkenness. Obviously we
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must know the thoughts and goals of this nerson before we

interpret his behavior. Yet for the fullest understanding

we must know about the situation which eventuated in the

chilling leap. Was there a drowning child in tha water? .bid

the man have a large bet on his performance? Did his wifo

just leave him? Or was he trying to overwhelm a monstrouo

hangover with fresh cold water? We must know the behavior,

thoughts and context before we can claim to understand what

happened. Similarly, in increasing a motive (a cluster of

thoughts related to a certain type of goal), we must also

tie it to certain actions and life contexts. Increasing the

n-Ach motive syndrome means, 1. clarifying and labeling the

cluster of n-Ach thoughts by teaching the scoring system;

2. relating these thoughts.to appropriate action strategies

(moderate risk taking, initiative, using concrete feedback

etc.); and 3. tying these thoughts and actions to appropriate

life contexts (e.g., entrepreneurial type situations). To

the degree that this syndrome is clarified, made salient,

sensible, and relevant, the motive will be strengthened.

There are numerous specific procedures for accomplishing

these course goals. Students can be taught to score their

own TAT stories and subsequently to code their own spontaneous

thought, television programs, newspaper editorials, folk tales,

comic books and conversations. The critical task is to clearly

conceptualize and label n-Ach thoughts so that they will be

difficult to forget. The action strategies can be taught

didactically, but this is less direct than learning through

game simulations in whiCh n-Ach action strategies are most

adaptive and rewarded. In this way students learn, practice

and see the results of using these strategies in situations

where the real life consequences are not severe enough to

prohibit experimentation-learning. Group discussions help

clarify how and why these action strategies are natural out-
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growths' of the n-Ach patterns of thought. Through the

analysis of case studies, lectures by successful men, and

discussions of the student's own life sitnation, the ideas

and actions are tied to real life contexts. Other methods

of teaching could be used as well: 'video tapes, programmed

text units, tape-slide units, movies", etc. When traditional

academic teaching is considered from this perspective, it

seems clear that only learning and clarifying thoughts is

emphasized. The thoughts would be more meaningful and per-

sistent if an explicit attempt was made to demonstrate their

action consequences and app1icatiOn0 to daily living.

Goal Settiaiq

What differentiates n-Achievement from n-Power, n-Affili-

ation, n-Harm avoidance or any Other motive is first and fore-

most the nature of the goal: striving for excellence as op-

posed to influence, friendship, or avoiding Pain. A man may

be in business, may be taking initiative, using feedback, etc.,

and still be more concerned with having:friends than improving

his business. A politician may see influence as the means to

attaining needed reforms which promote various kinds of

excellence. In every case the goals define the motive. This

is reflected in the scoring system in that Achievement Imagery

(AI) must exist before any of the subcategories may be scored.

In n-Ach courses students learn to set achievement goals. They

practice n-Ach goal setting.

Goal setting is encouraged in three major ways. Before

the course proper begins, participants are told about n-Ach,

the impressive research findings, the results of previous
.. - . . _ ..

courses,.the experiences of successful entrepreneurs.and the

convictions of prestigious academicians associated with well-

known universities. Every attempt is made before the course

begins to develop the belief in participants that they can

and will increase their concern with excellence. This effort
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is based on research which shows that expectations very

often are self-fulling prophesies. To the degree that a

man believes something is possible and desirable, he will

meke it happen. Thus from the beginning of the course this

belief in the value of achievement goal setting is fostered.

The culmination of the course also focuses on goal

setting in two additional ways. Participants are encouraged

to examine their life and to formulate an achievement goal

to which they publically commit themselves within the group.

In this way participants concretize their goals and obligate

themselves to attaining those goals. In addition they commit

themselves to obtaining regular, careful specific measures

of their progress. This record keeping provides concrete

feedback, reinforcement, a way of locating blocks and solu-

tions, and in general, an opportunity to engage in continued

planning. The precise goals are chosen by the participants,

since they should be individually-relevant. This goal setting

strategy is reminiscent of coming forth and taking the pledge

at the end of a revival meeting. Whether or not students

"take the pledge" seriously, depends primarily on what has

happened in the course between the introductory "pitch" and

the pledge to achievement goals. During this intervening

time students are not swept off their feet in a wave of

emotion. They carefully consider and analyze the implications

of increasing their n-Ach. A carefully considered decision

not to increase their n-Ach is equally acceptable.

Cognitive Supports

No change in life style or pattern of thought is without

problems and conflicts. Inevitably the adoption of increased

achievement thinking and actions raises other issues regarding

ideals, values, and eithics. These too must be considered in

n-Achievement courses if the change is to be satisfying and
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integrated. More specifically, course participants are en-

couraged to consider 1. to what degree acl,ievement motivation

meets the demands of reality in an increasingly specialized

and professional world; 2. how the spirit of Hermes fits with

their image of who they are and what kind of person they would

like to be; and 3. in what ways the values of achievement fit

with their dominant cultural values. These issues can be

raised in a variety of ways, but typically have included periods

of meditation, group discussions of self images and ideals,

discussions of cultural values as expressed in religious books

and folk lore, and discussion of research showing the relation-

ship of achievement motivation to economic development. The

role of the trainer during these discussions is that of an in-

formed but impartial resource who is committed more to care-

ful consideration than to convincing and persuading. Often

this results in some individual counselling. At other times

the trainer simply is silent or a good listener. Implicit in

this examination is an open choice. Participants are free to

choose not to strengthen their n-Ach. The aim is to promote

a clear and strong choice for or against.

Emotional Supports

As described thus far, the n-Ach course is highly rational.

Emphasis has been placed on clear cognitive labeling, articu-

lation of action strategies, understanding the research, and

analysis of related larger issues. Obviously, humans are not

simply thinking machines into which a new "computer program"

can be inserted. Achievement Motivation also is the excite-

ment of challenge, the joy of working hard for a goal, often

the frenzy of trying to meet a deadline, the pride in innovat-

ing, the fear of failure and disappointment at not succeeding.

Through the game simulations, course participants have an

opportunity to experience and consider their emotional res-

ponses to achievement situations. Yet in another way, n-Ach
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courses provide an emotional climate which allows for change.

Usually, the courses are held in retreat settings which take

the participants away from the daily pressures and demands of

work, family and friends. Besides fostering a feeling of.

unusual priviledge, it allows time for serious emotional

self confrontation. The other group members, all of whom

share this unique experience, begin to form a new group iden-

tity with new ties of friendship and feeling which lasts

beyond the brief course. The new reference group can act aG

a continued stimulus to and reinforcement of wbat was learned

during the course. One of the key functions of the trainer

is to encourage this group formation, not as its leader, but

as a catalyst. The trainers style is "non-directive", open,

warm and accepting, consistent with the posture of client-

centered therapists. This, too, allows participants to face

increasingly deeper emotional is-sues raised by the course.

THE RESULTS OF N-ACH COURSES

The goal of n-Ach training may seem valuable and the

strategy of increasing n-Ach may sound reasonable, but the

proof of its utility must come from empirical research. Is

n-Ach training effective? Is it more effective than other

types of training? What are the effects?

N-Ach courses have been given to many types of people

around the world in the last five years: businessmen in

India, Spain, Japan, Mexico and the United States, high

school and college students, Peace Corps Volunteers and

teachers. Many, but not all of these courses have been

evaluated. Typically the course participants are followed

for at least a yoar awl a half in order to identify the long-

term impact of the 00IMPsf In Op.eral the results are encour-

aging but not grlivprs41 ly positive or consistently spectacular.

At most, th0 04t4 watrent cautious optiMism. Nevertheless, it



is clear that popular demand for this type of training is

so great that n-Ach courses will continue to be requested

and given far in advance of its proven validity in many con-

texts. Before making further comments on the ethics of

social intervention and social science research, let us look

more carefully at some of the specific n-Ach follow-up

studies.

In 1962 a five day n-Ach course was given to 16 mid-

level executives in a large, dynamic American corporation

(Litwin & Aronoff, 1966). The results of the n-Ach course

were compared to the impact of the company's own month long

management training course for a carefully matched comparison

group. Two years after the course the rates of advancement

of both groups of men were assessed. Unusual advancement

consisted of a significant increase'in job responsibility

and/or more than a 10% increase in salary. By this measure

the men who had taken the n-Ach course had advanced signifi-

cantly more rapidly. These data are for 11 men of the orig-

inal 16 in the course. Five men were no longer with the

company, thus were dropped from the lollow-up study. One

can only speculate about this 31% drop out rate. Did the

restless spirit of Hermes move them to bigger and better

jobs elsewhere? Did they go into business themselves? Did

they find that ar.lvancement within the company was inevitably

too slow? A potential negative side effect of the n-Ach

course, from the company's point of view may be that foster-

ing independence and initiative may decrease committment to

the parent organization.

In 1963 three n-Ach courses were given to 34 business-

men in Bombay, India (McClelland, 1965). The comparison

group of businessmen consisted of 11 randomly chosen men who

had applied for the course. Table (A) presents the data on

the number and percentage of men in each group who were
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unusually active two years before and two years after the

course. "Unusual activity" was measured in essentially the

same way as measured by Litiin and Axonoff (1966).

TABLE A

Nuyisber of Bombay businesismen who engaged in"Unusual

Entrepreneurial Activity" before and after an n-Ach course.

Two years before Two years after
the h-Ach course the 1104ch course

n-Adh course 8 29
participants (27%) (67%)

(R = 30)*
411131110OM,

'No treatment' 3

_

2
control sub.? (18%) (27%)
*Acts (N =11)

*information available on only 30 of 37 in 1965

The group percentage of unusual entrepreneurial activity

did not increase significantly among the control group. How-

ever, unusual entrepreneurial activity did increase signifi-

cantly among'the men who took the course (x2 = 11.2, p(.01)

(McClelland, 1965).

A second set of four courses was given to 52 businessmen

in Kakinada, India in 1964. Thirteen men (25%) had been

unusually active in the two years before the course; thirty..?

four men (65%) were unusually active in the first year follow-

ing the course (x4 = 17.1, p<101) (McClellanci, 1965). These

men have been followed from 1964 tlirough the spring of 1967.

In addition, comparison groUps of businessmen from neighboring

towns who did not take the course also have been follOWed.

Data indicate that about 50% Of the course partAcipents have

continued to be unusually active, Whereas the spontaneous rate
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of unusual business activity among.non-course participants is

in the 25-35% range (Lasker, 1966).. Other measures of the im-

pact of the courses have been obtained. For example, the Indian

Government figures indicate that for every Rupee it invests,

it receives in return, about 2/3 of a Rupee. In contrast the

increase in new investment capital generated since 1964 by the

men who took the course is six times the original cost of the

course, or a return of 6 Rupees for every Rupee invested in the

course.*

impressive as these statistics may be, they do not con-

vey the impact on the lives of the min who toOk the courses

and the consequences for those living with and around these

men. As an illustration, McClelland (1965) presents the

following case study.

A short time after participatimg in one of our
courses in India, a 47.eyearfrold businessman rather
suddenly decided to quit his excellent job and gp
into the construction business on his own in'a big
war. A man with some means of his own, be had had
a Wry successful career as employee-relations manager
for a large oil firm. His job inVolved adjusting
management-employee difficulties, negotiating union
cont#acts, et0.- He was welle-todo, Weil thought of
in his community, but he was restless because-he. found
fiis job increasingly boring. At the time of the course
his originai 0-Achievewnt-score was not very high and
he was thinking of retiring and living in En4land where
hisAom was stUdying. In an intervieW, 8 months later,
ho s**d the conrSe had served mit sp mud, to "motivate'
hin-but to 'crystallise" a lot of ideas be bad vaguely
pr half consciously picked up about work and achieve-
ment all through his life. It provided him with a new
language (he still talked in terms of standards of
excellence, .1lock5, moderate risk. gPal *nticipation,
etc.), a new construct which served-to organise those

*The results of this research along with other yield data
will be presented in a bock by David C. McClelland and David
G. Hintar, Uev1optnq an kobieving Society, 1969 in press.

_ .
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ideas and explain to him why he was bored with his
job, despite his obvious success. He decided he wanted
to be an n-Achievement-oriented person, that he would
be unhappy in retirement, and that he should take a
risk, quit his job, and start in business on his cwn.
He acted on his deciglon and in 6 months had drawn
plans and raised over $1,000,000 to build the tallest
building ih his large city to be called the "Everest
-Apartments." He is extremely happy in his new activity
.because it means selling, promoting, trying to wangle
scarce materials, etc. His first building is partway up
and he is planning two more.

All-of the adult n.rAch courses for whtZeh follaiPeup data

is available are presented in McClelland and Winter's boa,

Deve3....mt.a.n an Achiovin2. ftattx, (1909, tn. PX.P44). Alter

surveying these research nsrAdh courses the authors conclude

that ni4Ch traintng is only effecttve for those men who were

aim Charge" when they tot* the course. These were men who

held positions with.greater deciston-maktng freedom, greater

roam for inittattve and a greater opportuntty to use what

they learned. This does suggest thigt n4411 tratning is not

appropriate for everyone in all situattons.

Consider for a moment some of the implicattons of these

results and this cape stucly. The Untted States ts engaged in

enormous foretgn aid programs rangtng from the shtpment

abroad of dollars, eauipment, food stuffs and Peace Coxps

Volunteers. A major assumption behind this atO is that in.!!

creased opportunities will fostermore rapid economtc pro.-

gress. Achievement motivation training represents a radical

alternative. The investment As made in men instead of meter.-

jals, in PotiYation rather than 41.1 OPPOrtnnittes. The aid is

highly focused OP keY tratiridVala, and thus Is relatively

inexpensive compared to programs which attempt to feed an

entire nation. The foreign policy implications of this train,-

ing is described in detail elsewhere (McClelland, 1962).

McClelland does not propose to substitute n-Ach for food atuffa,

but rather to indicate a viable new form of aid that could be

administered, perhaps, by the Peace Come Volunteers to the

students. of underdeveloped nations. lisiACh courses have been
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_given io students as well. Burris (1958) counselled two groups

of under-achieving Indiana University students. For the first

group he provided non-directive, Rogerian counselling in which

the issues, feelings and reasons for poor Work were discussed.

The second group was taught the n-Ach scoring system and were

counselled on the application of these ideas to the student's

life. By present standards, for n-itek courses, this was an

incomplete course. A third group of matched students acted as

t "no treatment-control group" for the other two treatment con-

ditions. Burris found that the college grades of the n-Ach

group improved significantly mere than those of the "non-direc.-

tive" and "no treatment" groups.

Kolb (1965) gave an n-A4h course to bright, underachieving,

high school *WO enrolled in an intensive remedial summer school

Pr:9gram at Drown University. Twenty of the 57 boys in the sum,-

mer program were chosen randomly to receive the additional moti-

vational training. The remaining 37 boys served as the control

-group. The rep4lii of the. trainirig are summarizeiibeiow:

1. At the end of the summer there were no significant
differences in change between the two groups in summer
school grades, Stanford Achievement Test scores or level
of anxiety, as measured by the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
Stmle, and the MandlevSoiason TeSt anxiety scale.

Subsequent Change An School Grades

Mean Change; in.Total .Grade Paint Average

6 months after
the course

18 months after
the course

Experimental
Group

Control
Group

........nr.........

e

+6.3 +4.1
(N ss 18) CR - 31) N.S.

+7.1 +2.1
(N as 12) (N as 24) < .05

,

s) data presented on all those for whom it was
available at time of Assessment
bl Mann.Whitney U-Test, one-tailed probability
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3. When the experimental and control groups were sub-
divided further into those of high and low socio-economic
status (SES), Kolb .found.that high SES experimental group
boys gained 12 points in grade point average (p<.05) in
the 10 months following the course. Low SES experimental
and both high and low SES control.boys had slight, but
non-significant1y higher grades at the end of 18 months.

4. For the boys who stbok the course, their scores on a
"business game (Litiin.& Ciarlo, 1961) used to teach
achievement strategies, correlated highly significantly
with changes in grades. Also pbanges in n-Ach scores
from the beginning to the end'of the summer school
correlated significantly with changin grades.

Kolb concluded that the principk1 effects were most pro-

nounced for high SES boys who, after the summer, returned

to environments which supported and encouraged the achieve-

ment values they had learned. Direct evidence that these

values were learned.in the course came from the significant

correlations between the business game results and n-Ach

Change scores with changes in school grades.

It is reasonable to assume that the environmental de-

mands must support personal changes in, Motivation in order

for those changes to be maintained and become operative.

However, in alarge-scale study of achievement motivation

training fez Indian adolescents, Mehta (1967) found that

the only significant increases on standardized tests of

academic achievement occured for.the bright, under-achieving,

low SES boys in his study. Mehta interpreted this finding

in exactly the same way as Kolb. Though contradictory in

fact, both interpretations may be.correct given the cultural

differences between India and the U.S. In both cases these

statistically significant results apply to very small numbers:

Kolb, high SES, N = 11; Mehtallow SES, bright, under-achievers

N = 4. Obviously, we must be cautious in the generalizations
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made from these data regarding the influence of social class

environments.

There is another way to interpret Kolb's and Mehta's

results. McClelland (1967) describes an n-Aoh course given

to potential high school drop outs. of those students who

took the full five day course (50% dropped out of the n-Ach

course!), their subsequent gains in high school grades were

significantly greater than a matched "no treatment" control

group. More interesting, however,.almost ail of these boys

cite serious work, career or school activities as the most

important thing in their life. The matched Ino treatment"

control.group boys give more short-term, pleasure-oriented

responses to the same question. For both groups, many of the

answers had little to do with school and a great deal to do

with how they used their leisure time. This suggests that

the results of n-Ach courses for adolescents may not always

be reflected in school grades. It is also possible that

social class backgrounds may..help determine how and where

increased n-Ach will manifest itself. In other words, the

low SES experimental boys in Kolb's research may have bene-

fitted from the course in ways and places he did not measure.

At present there is continued research on these and related

questions.

A PERSPECTIVE ON MOTIVE ACQUISITION RESEARCH

McClelland and co-workers have demonstrated that increas-

ing n-Ach leads to greater entrepreneurship in business and

academia. While this research answers the question stated

by McClelland in the final chapter of The Achieving Society,

it also raises new unanswered:questions: What are",the'most

effective methods of increasing motivation, not just achieve-

ment motivation, but any motive crucial to healthy, mature

adult functioning? Are all the n-Ach course inputs equally

important? Axe there other methods not included in the course
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which are effective in. strengthening motives? These questions

indicate that the fundamental research problem has changed.

It is no longer a question of'whether 'n-Ach leads to entre-

preneurship. Now it is'a question of the relevance and effec-

tiveness of this new change procedure for increasing any

motive crucial to mature, adult functioning. Ambitious as

this task may sound, it is not more challenging than each of

the questions which inaugurated a new phase of this research

in the last two decades: Can a scientific, objective measure

of human motivation be developed? What ii the nature and

social origin of achievement motivation in cultures through-

out history? What are the Awral social consequences of achieve-.

ment motivation? Can achievement motivation be increased?

Eadh of these questions grew out'of the previous research and

required a new formulation of the problem.

Let us consider n-Ach training. as a prototype educational

course for developing human resources. We should examine the

current status of this approach and the new unanswered quest-

ions it raises.

1. Methods of increasing n-Ach

Given the assumed impossibility of increasing adult n -Achy

McClelland was broadly eclectic in'what he included in the

training courses. Although he identified 12 different tech-

niques for increasing motivation, there is still the possibility

that this list is incomplete. For example, psychotherapists,

from Freud to the present day have considered "Identification"

as a principal means of-personality formulation. Whether ibis

entails the incorporation by five year olds of parental moral

values, mimicking behavior of othersoor adults emulating char-

ismatic leaders, the identification process is an important

source of change, and unspecified by McClelland.

From a different perspective, the 12 propositions are

arbitrary. Although relatively discrete they c4n by categor-
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ized roilghly into four main approaches to change. It might

be possible, however, to define two. or even one proposition

which is more central, elegant and definitive. For example,

Kagan (1967) has attempted a redefinition of learning theory.

Kagan argues that the necessary and sufficieilt conditions for

learning are a) contiguity of the two elements to be learned

as a pair and b) attentional involvement. Methods of teaching

consist of getting what is to be learned before the learner

and, through any number of specific.techniques, getting the

learner to attend to what is presented. Kagan argues that

"reinforcement" is effective because it getwattention. Sim-

ilarly it could be argued that each of McClelland's twelve

propositions are guidelines for getting attention, e.g., hold-

'ing the course in retreat settihg, promising great potential

changes, playing games, playing psichologist by having course

participants take and sco=e their own TAT's,. All of these

procedures are in sharp contrast (thus attention getting) to

normal experiences in daily life. The major point is that an

elegant redefinition of the critical variable(s) in motive

acquisition could lead to more effective, efficient change

procedures.

Even if the number of postulated variables remains at

12 there ii still the question of which variables or set

of variables is producing the changes. To answer this ques-

tion a series of n-Ach courses must be run, each including

different techniques. The comparison of these different

n-Ach courses would yield data on the differential impact

of the techniques. At the present time this programmatic

research is being conducted at the Harvard University

Graduate School of Education. This series of courses means

that there is a continuing dialogue between hypothesizing

key change variables and the empirical data. This is another

way of saying that a definitive statement of the critical
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variables, supported by hard data is not yet available.

2. Measures of change.

It is a curious coritradiction thafpievious n7Ach're

search is replete with numerous different and creative

criterion measUres ranging from the number of buildings con-

structed in Pre-Incan Peru to the qualitative aspects of

doodles. Yet, to date the principal measures of change re-

sulting from n-Ach courses have been quite singular and

unimaginative, e.g., salany increaSes, promotions, changes

in grade point averages. A few other indices have been

tried: objective measures Of anxiety, Staniord Achievement

Test scores, changes in TAT motive scores. In more recent

and as yet unpublished research attempts have been made to

remedy this situation by obtaining a wider range of criterion

measures. In gener#1, however, the problem of what criterion

measures to obtain remains an excePtionally difficult one to

answer. Standardized tests reflect "respondent" behavior,

since they call for responses to standard stimuli. The best

measures of achievement motivation are-those which reflect

"operant" behavior, behavior which the person initiates on

his own in the absence of strong.environmental achievement

cues. Unless appropriate criterion measures of operant

behavior are obtained, it is not possible to tell whether

the course was successful. Also, besides objective behavior,

other facets of a person's life may change as a result of

motive acquisition courses: attitudes about fate, clunce

and luck, values, and perhaps even the strength of other

motives. These internal changes, though less visible, are

no less significant. Unfortunately there is no master list

of critical variables to measure when evaluating the effects

of change procedures. There is not even a systems approach

which outlines how to decide what variables to measure in

dhange research. Thus two interlocking questions must be
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am.

answered before any definitive results can be presented: what
1.

are the critical "input" variables, and what are the critical

"output" variables.

3. Courses vs..Context

N-Ach courses plant the germs of' a new way of thinking

and acting. McClelland often has referred to n-Ach as a

Oental virus. Yet, like a seed planted in stony soil, n-Ach

probably will not develop without a.conducive environment

which encourages and supports this way of thinking. This

conclusion is implicit in much of the n-Ach research. People

with high n-Ach tend to choose executive or administrative

situations in which entrepreneurship is rewarded. Kolb (1965)

..and Mehta (1967) both conclude that the normal /ife context is

critical to the maintainance of n-Ach, strengthened through

the courses. McClelland and .W.114ter. (1969) found that the n-Ach

courses were effective only for those men who were "in charge";

a very special 'and conducive environment. Social psychologists,

as a fundamental proposition of their discipline, look to the

social context for the source of prevailing ideas and behavior.

If the goal is to discover the most effective methods

of increasing motivation, the search must include an exam-

ination of the differences in normal life.situations which

strengthen or weaken different motives. For example, if

me put people in business situations would it increase

their n-Ach more effectively than short, intensive n-Ach

courses given in retreat settings? Are n-Ach courses doubly

effective when participants return to situations which are

conducive to what they have learned? If stnde ts are given

n-Adh courses, but go back to authoritarS. 3,4:aching sit -

uationse.will the strengthened drives for self-reliance and

independence simply whither away? What are the critical en-

vironmental factors which foster ot inhibit the development

of achievement, affiliation and power mOtives?
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4. What ought to be taught in schools.

In the decada from 1957 to. 1967, from Sputnik to the

riots, there was a national .concern.with curriculum improve-

ment that resulted in new math, new sciencelnew social

studies and new paraphernalia to teach the new curricula more

efficiently. Many of the men who participated in this up-

grading of the traditional subject matters were stung by the

assassinations, riots, violence and aggression they could

-not avoid seeing. These curriculum innovators now are won-

dering whether their work is beside 'the point. They are

wondering about what ought to be taught'in schools. This

question is both a pragmatic one (what should the schools

do about these major social problems?) and an ethical issue

(what human values and huMan resources should be developed?).

It is a question that cannot be.answered alone by ministers,

educational engineers, or the U.S. Offide of Education,

although all of these groups must .be involved in the eventual

application to "formal", "compulsory" education. The concern

of these groups and individuals is not idle speculation. The

behavioral technology and the human resOurce development

courses already exist (Alschuler, 1968; Alsdhuler and BOrton,

1968). N-Ach training is one such prototype course.

In this perspective n-Ach training and the related

research raise many specific issues. Should n-Ach be taught

in schools? To whom? How do you decide to whom the course

is taught? Can empirical evidencd contribute.to the reso-

lution of these ethical issues? These questions are current

and no definitive, persuasive, procedural answers are aVail7.

able. It should be obvious, also that no one connected with

Ihe research on n-Ach or with developing methods of increas-

ing motivation believes that their work can be considered

"final" in any sense of that word.

With these unresolved issues in mind, and with the choice

now in your hands, we invite you to consider in detail the

possibility of your conducting an achievement motivation

training program.
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CHAPTER 4

4

vt. AO*.. .

HOW TO GIVE AN n-ACH CqDRSE TanO
-ADOLESCENTS0000001MO eft Mw.

PAPP. T49.r

This chapter integrates our experience teaching

n-Ach to adolescents under the twelve guidelines for

increasing motivation, presented by McClelland (1965).

These guidelines, or propositions, were listed in

Chapter 2, and were described briefly in Chapter 3.

This chapter is a "how-to-do-it" manual and deals

exclusively with how these guidelines are implemented

in n-Ach courses. The twelve guidelines flaw been

placed in four groups representing the four basic

elements in increasing motivation: 'increasing the motive

syndrome, increasing goal setting, increasing the

cognitive supports and increasing the emotional.

supports. Within these four areas we have described

enough variations and possibilities to allow teachers

to be maximally free and creative.in planning new

courses. %
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I. INCRpAgyq TII.KATIAT SVDROME

Three of McClelland's propositions have been

grouped together in a category.we call MOTIVE SYNDROME.

The basic factual material of the course derives from

them, so perhaps the best approach is to state them as

he did originally, then describe how they materialize

into classroom goals and procedures,

THE MORE THOROUGHLY AN INDIVIDUAL DEVELOPS AND
CLEARLY CONCEPTUALIZES THE ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK
DEFINING A MOTIVE, THE MORE LIKELY HE IS TO

DEVLLOP THE MOTIVE.

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL CAN LINK THE NEWLY
DEVELOPED ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK TO RELATED ACTIONS,
THE MORE THE CHANGE IN BOTH THOUGHT AND ACTION IS

LIKELY TO OCCUR AND ENDURE.

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL CAN LINK A NEWLY CONCEPT-
UALIZED ASSOCIATION-ACTION COMPLEX (OR MOTIVE)
TO EVENTS IN HIS EVERYDAY LIFE, THE MORE LIKELY
THE MOTIVE comgmx Is TO INFLUENCE HIS THOUGHTS

AND ACTIONS IN SITUATIONS OUTSIDE THE TWNING
EXPERIENCE.

The propositions themselves are not anything that the

students need be concerned with, but they are worth

considering separately and in detail heie because they

suggest teaching goals for the instructor, and learning

goals for the course members. For example, a teacher

who wants to help students fulfill ihe conditions

described above has to present the thoughts and actions

that make up the motive and alsoe.encourage transfer'

to daily life. The pro-positions also imply

quality oi degree of learning

"The more thoroughly an individual...conceptualizes...

the more likely... " The way people are most likely to

conceptualize something thoroughly is if the .concept is

presented to them in a language thei can understand, in

a way that proves involving, or emotional, or bOth.
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Many teachers would.go beyond this and add that a learner rarely

hancia.on to information unless he discovers it himself/and finds

'it personally relevant As often as possible/ our

approach has been inductive. We have aimed for discovery

learning. We have de-jargonized the description of the

motive' Or at least greatly simplified it., kir the

class presentations which introduccid basic concepts/ as'

the achieveMent thoughts or the action strategies, we

tried to PUP 040thing that had impact -- a game'or.

p;o3qct f9; all Of the class, if possible/ that encouraged

and 444010 emotional involvement . The style also.involved

PRiPe 4114 collftleiOn
sometimes, but , in terms of the

194X4441 goal the style sewed right. If the learning

exegctses weXe varted and fun to.participate in, the

students wOuld learn with little trouble.. The emiihisis

01.1. "dolme and having experiences during the course.

'was integralto the learning goal for this course:

to divilop actions' based o4-achiWvement thinking. .

k

It is possible to give students a test -- asking for

definitions and descriptions of the thoughts and actions.

That way we would know if they understood what the motive

was and could identify and describe it. But we are more

interested in what they are thinking and doing outside the

classroom than in their ability to pass a test on n-Ach.

Do they notice or seek out opportunities to put the motive

to work? Do they'ipontaneOusiithink aboui achievement?.

Do they handle failure better? Do they feel better about

themselves? Do they set goals for themselves? If they

don't -- regardless of how well they did on a test, the

course isn't working, Thus, 'our present feeling is that

an enjoyable and exciting learning experience, rather than

one based on sheer thoroughness or absolute masiery criterion

will be more likely to help us acComplish ()lir
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A. THOUGHT CHARACTERISTICS

If we consider.. the three stated propositions one by

one, we can explain more specifically what u4 have

tried to do in the course and how we went about achiev-

ing our goals.

THE MORE THOROUGHLY AN ;NDIVIDUAL DEVELOPS AND
CLEARLY CONCEPTUALIZES THE ASSOd/ATIVE NETWORK
DEFINING A MOTIVE, THE MORE LIKELY HE IS TO
DEVELOP THE MOTIVE.

The associative network is that group of thoughts

that appeared on the original TAT's McClelland used to

define the achievement motive. But in .many cases, if

a teacher presented his high school or junior high school

students with the idea of "an associative network" they

would think he was talking about a radio. 'station. If

he asked them to learn the "scoring system" by lafioring

over their TAT's, the total frusttation in the room would

probably cause smoke. What we have done instead is to

talk about a pattern of thoughts and a way of goal set-

tingthat researchers have shown to bp in the heads of

people who succeed or who get past obstacles and failures,

who have confidence. (Well... something like this...)

We present this pattern schematically, and use simplified

language.and abbreviations to describe the parts of the

"associative network," as you learned in your workshop.

PERSON

1-10.4S

FOP
SP Act
PP

OBSTACLES

WO

GOAL
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It would.be possible to explain this information

straight out and ask the kids to learn it by a certain

date. While this method is easy on the teacher -- at

first -- it's hard on the class because it presents "one

more thing to be memorizad". The task drags out, becomes

painful, and squashes any incentive tO think of the

pattern at a. One group of teachers giving an exper-

imental,motivation course in Quincy, Mass. was especially

anxious to circumvent,this problem.., They were working

with 50 junior high school students at once, had oniy a

short time to give the course,and wanted to makc sure that

the students had the motive well in handand mind so thei
. .

.could 4:let on'oast the basics.They invented h game, ingenious

In itself, hut all the more successful because an

unsuspected flaw appeared, which turned out to work in

their favor. The game was like a quiz show or "The
_

Match Game" on television. . ....

The N-Ach Match Game

0.0 ...II

In advance they prepared three packs of 3 x 5 index

cards, like this: (Get a pencil, and we can illustrate

better with your help).

1st pack

2nd pack

examples of AI and non AI sentences

examples of different kinds of AI

.(C , CS, LTI UA)

3rd pack examples of 10 parts of, the scoring
system
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They began the class by having everyone, teachers

and students, write out a story to one of the TAT pictures.

Several of the teachers wrote on large blackboards, so that

their stories were visible for discussion purposes. Dne

teacher then gave a short lesson based on the theme that

people tend to see and descrie things according to their

own particular point of view.:in.the procesi he eXilained

.aChievement imagery and coMParq0":it io

power and task imagery. Since this was such a basic part

of the course, and since there was more to know about it,

he explained, they were going to play a game that would .

help them quickly identify achievement imagery. He divided

the class into teams, and arranged the room this way:

o o 00 o o o o . o o

"HOT SEAT" T A B L.E (2 from each team)

0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0

o o o o o o o o o o

ed Blue Green Orange Yellow

Then.,.elaborate buzzer and time keeper, large scoreboard

and scorekeeper, deck of cards and moderator, and they

were all set. According to the rules of the game, the

moderator would read the cards for round 1 to the team

members occupying the tiot seats. The two members from

each team would confer together to decide if the

illustration read contained an example of ichievement imagery,

or if it was something else -- in which case it was simply

"NON-AI." They had 10 seconds to decide. Then the buzzer

would ring, and one hot seat member from each team had to .

immediately hold up a large show card indicating AI or NON-

AI as their answer: /f they ware right, they earned onè

point for their team. If they were.right severl times

in a row, they earned extra points.
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The second round was more complicated. New players

took the hot seats and there wis a net SET of show cards,

one for each kind of-achievement imagery goals to identify

(CO, CS, LTI, UA).

The illustrations made possible multiple answers. An

added feature appeared in the form of audience participation.

Every how and then the buzzer would ring three times just

before the answer was due, indicating a match item. Then,

both the hot seat members and tne audience part of the

team would hold up answers, and if they.matched exactly,

the team could score double.

The third round was more elaborate.yet. There were

10 show cards - one for each part of the thought pattern

and a new twist in the form of challenge. Each Member

of the team had a card, one perion held lios, another

held AI, another FP, etc. As the short story was read they

would consult together as a group; decide hoW it should be

scored, and the people holding those 'cis would then stand

up at the next buzzer, which was timed to allow 30 seconds

of consultation. If, when they stood up with their cards,

another team felt one of those cards was wrong, they could

challenge the answers. If they challenged correctly they

would pick up a point for their team. If they challenged

incorrectly, they lost a point from_their team total.

It seemed as if the game would.mOve right along, and

provide a lively way to give all 50 students it once a

chance to practice and learn the achievement thought

pattern. What happened was that the game didn't move right

along -- at least not smoothly. The teachers had made up

the illustrations for the moderator4s card papk rather

hastily, (the examples were not clear cut) and items like

this kept cropping up:

A new local music group, called "Grandma's Rockers"
were recently interviewed on a radio show. When
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asked about their immediate career goals, they
responded, "We have just cut a new record which
we hope will sell enough to clear $1.0,00 apiece
for us for the year."

The buzzer would ring, the team would consult and decide,

the buzzer would ring againe the cards would pop up, and the

class would be in a squabble. "Yes, it is an achievement

goal, because..e." "No it isn't. They don't care if it

is a good record or not. They don't care about the music."

The moderator or scorekeeper would then have to step in and

help everybody out by giving a little explanation about

what money had to do with achievement goals. To say that

the class was attentive would be putting it mildly.

Thus the contrcmersy that the cards created

turned out to be a great attention getting device for

explanations that under ordinary circumstances the class

might have tuned out. The game iituation created a need

to know. By the time the class had played the whole game

(two class periods) just about everyone knew all the

achievement thoughts thoroughly -- they could identify them

and give examples. Then, with a minimum of explanation,

they easily understood what a "goal-directed" pattern

of thinking involved.

In a more general sense, the game helps fulfill a course

goal that McClelland descritres in his article "Toward a

Theory of Motive AcqUisition." Together with the diagram

and a minimum of explanation it provides the class with

...a set or a carefully worked out associftive network

with appropriate words or labels to describe all its

various aspects." (326) At the same time, playing the

game reinforces learning and knowing the set --because

it's fun and provides lots of practice without being boring.

(And, we might add, the players experience part of the

set while they are learning it.)
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There are probably groups of students who are

too blase for this kind of game -- in that case, the

teacher has to select a way to present the motive

pattern that is most appropriate his imrticulariroup.

What he might borrow from the teaching method presented

here is that it combines fin,*exciteient and activity

with learning and practicing something potentially dry.

.It avoids any flavor of drudgery -- and rescues the

teacher from cajoling or nagging and, reminding the

classes that "they are responsible for this material."

iiariety of other teaching suggestions in the appendix

under "thought Characteristics," include other games,

exercises, programmed text chapter, etc.

B. ACTION STRATEGiES

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL CAN LINK THE NEWLY DEVELOPED

ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK TO RELATED ACTIONS, THE MORE

THE CHANGE IN BOTH THOUGHT AND ACTION IS LIKELY TO

OCCUR AND ENDURE.

The related actions that me are talking about here
1

are specifically:

1. moderate-risk goal setting

2. use of concrete feedback

3. taking personal responsibility

4. researching the environment

It isn't difficult to establish, with the class, how these

behaviors relate to achievement goal-directed thinking.

If an achievement goal embodies quality, improvement,

excellent performance, aiming towards it means accepting

a challenge, in fact, taking some risk. Setting goals
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and acting to move towards them shows initiative and

taking responsibility for one's own life stlile. One

doesn't anticipate obstacles without some researching

of the environment. Expert help rarely taps one on the

shoulder. A person takes responsibility for seeking it out.

It isn't difficult to establish the connection --

but it's easy to just not do it. Ip that case, the class

would probably perceive the thought.pattern and the

action strategies as two separate things to know about.

The real goal for the teacher is to create a

situation where course participants have goals to pursue,

and in working towards them, actually behave in these

ways we have described, In other, words, if we want

'students to understand that certain behaviors accompany

and result from thinking achievement thought's, it seems

sensible to let them have that experience. If we want

him to know what it's like to use feedback in reaching

a goal, we try to put him in a situation where he can do

just that. Hence, you see our choice of something like

the .origami game, or the clArt.424Me as a trai

experience for this part of the course.

However, our aim isn't to turn out 30 to 40 expert

dart players, or to increase people's speed at origami paper

folding. We want people to play these games in order to

act-out or dramatize certain behaviors --'both the kind

of behavior to which the particular game structure lends

itself, and, if it should be different, the player's own

typical behavior. The discussion during and after the gmne

is the key, for then participants observe and talk about the

fact that some ways of acting are more helpful than others in

these situations. They discover the link between the achieve-

ment goal and the action strategies. They also make some

discoveries about their own behavior. To show you how ihis

actually works out in the classroom.situation, here are the

guidelines we use for the dart game when our course partici-

panto are adolescents.
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DART GAHi

The thought of 10 or 20 youngsters throwing darts

during classtime naturalky causes teachers to tnemble.

But, this game is worth the extra organization and

agility it requires of teachers because it has so often

proved itself as a super-effective teaching device.

PURPOSE:

The game creates a structure where students must

set moderate risk goals and use feedback carefully in

order to do well. The purpose of the game is simply to

let each participant experience such a situation in a

conscious way. Then, they discover for themselves that

setting challenging, but reachable goals, and using

feedback to improve performance increases chances for

success. Moreover, playing the game establishes

behavior patterns which the students can then discuss,

and relate to other instances that involve goal setting

and evaluating their own performance.

SET UP:

1. Number of Players:

Eight to sixteen players -- so that there can be

both individual and team competition.

2. Equiements For every 8 students provide:

a. 2 regulation dart boards with seven possible

scores (100, 80, 60, 40, 30, 20, 10)

b. 12 darts, at least

co large scoreboard or sheet, to be marked off

as follows:

DARTS SCORE SHEET ROUND

VVVVVVV
V

{

V
VA

AM
A

/V
ik.

\,-,...\z\ V
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3. Regulations:

a. Darts are usually thrown from a distance of 12
feet, but, according to participants' general
age, size, ability, etc. one might wish to
modify this distance.

b. The bull's-eye should be 4 feet 9 inches
from the floor.

4. Recbmmended ripil/instructor ratio:

One teacher for every 6-8 students. If there
are 16 students, then we would recommend divid-
the group, giving each teacher his own equip-
ment and running two games.

ROUND ONE:

PROCEDURE:

The object of the game is to.make as many points as
possible in six throws of the darts: A player makes points
by.matching.or bettering his bid. That is, before he
throw; each dartheestimates how close he will come to the
bull's-eye, thus defining an area that will allow him to
score. Then, he throws the dart, and if he lands within
his target area he receives the number of points he bid.
For example, if the bid was 40, and the dart landed in the
ring marked 80, the player would receive 40 points -- the
number bid. If the dart landed in the ring marked 30, he
would not make his bid, and therefore would receive no points
at all.

The score sheet would look like 'this for the two throws
described above:

........

40

40

80' 4 30i LAP'
The procedure is the same for all six darts:

a. the player bids
b. scorekeeper records the bid
c'. player throws

. d. scorekeeper records the throw '(where the
dart landed) and the number of points wade
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We recommend two dart boards for each game so that

one can serve'as a practice board. This method keeps as

many students as possible involved in the game at one

time. One player starts off at the practice board.

Then he watches the player who is up, then'takes his

own turn -- and usually wants to watch the next player.

Other students can help keep score, collect the darts,

kibbitz, etc. Tbe first round proceeds best if the

instructors just let each person take his turn, and don't

interrupt with explanations. Besides, the teachers will

be busy enough with the mechanics of the game so that

they will have time for little else.

DISCUSSION AMER ROUND ONE:

A few playing patterns appear with inevitable

regularity, and can form starting points for discussion.

One is that of the naturally skillful player who does

well at the practice board, scoring 40 or better with

nearly every throw. But he doesn't do as well when people

ate watching, and someone is keeping score. Oftentimes,

such a player -- remembering his past glories --

sticks to a bid that is slightly too high. In so doing,

he contributes to the existing pressure, and, in effect,

works against himself. The result: the player scores

poorly, even though his raw score may be better than that

of other players who scored higher for the game. If the

students don't bring up this point themselves, the teacher

can introduce it by adding up the raw scores and achieved

scores for the players, and inviting comments and

conclusions.

Another frequent pattern occurs when for nervousness

or lack of skill, someone does poorly from.the start, and

.never really gets involved in what he is doing. Or so it

seems, because he bids hastily, throws distractedly, and

gets his turn over with as soon as possible. However,

this kind of player may be involved intensely, because

he usually feels painful emotions, such as humiliation, self-

disgust, or feels left out. The kids will sometimes

criticize him for not trying, and advise him not to bid

low. But he usually needs feedback about how to throw

the darts, not about how to bid. The teacher's effort

with this student should be to help him choose the right

feedback ;or this situation, i.e. help him achieve enough

success at throwing the darts so that he stays interested

in the game, and, realizes what feedback is, and that it

works.
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The discussion usually begins among the students

while the game is going on, in the form of side comments.

"Don't keep bidding SO, Bid.40." etc. The teacher

can pick up on these remarks -- "Why did yot want Hank

to bid lower?" --and, in general, capitalize on the observ-

ations the students make themselves. As they suggest'and

describe moderate risk goal setting and using feedback,

the teacher can label these ideas, and explain them in a

little more detail. The students are usually quick to

recognize behavior patterns in other players, and ironically,

sometimes point out to another player some habit or

stubbornness that keeps him from scoring well, when, in

fact, they may do the same thing themselves. A student

who consistently underbid will accuse a fellow player

of being "chicken." If a player gets angry and bids and

throws recklessly, the others will say: "The pressure's

getting to him." "He's blowing his cool." Their perceptions

don't keep them fram doing the same thing, but they know.

A wise procedure for the teacher is to carry discussion

after round one far enough to make the essential points

about what feedback and moderate risk goal setting are.

Accept comments about patterns and behavior the students

notice in each other. Then, without pointing out errors

or belaboring advice, go directly on to round two and let

the students put same of their observations and experience

to work.

ROUND TWO:

PROCEDURE:
Same as for round one

DISCUSSION FOR ROUND TWO:

The instructor should be ready to offer praise --

to comment on the performance of those who used feedback,

and improved because of better playing or better bidding.

With those students who consistently disreg4rd feedback,

fly off the handle, or shrug off their performance, the

teacher will have to play it by ear, taking into account

the person's temperament, the audience, and so on. However,

here are a few suggestions and questions for those

situations:

1. Let the person throw without bidding, and
discuss the effect that having to bid has

on performance.
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2. Let that player bid for another player, while

the latter throws the darts'. If.a player under-
stands feedback and can interpret it for someone

else, what nakes it harder to apply that
knowledge to one's self?

3. Or, do the opposite -- let some of the others

bid for the player who ignores feedbaelk.

Then, compare which way he scores better.

4. Encourage everyone to talk about what creates
pressure in a game like this. Often, the

ones who explode or give up feel the most

pressure from not living up to their omn

expectations.

If it feels ri ht adk the f
overbidding or underbidding. To bid the

nearly impossible, the bull's-eke is a way of

saying "Anything goes! I'm not to blame if I

don't make it." To bid lowein disgust, instead

of Challenging one's self is also a way of

saying "I quit." Both behaviors give up
responsibility for performance.

MOUND THREE:

PROCEDURE:

Play the game as before, but this time, divide into

teams ct roughly even ability, and let the two teams

compete.

DISCUSSION AFTER ROUND THREE:

When there is team competition the students will

pressure fellow team mates to bid according td feedback,

and moderate risk. So that the teacher will have to do

little more than review the concepts after the round. The

teacher's role, as before, is to accept the students'

spontaneous discussion and try to help them build on it.

In particular --

1, encourage them to relate this kind of.game

structnre to other situations they may find

themselves in -- situations in sports, in
school, at work, and in Kobbies.
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2. Invite them to consider iiihether or not the

way they behaved in this game was typical

behavior for them. Did their way of

acting help or hurt them? etc.

Once teachers have conducted the games, and discussed

what happened with the students, they might wonder if

they were "successful." "Did the point get across?"

The criterion we have usually used both for the

achievement thoughts and the action strategies -- is

demonstration. Can the students make UD an achievement

aples of a 115thouglit-Te"--Calr-iirey

move from the first situation where the action strategies

were useful, into another situation, and use what they

learned. Thus, a whole repertoire of materials would be

at hand. Most students should be able to detcribe and

talk about the motive, but we have found that some students

who can never write a definition of the action strategies

have no trouble using them, in our course, and outside of

it.

Once the thoughts and actions have been presented,

and a link established between them, the class has the

basic material in hand. Or, to borrow from the more

technical descriptions of what is going on, if the class

so chooses, they have the use of an "enlarged associative

network." Witness: (McClelland, "Toward. a Theory of

Motive Acquisition" p327)

"THEORETICALLY, THE ACTION IS REPRESENTED IN THE

ASSOCIATIVE NETWORK by what associations precede,

accompany, and follow it. So including the acts

in what is learned enlargAs the associative net-

work or the achievement construct to include

action. Thus, the number of cues likely to trip

off the n Achievement network is increased. In

common sinse terms, whenever he works he now

evaluates what he is doing in achievement terms,

and whenever he thinks about achievement he tends

. to think of its action consequ9nces."
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C. APPLICATION TO REAL LIFE

All the while basic matelJal about the motive is

presented, teachers can be working on.the third

proposition of this group: tying these thoughts

and actions to approPriate contexts in the students own

life situation.

THE MORE AN IN i
I.

UALIZED ASSOCIATION-ACTION COMPLEX ( OR MOTIVE )

TO EVENTS IN HIS EVERYDAY LIFE, THE MORE LIKELY

THE MOTIVE COMPLEX IS TO INFLUENCE HIS THOUGHTS

AND ACTIONS IN SITUATIONS OUTSIDE THE TRAINING

EXPERIENCE.

.(iE the three .propcitions 4.71icilued in thiS

this one is the most difficult to handle, because it

assumes what is rarely the case; that teachers aCtually

know something about the students'.everyday life and are

willing tO encourage them to discuss it in class.

Usually this part of the course is an opportunity for

teachers to learn about the students' world. One

approach into open-ended discussions of this type is

through case studies, where the students can see that n-

Ach is relevant to people like themselves in circumstances

like their own. The Leo case studli which.followsr_

will give an idea of what we mean. But, if the instructors

know their group, they can produde the best case materials

by writing their own, and tailoring them to their particular

group. And, if the students are willing to write up case

materials, that in itself would fulfill the aim of this

part of the course.
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Leo

Leo had never seen his father, eiccept for the

picture of him in army uniform on his mother'S dresser.

Sometimes he would think about his father and what he

must have been like. He knew he must.have been strong,

and wasprobably a fast runner.

Sometimes Leo would think about what they could have

lone together, and he would imagine the "Big Ball Game."

In tilis game Leo was playing football with ten other

guys against a team that was slaughtering them. The

score was something like 72 to 0, and all his team wanted

to do was throw long incomplete passes. Leo would be

fed up with his team, mad at them for not practicing, and

for not blocking and tackling rightvfor not showing any

guts. Then his *dad would run throUgh^thelother teaM,

and then block for Leo to do the same on the next play.

The score would slowly turn, and soon it would be

72 to 70. The other guys on his team were quitting with

only, a few minutes to play, because they were angry at

Leo and his dad for hogging the ball. Then there were

just the two of them against that other team of eleven,

all of them almost grown men. Leo took the ball from center

and threw a Olort pass to his dad, who was almost swarmed

under by the other team, but not before he could toss a quick

lateral to Leo, who went all the way for a touchdown and

the ball game.

They would go home then to Ma, who was nide looking

and always had something good.cooked for them after each

big'game. They 'would eat and sing a little and talk about

the game.

Leo enjoyed that kind of thinking. He would sometimes

spend an entire afternoon letting his thoughts take him
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where they might, creating new worlds to conquer with

his father. There were storms at sea and wild animal hunts,

caye-exploring and narrow escapes from burning airplanes.

At times he would tell himself that this wasn't a very

good way to spend so much time, that he should be dOing

something about school or home or work, but even then

he would return to the delicious thoughts of his dead

father and the worlds that might have been.

The real world for Leo was not pleasant, but not as

bad as it is for many Others. His dother worked, but

she had a.good job and managed to support them well.

They never were hnngry. Whezi they were together they

sometimes had good times, sametimes miserable times. They

argued only when she tried to run his life too much. He

figured other mothers did that too, not just his own.

It was the feeling of loneliness that bothered him

most, Sometimes he Would start-fights with other kids

juit so they-would be with him and not ignoring him. He

would do and say things in class thai were .purposely to

make the teacher angry. If he had to think about what he

wanted, he would usually end up with things on his list

like "company" and "to be somebody." If he could be

somebody, he wouldn't have to be lonely anymore.

There was that feeling he had that someday the doors

would open for him .the cards would come up right.....

his ship would come in. There wasn't muCh you could do

but wait for that time to come.

. Leo had failed two grades of the Iirst nine, so he

was a little older than sorie of the kids in the tenth

grade the year he entered Tech High. Sometimes this

made him-feel good, just to know he was older than the

others, but then he would get a little depressed about it,

thinking about how they would be younger than he when

'they graduated from high school.
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It was during his tenth-grade year that two very

important things happened to.Leo. He tried out for the

football team, and he was introduced to drugs:

After all the long thought sessions in which he

played the big game, Leo knew he would be a natural at

football. He had played in junior high a little, and now

he was bigger and faster. It was just a matter of putting

into practice all his dreams about how it should be done.

His dreams now were more about his win greatness than his

father's.

His high school football career lasted three.days.

On the firit day he was sure he would be a star. When he

wasn't put into the scrimmage on the second day, he was

sure it was just a matter of time until the coaches

discovered his abilities. At the end of the third day of

practice, he was sure the coaches didn't like him and he would

never get anywhere with them. So he quit.

This was when he began hanging around the corner near

the.pool hall a few blocks from the center of town. The

guys there were too cool to be taken In by that football.

crap. They wore sharp clothes even in the daytime, and

talked about how they "scored" with this chick or that one,

in great detail.

Leo began to feel at home here. "The guys are great,"

he told his mother one evening while eating, "they know

.where it'p it and how.to get what.they want."

"I don't think that's a good bunch for you to hang

around with," his mother replied. "Seems to me there are

other people you could spend some time with."

Leo knew what was coming, so he bxought it up himself.

"Next you're going to tell me to stay away from them

altotgether, I suppose, just like they said you would."

"You're.ciaMn right that's what I'm going to tell you,

only I was trying to do it in a gentle way," she exploded,
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tears forming in her tired eyes.

"You can tell me that all you limit, Na, but it won't

do any good. They're my friends, aud they like me like

I am. You never hear them picking at me or telling ne

I'm not going to amount to anything unless I buckle down.

With them I already amount to something. I'm somebody

there!".

He almost felt like apologizing for this outburst

.when he saw the effect it had on her. She slumped in

her chair and closed ber eyes, mumbling soitething he

couldn't understand. He resisted the impulse and left

the table, heading for the corner.

Wben he got there, the others knew something was

wrong from the lobk on his face. "What's the matter,

nan?" one of them asked, "you doyn?"

"Yeh, I'm down, " Leo said. "I 5ust had a fight with

the old lady about hanging around with you guys. She was

crying when I left, and I guess I still like her enough

to be a little upset."

"The nan is down and needs some 'up''," the tall guy,

Jack, said. "here's just the little pill that'll give you

some 'up' man, Take it fast *and don't think about it."

Leo took the pill, not knowing what it was, but

only that his friend Jack had given it to him. Not to

take it would be a sign he didn't trust Jack, maybe, and

Leo didn't want to take a chance on losing the. guys.

His upsat with his mother was soon forgotten and a

good feeling began to take hold. %He wasn't sad any longer

and he didn't really care about her. Come to think of it,

he didn't care much about anything..

"Did that little pill do this to me?" he.asked Jack.

"Yeh, man. Ain,t it groovy."

"I feel like I. don't really care if the sun comes up

tomorrow....that it'c none of my business if it does."
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Jack laughed. "That's the niagic..° Dr. Jack's magic

green pills for people with troubles... wash'em all away.

Leo laughed too. He laughed a lot that night.

Jack gave him another of the pills the next night, and

the night after that. Then he told Leo he couldn't keep

supplying him with them because they were costing him

good money. Leo yeid him for that one and asked him if he

could buy more.

"/ need that feeling every night, Jack. It's what

makes the world go 'round. Man, I can't siand to think

about what this tiorld would be like without the happy

pills."

Jack sold them to Leo in bunches now and Leo was soon

taking three a day and was on a.kind of all-day cloud.

That was when Jack got him started on the 'downs,' the

little pills that would bring him,back off the cloud.

Within two morths Leo needtd both pills. He couldn't

sleep or be calm without the barbiturates, and he dragged

around during waking hours unless he had the "pep pills."

People began to notice the change in Leo. He lost

weight and didn't seem to be interested in anything -

sports, school, girls, or his *other --.and he was sperg:ing a

lot to time on the corner.

At the end of the school year he was arrested for

peddling illegal drugs to kids at the junior high, and since

he was under eighteen, turned over to juvenile authorities.

He reMained there until his-eighieenth birthday

at which time he was released. He has not ieturned home.
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TEACHER'S COMMENTARY ON LEO

This case study has successfully been used with ado-

lescent boys. Many of them could identify with Leo, either

because they had used drugs or they knew of other boys whoa

used drugs. Also, just about all of them had had fantasies

of being a star and hero. Many had experienced loneliness.

.The appropriateness of this case study will depend on the

group of students you are giving the'n-ach course to.

Leo experienced two different kinds of fantasies:

potentially "constructive" fantasies which he wanted to

cone true, (being a football hero) as well as "escapist"

fantasies (the use of drugs to blot out the reality of failure).

Re dreamed of being a football star and wanted this dream to

become a reality, but never did anything more than dream to

achieve his goal.

Apersoi with high need achievement uses the action

strategies to nake his constructive fantasies come true.

If he fails, he holds on to reality in order to get feedback,

so he can readjust his goals.. By holding on to reality When

he fails, rather than escaping by using drugs, his chandes of

having his fantasies come true becomes a moderate risk,

rather than a high risk.

Ari important point to discuss from this is how one can

"convert" fantasies to reality or :isle them to escape. Most

adolescents have a strong need for belonging and friend-

ships. Often friendships bolster their self-esteem - some-

one thinks they are worthwhile enough to be friendly with.

Sometimes, as in Leots case, his.friendships helped his self-

esteem, but got him into trouble. In his case, it would

have been an advantage if his self-esteem was raised by his

own ability to de and successfully accomplish some goal.

Accomplishing his goal would have put him in contact with
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other like-minded boys, a situation which could foster the

friendships he desired. Also if his self-esteem was raised

by accomplishment,
hopefully he could be.more objective in

finding friends who would really be "friends", that.is,

interested in his welfare.

. Discussion questions can include the above points. Some

sample questions which can be used follow:

1. What was Leo's goal?

Wby didn't Leo.achievy his gOal?

How could he have used the action strategies to

achieve his goal?

2. Were achievement goals or affiliation goals more

important to Leo? Explain why?

Which kind of goal would it be "better" for Leo

to have? (One is not "better" than the other; it

depends on an individual's values).

HoW could joining the football team fulfill Leo's

need for achievement as well as for affiliation?

3. How did Leo react to failure? .

How do you react to failure?

How does a person with high need achievement react

to failure?

Which reaction to failure gives a Person a better

chance of succeeding on the next attempt?

4. There's a 6ujing: "Where ihere's a will, there's a

way." How are achievement thoughts and action

strategies related to this,saying?

Was taking drugs a good "way" for Leo to achieve

his goals? Explain.

5. How do you account for what happened 'to Leo? Why

does his story turn out as it does?
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6. If Leo had known about achievement motivation and

the kinds of goal-setting thoughts and actions

we've talked about, do 'you think he would have put

his knowledge to'use?

7. Sometimes people know what they should do to do

better in a situation, but they don't act on their

knowledge. Why not?

Have you ever behaved that wai? (Maybe in the darts

game) Can you explain why?

Why is it thai other peopleAlo take advantage

of such knowledge?



INCREASING COGNITIVE SUPPORTS

A. THE DEMANDS OF.REALITY

When the motive is first presented in th*e course it

is presented as a thing or phenomenon. For the students,

it is probably as if someone showed them a strange new

invention. "What's this?" they ask. "It's a
0

0.0.0.....01.~..
the instructors answer. "See, here's how it works."

*Then the questions that logically follow go something like

this:

1. "Why is it necessary --what's it good for?"
"What are its limitations?"

2. "Do I want it for myself?"

The first of these questions is really asking about

the usefulness of the achievement motivel.and corresponds

to this proposition:

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL PERCEIVES THAT DEVELCTING A
MOTIVE IS CONSISTENT WITH THE DEMANDS OF REALITY,
AND REASON, THE MORE EDUCATIONAL ATTEMPTS DESIGNED
TO DEVELOP ThAT MOTIVE ARE LIKELY TO SUCCEED.

The usefulness of n Ach can be scored by the many different

kinds of success with which it is linked. In business,

for example, the achievement.motive is crucial; And in

sports -- and in community development. A carpentei, or

any craftsman who takes pride in his work and seeks to do

the best job he can, a research scientist working towards

a cure for cancer -- all of these 'aChieve:high stand4047itnd

results and.a personal digniii:h*ai.shOW the yalue_OrOis

particular motive. Tlie course aj.so should mike O.t:Oliin that many

other worthwhile goals and pursuits do not depend heavily

on achievement motivation and, in fact, are more compatible

with other motives. .For example, the dominant motive.of a

young social worker helping white and black student4 in a local

.youth group.to.understand ea.Ciiither and get iclongjiet.ter

.1fOlo.4 probably be affilia0.0.MOtiliation. An

aspiring political leader must have an eye for power, and

an imaginative concept of what power means in order to gain

a position where he can wield influence. Then/ehe can
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create an arena for accamplishplent of his ideas.

In other words, while the achievement motive does.

account for success in particular areas, it isn't

a pat formula for success in every area. It provides no

panacea. How useful one finds it, and how consistent

with the demands of reality is bound to depend on one's

personal goals and his situation --his particular reality.

Moreover, acquiring the motive carries with it certain

possible disadvantages. If we look closely at persons

who have very high achievement motivation, we notice

that their strong goal orientation can lead to overwork

--or putting work before fOiliand personal.relationships.

They frequently don't know how to relax (We night add

though, that either affiliation or power motivation, in

excessive doses, lose their' best flavor.). 'These

points and issues should be part-of the course.

/n short, a course about achievement motivation

examines the kinds of occupations and situations where

achievement behavior proves valuable. It also considers

cases where the motive might be less valuable than another

motive (such as affiliation, or power) or might be

down right harmful. The instructors try to keep

perspective, awl to acknowledge that.anybody has all of

these motives to some extent; the question in the foreground

are: Of what valUe is the achievement motive?. Where-13-ft most

Useful? What combination of motives is most useful?

Adults, who have experience playing many different

roles, have a ready perspective with which to address

that question. They can relate achievement to their

job situation. They can see that it may or itlay nöt have

muCh to do with the state of their marriage (My wife

would respect me more if I achieved something concrete.).
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But how does this proposition work into a course for high

school students or, harder yet for sixth graders. How

do they come to see n Ach as afi asset in the real world?

The problem for the courie instructors/It' seems to us,

is to appreciate what reality looks like from where the

student is sitting. Some of them may.worry about getting

into college with a scholarship -- finishing high school,

making the basketball team, becoming a competent

seamstress, organizing a rock and roll group. For these,

it's fairly straightforward to draui a connection between

those goals and this n Ach behavior.

One means of drawing thit connection and at the

same time creating a special type of course situation is

to invite a guest to class, who has, in fact used

achievement behavior to get where he is. The other

requirements for the guest are that he come from the same

reality the students know -- preferably the same school,

the same kind of background, so that he speaks their

language in every sense of that phrase. And he has to

have made it. That is, he should be in.a position they

admire. Speakers that we have used in the past have

included a judo expert, a coach, a boy who completed college

on a scholarship while Participating in sports and went

on to plai with the Boston Patriots --a ichool teacher

and guidance counselor who had dropped out of school, and

went back. All of these people t*alked easily to the kids,

and they all spoke specifically of the kinds of goals they

were after; the action taken towards the goal, their use of

feedback, the obstacles they confronted, their feelings

about progress, discouragement,Atc. alluding to the.scoring

,system, if they could and if.we.had.had time to describe.

it.to them in advance. OD
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All the students usually enjoy a visitor like this--

especially if he has* a little (pizzaz) style. But while

some of them will think -- "lies a regular person --

he really does use this stuff and it helps him....9" other

kids won't relate to anyone who has succeeded in standard

channels. These.studenti, nelier did well at a sport. They've

never gotten above a C or D in regular subjects --

and barely passed each year -- probably staying back once

or twice. They don't think well enough of themselves to

really believe they could accomplish anything like what

they've heard about. So, yes, this is the why to get a

better grade in school -- but I'm stupid. Or, so this guy

plotted and planned and used feedback and got to be a

coach -- but I hate sports."

Reality for these students isn't the same reality

teachers and other students talk about. What do we do

about them? How do 'we know who they are? How do we get

in touch with their reality so we can establish a common

ground for discussion? We have no solutions, but we

can suggest two or three directions to pursue. One

suggestion: small group work -- informal Oiscussion to

find out what concerns rest high with these particular

students? What areas do exist that might be compatible

with achievement motivation? If they are interested in

racing cars -- informal talk could reveal that in that area

they do already know a lot about pursuing an achievement

goal. The instructor's tack might then be to have them

consider if that same behavior could be transferred into

another area of their lives.

A second approach rests on observation and hunch as

much as on theory. Students who react to the course

Miterial as if it has nothing to do.with them often see

themselves as not the achieving type. Or perhaps, more
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accurately they simply.may even.be "hung up." A girl

is worried about a misunderstanding with her. boyfriend.

A boy doesn't seem to get along with his father. Someone

else is ashamed to bring friends home to a squabbly,

often drunken reception. In such situations people

may tend to judge themselves on the basis of how they

think others regard them. If the boyfriend is mad or

departing, the girl 'feels worth a little less. If the

boy's point of view says his father is picking on him,

the boy feels hostile but also demeaned. .If parents

aren't associations to be proud of, the child feels

ashamed. These are feelings that everyone experiences,

but if a young person defines his reality in the shadow

of feelings like these he may think that striving for

achievement goals, and aiming for excellence.is

irrelevant to his world, or just plain hopeless.

Yet, the course does-relate:.to_the kinds

of problems just described. The use of goal-setting

behavior and the knowledge acquired in these courses help

stadents feel more confident. It'gives them more

assurance in making decisions and acting on their own.

At least, they say they feel this way. The sense of one's

own identity as a capable, worthwhile person helps peoplf

survive trying or threatening situations, and grow fn

the process. What is actually being suggested here is that

acquiring this motive.May increase a person's sense of

worth, and increase his confidence. In this regard,

n-Ach is Pertinent to interperdOnal relationehiPsind

personal problems and can be presented to the Students in

. this practical aspect.

B. IDEAL SELF-IMAGE

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL CAN PERCEIVE AND EXPERIENCE
THE NEWLY CONCEPTUALIZED MOTIVE AS CONSISTENT.WITH
HIS IDEAL SELF IMAGE, THE MORE THE MOTIVE IS LIKELY

TO IPFLUENCE HIS FUTURE THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS.
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So far, this course could be ju.st a course about

motivation -- a factual course with a psychological

twist. At some point the course partiCipants must.go

through the process of accepting or rejecting (reconcil-

ing) this behavior as part of their life style. Hence,

the course must provide Specific opportunities for self-

study, as well as the warm, supportive atmosphere conducive

to such study. "Do I want to oe this way? What will I

be like.....?"

Most of the courses for adults, and many of the

courses for young people have started with a WHO AM I ?

session, just as you did in your self-run workshop.

The leader starts off, and provides guidance for the

others by discussing what he wants out of life,

same of the goals he has for himself, what holds him

back, what helps him forward, all the while establishing

a degree of openness. "The talk is not superficial

because it is not common for people to speak openly

about their motives in public, but, on the other hand, it

does not deal with so-called 'depth' material in the

sense of neurotic complaints or anxieties."* This

exercise helps the small group define itself as a group

because people sense what they have in common, build

confidence in each other and become bolder about discuss-

ing themselves honestly, and facing the discrepancy

between their real and'ideal selves.

Teachers have often shied away from using this

exercise with high school students (Iwith younger.students

it definitely would not work). Either they don't have

enough instructors to have ideal size groups (Any wore

than eight in a group is too large). Or they felt reluctant to

11111111111101111111

* McClelland, D.C., Developing the_ACIAJEVALanknt, Chapter
2, to be published in 1969, Free Press, N.Y.
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get into something they doubt their competence to handle

("I've never had any experience like this before; what

if they start telling me things I don't.wint to hear?").

Many admit to a secret fear.that.young people would..

respond to such a session with vast .bilence -- from

shyness, lack of confidence, or because they didn't have

those two adult abstractions -- real self-image and ideal

self-image -- to juggle around the way adults did.

Consequently, along the way several exercises have

appeared, all intended to encourage one to look at him-

self honestly, conceive of what he would ideally like to

be like -- and think about ways of drawing the two images

into greater congruency. The Admiration Ladder,

the Point of View exercise, done in connection with a

film (Eye of 'the Beholder), and others, are some of these

and are found in the appendix. The Future Planning Manual,

described in the section on goal Petting, also contributes

to thinking about the ideal self. The TAT material, --

observations and records from the games in class are all

personal data that can be skillfully worked into discussion

about self and ideal self.

Potentially this area can be one of the richest and

most creative parts of the course. Consider what could

be done with certain non-verbal exercises as a stimulus to

group discussion and as a way for people to get to know

each other. One example is a mirror exercise in which two

people face each other and are told that they are looking

at their image in the mirror. Each persoti must)mirror the

movements and expressions of the other, but no instructions

are given as to who will lead. The pair must not speak to

each other. Let this go on for a few minutes (3-5) and then

ask them about their feelings. Were they working together

on the procedure? How did it feel to be so closely related

to another person? Was one.person.in control ill of the
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time, or did the initiative shift from one to the other?

Did one person try to take the initiative and get

rebuffed? What does this say about our abilities to

cooperate? To lead? To follow? There are literally

hundreds of these exercises dscribed in ImmilatieELDIE

the Theater (ViaLa Spolin, Northwestern University Press,

1963) and can be used as the basis fbr meaningful personal

discusiion.

Or try an artistic rather than a verbal WHO AM I ?

Photographs, newspaper fragments kinds of things

could collect into a meaningful personal collage,

provided the instructor can give the'assignment in an

open way that says "Show who you are.". No judgments

or criticisms -- only acceptance would follow. If

teachers were willing to get acquainted with dramatic

techniques -- particularly imprOvisational techniques, or

if they had already had theater eiperience -- try skits

where the students choose historiásal or public figures

that come closest to their secret or real selves --

and interact in these roles in improvisational skits. Or,

what about tackling the idea of role head on. Our

experience has been that approaches like these prove

fascinating to a class. The group could start off by

having a masquerade where people came as their secret self
_.

or as a person they would least .to be like.

Live case studies could be another way to encourage

a personal focus. By that we mean, creating 'a situation

that dramatically illustrates a problem and then leaves it

unresolved. Ask the students to step into the problem role

and solve it as best they know how.. The problem situatim

could be soiething straightforward *as: "You.are upset

with the way some people in your math class behave since it

interferes with your learning and you want tO do something

about it," or as free-form as "you are looking forward to
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high school (or junior high, or college) because

Ask students to respond to the role play by talking about

the kind of-person that would best be able:to handle that

situation. How does he conform to the way they would like

to be? How do they feel about him? What kind of motivation

does he display?

All of these activities are "starters". Some of them

are described in the appendix -- Some of them have not

been tried -- but what will work the best is what you

dream up spontaneously. The importhnt criterion to keep

in mind is that the activities share a purpOse: to provide

students opportunities to look honestly at the way they

really are -- to think about how they want to be -- and

to decide whether or not achievement or goal-oriented.

behavior will play a part in their ideal character or help

them reach the ideal self-image they want to have and

project.

C. CULTURAL VALUES

Not only must a successful course help students identify

themselves, as an "achieving type", but it must help students

clarify how this concern and set of.activiites fits with

the dominant cultural values. " .

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL CAN PERCEIVE AND EXPERIENCE

THE NEWLY CONCEPTUALIZED MOTIVE AS AN IMPROVEMENT

ON THE PREVAILING CULTURAL VALUES, THE MORE THE

MOTIVE IS LIKELY TO INFLUENCE HIS FUTURE THOUGHTS

AND ACTIONS.

This is not as abstract as it sounds. It does not mean, for

example, attempting to persuade the teeny tiny boppers and

high school hippies that they should turn on' to.the Protestant

E.1.thic. For these youngsters, who prdbably have low n-Ach,

these days the Protestant Ethic is simply not where ies at.

The concern with LOVE, and "flower power", black power and

student power suggest that affiliation and power motives
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are d6Minant it their lives. Whethit studentd are lovingly

joining arms IR A protest against dOciety Or joining

fists in protest Against the authbrities (400; candidatedi

recruiters, deans and principals); the chief dahderns

seem to be power and affiliation. if n4ch is totAlly

inconsistent with these concerns, the n-Ach course 1.6 lege

likely to be effective,

Admittedly it ig difficult to discover mays of Making'

this issue a lively discussion topic in school. We have

tried a number of gimmikg that seemto foster relevant

discussion. Teenagers!' popular sondg are filled with Value

considerations and stimulate talk among studentd.

Unfortunately, it is often hard to get bbth keen involve-

ment and serious discussion out of thegb "hits". Sometimes

we have made up a brief questionnaire of value Statements,

had the students answer privately on a continuum from "strongly

agree" to "strongly.disagree", tallied the responses for

a class average and let them talk about how they answered

in comparison to others. Here are a few examples: It is

more important to do well than to be popular; I'd rather

have fun in the present than worry all the time About what

I'm going to do. in the future. Another approach involves

a discussion of studentdheroes. A visit by one of them

helps to make some of the value congiderations real. Many

of the techniques used to stimulate discussion of ideal

self-image can be used for this discussion as well. These

discussions usually do not attempt to change people's

values. Instead the goals are to find out what those

values are, and to explore the ways they are consistent and

inconsistent with n-Ach values, self reliance, independence,

concern with excellence.



GOAL SETTING

You have had some experience with concrete goal setting

in the self-run workshop, and have had a chance to observe

the process in operation in your own life. It is a rather

complex method of bringing about personal change, however,

and You have probably alreadv expercenced some resistance

in yourself to continuing the process. It may seem incon-

venient,,or beside the point, or even too Mechanical for

your taste. If you are having troUble with your project,

talk it out with some of the other-group.members and come

to some way of changing it, either in terms of the goal or

the method. Make sure that you are on.the way toward a

successful goal-setting project before you begin your course

for the students. Students are more likely to believe what

you say about goal setting, if iou have 'iome evidence that

you are doing it yourself successfully.

This brings us to a group of ihree propOsitions that

are grouped under the general heading of *goal setting."

The first of these, should begin operating before the course

begins.

THE MORE REASONS AN INDIVIDUAL HAS IN ADVANCE TO

BELIEVE THAT HE CAN, WILL, OR SHOULD DEVELOP A

MOTIVE, THE MORE EDUCATIONAL ATTEMPTS DESIGNED TO

DEVELOP THAT MOTIVE ARE LIKELY TO SUCCEED.

If you are assigning kids to the course, make sure they have

a chance to talk with someone involved in the.teaching and

to refuse participation in the course before it starts. In

the interview the teacher should explain something about

the course, that it is the product of year of research by

scientists at Harvard, The University of Michigan, and other

Universities. The student could be told.that he has been

specifically chosen for this course.because he seems to be

the kind of student who wants to do better and can profit

from this course.' You might tell him of your expectations
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of what he can be. He will probably mentally compare this

to what he thinks he is now. However, he should not be

forced to take the course. The final decision is up to

him.

Frequently in the past we have tried to instill

.expectations before the course begins by posters, school

advertising and an inspirational speech by someone the

studenis respect. One such speech is provided in the

appendix.

Ceincern with setting goals comes before the course

begins and towards the end of the course at which point

students are encouraged to engage ilia specific self-

improvement project and to keep a record of their

progress. This is based on two guidelines supported by a

variety cd empirical research.

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL COMMITS HIMSELF TO ACHIEVING

CONCRETE GOALS IN LIFE RELATED TO THE NEWLY FORMED

MOTIVE, THE MORE THE MOTIVE IS LIKELY TO INFLUENCE

HIS FUTURE THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS.

THE MORE AN INDIVIDUAL KEEPS A RECORD OF HIS PROGRESS

TOWARD ACHIEVING GOALS TO WHICH.HE IS COMMITTED, THE

MORE THE NEWLY FORMED MOTIVE IS LIKELY TO INFLUENCE

HIS FUTURE THOUGHTS ANDACTIONS.

Goal setting and keeping track of progress towards those

goals are what the person with high n-Ach does as a matter

of course. He researches his environment and sets moderate-

risk (challenging, but reachable).goals for himself and

finds some means of getting concrete feedback on how well

or how poorly he is doing. In n-Ach courses; as students

begin to think about goals, they often .realize that much

of their schoolwork is a high-risk'situation. They are

graded on tests alone and much of their othei work leaves

them every little room for choice of method or quantity.

Tbis leaves basically two alternatives for attaining

school-related goals:



1. Diagnoses of the problems (0, PO) that stand in

thp way of classroom achievement and take steps to over-

come them. Do I talk to others too much?: What distracts

me? Do I avoid homework for'any reason? Am I just look-

ing to get by in class?. What would happen if I decided to

be the best student in the class? Once the real problem

has been pinned down (or what the student believes to be

the real problem), concrete steps toward changing those

behaviors can begin. .If, for example, the student feels

he spends too much time talking with others.in class, he

may wOrk out a system of counting the number of times he

does this each day with a grocery store clicker, and set

a goal of, say, no more than two classroom conversations

per day. If he clicks each time he talks to someone

about something not related to the class work, he will

begin to see how far he has to go and begin move toward

that goal..

2. Attempt to make schoolwork less of a high risk

by translating long-range assignments and responsibilities

into smaller, shorter more measurable uniis. Thus, the

student who feels that his.history course presents an

insurmountable obstacle because there is just so much to

4 learn for the exams, may be able to work out an.arrangement

with his teacher (H, +1) to break down extra reading

assignments into discrete daily or weekly units, with his

goal being reading and understanding of so many pages

per day or week. If he keeps a graph with days on the

horizontal line (X axis) and number of pages on the vertical

line (Y axis), he will have an immediate feedback mechanism

.that allows him to see how well he is doing at all times.

Often students will feel that "school.goals" have little

meaning for them and will want to set goals for their out-

side.activities.. Any goal that represents a meaningful



attempt at self-improvement is a legitimate one. Perhaps

it is improved time in the half-mile run, or the

exPansion of a paper route, oecompletion Oi a self-

made wardrobe. As long is they are corn:Whited to some

standard of excellence, encourage it. They will develop

more commitment'to a goal that interests them than to

one that is forced on them. There are _numerous other

ways of going about the formulation'ok goals, several of

which you will find in the appendix.

The important thing to remembet about this phase of

your course is that it does not stop when the course does.

Regular follow-up meettngs oi the groups should be

scheduled, the first same two weeks after the course. A

short-term goal set during the course should be talked about

at the meetingu with the students sharing their

difficulties and victories, and helping each other form-
.

ulate long-term goals for a six-quorith period. A, meeting

for sharing again should be arranged for the end of that

six-month period, with optional group meetings in the

iaterim to feed back to each other the progress.each student

is making. The teacher-leader should attempt to collect

as many of the graphs and charts as poisible, not to criticize

the projects, but to keep alive the.feeling that this is a

group of special experimental nature that'has been.chosen

to show a particular effect: an increase in achievement

motivation.



IV. INCREASING EMOTIONAL .SUPPORTS

The atmosphere, or feeling we would like to create

for this course goes hand in hand with the course goal. We

want to go a step beyond the place where a student knows

all about achievement motivatione to the point where he

makes a choice about his own life. If he does decide

he would like to behave in moke achievementworiented ways,

the course should be able to heli) him beh've in the

way he wants-to be. It Oiiiiid:piOvide the means fiik-11::

him to internalize the achievement motive, if he chooses.

As McCiteliand describes 4:,;;L!We'insist.thati.thi:O4i:.

kind of change that can last or'mean anything is what the

person decides on and works out .by.himself, that we are

there not to criticize his pasi behavior'or direct his

future choices, but to provide hiRwith all sorts of

infoimational emotional support that will help him in his

self-confrontation. Since we recognize that self-study

may be quite difficult and unsettling, We try to create an

'optimistic relaxed atmosphere in whi6h the person is warmly

encouraged in his efforts and given the opportunity for

personal counseling if he asks .for it."

Thus, one of the requirements for the course appears

in the form of the following proposition:

CHANGES IN MOTIVES ARE MORE LIKELY TO OCCUR IN AN
INTERPERSONAL ATMOSPHERE IN WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL
FEELS WARMLY BUT HONESTLY SUPPORTED AND RESPECTED
BY OTHERS AS A PERSON CAPADLn OP GUIDING.AND DIRECT-
ING HIS OWN FUTURE BEHAVIOR.

This guideline makes sense in Mink wayi.. If the

aim is to have a young person feel and be responsible for

himself, one way to 'start is to stop telling him I./hat to do.

For a long time psychologists have known that'a person must

recognize and accept himself before. It is
o.

possible for him to change. lie can do that only in an

atmosphere where others are accepting of him. Then, if he
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is to change, it must be because he wants to -- not

because someone points out to him -- "Look at the way

you operate in...don't you think you'd be better off if

you acted like..." These conditions suggest that the

teachers of this course should be as non-directive as

possible. If the course instructors (leaders) are directive

--if they systematically reward correct behavior ("good,

you're using feedback") and punish incorrect behavior

("That's not a moderate risk bid for you.F) the student

will shape up in class, because it's easier tolthan not

to. But he didn't decide on that behavior himself, And

there is no guarantee he will continue it when there is

no.one.around giving orders. So, instead of directing,

the teacher must do something more difficult. He must

be a catalyst for self discovery and independent choice

and decision making. This does hot mean, however, that

the leader is prohibited from givimg information about

n-Ach. A distinction must be made between information-

giving and directing a person's life.

This approach has several implications for the

teachers' role in the course -- for what he should try

to do, and the way he should try to be in relation to the

student's personal life. Ut suggest that what he should

try to do is:

Be open rather than manipulative4.0.....YMA .MOMMICA...I

a. Create situation after situation where the

student has a chance to explore his own behavior,

b. Present the material about the motive, without

insisting that people adopt it --rather, give

it a chance to speak for itself -- give evidence

of its potential value,

c. Serve as an expert who provides information and

settings that help the student think about his

goals and ideal self, and the way they might be

related to the motive.
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Re_Rositimsathes_than negative'or critical

d. Offer praise and encouragement -- not just to
a few but to all individually.

e. Confront conflicts, arguments, disagreements,
in an honest way. Listen to all sides. Try
to resolve the situation collaboratively.
Don't dismiss them or shut them off.

f. If a student indicates he wants to leave--
either through several bsences, obstreperous
behavior, or by saying o--let him, That is
his choice. Let him comb back too, if he
wants to.

22_21.2221_2tEE

g. Participe. ,e course, along with the
students. F' At yourself as a human being,
like themewh dnts to know more about him-
self and.tc fulfill.himself, becoming the
most he can be--someone with weaknesses and
strengths

h. Converse with the students--share jokes,
laughter and talk, rather than lecture,
point out, command; etc.

i. Relax--don't keep everyone on an airport
type schedule.

j. Get feedback about the colike from the students.

Granted, these suggestions sound idealistic. As One

teacher put it, "To be so open is to have a hole in your

head. They will :kialk all over you!" A more accurate._

way of describing what .hapP44-is.that students, 0-7:.

they are not used to such an atmosphere,dOfi't know quite

how to behave in it. They might be too boisterous, or

. test this new kind of relationship with teachers by

seeing how far they can ga. As a general rule, while the

teacher aspires to be non-directive about the material

and doesn't use- his role to force it on anyone, he can

and should keep enough order in the.teaching setting so

leatning and self-study take place. But he 'shouldn't

be at the students or have to nag. .If someone is continUally
. . .
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obstructive he should be given the choice of leaving,

or staying, an approach more ii line with course goals.

After all, it is voluntary. If the group can success.-

fully work through the first few days of exploring this

new way of learning and ivlating, then things settle

down into their own kind of routine and go along

smoothly.

Two conditions help the students and teachers make that

transition. One condition is trya teachers' attitude;

both about students' behavior and studente possibility

for change. As the old saying goes, "Expect trouble,

and you'll get it." The opposite way of thinking works

too. Once, during a course, when.some of the faculty were

mulling over what to do if students came late, or if they

didn't come at all, or if they slipped into the johns and

started smoking -- onP teacher advised, "We have so much

else to plan, let's handle those situations when they

happen, if they happen at all." The teachers created a

frame of mind that assumed people would be on time --

would participate, would be considerate of each other,

would think well of themselves. When such an attitude

is sincere, and when the teachers, as participants in the

course, live up to it themselves, the attitude is communi-

cated to the students. The-teiCfiers can'justslap.:ihe.kid

on the back and say "Be an achiever", and duck out the side

door themselves for coffee and cigarettes.

Similarly, if the teacheri doubt that the students

they are working with can ever "guide and direct" their

ova behavior--doubt that they will ever want to change

be able to change, these doubts will be subtly

communicated to the students, even if it is never voiced,

and they will become self-fulfilling. It will prevent

change. If teachers believe students can change, they

mike it more likely. Research showb that the parents of boys
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with high achievement motivation set high standards for

their children, expect early self-reliance and at the same

tirie are warm and accepting. In other words, a warm,

supportive atmosphere coupled with high expectations about

behavior and setting a good example get the best

results.

The second condition is the ratio of instructors to

students. Ideally, there should be about one instructor

for a group of eight students --making warmth and

attention more persOnal and individual --so that every-

one will have a chance to talk and participate. Needless

to say, if this ratio is accomplished, teachers can be

optimistic as discipline problems rarely arise. In fact,

it helps if standing groups of 5-8 students and one

instructor can work as a team and get to know each other

fairly well. If an actual group is formed, people dare

to speak out, are more willing to help each other, do

-feel supported and feel part of what is happening. This

also establishes a kind of friendly rivalry among teams

and enables flexibility, because different teams can

combine, compare inventions and accomplishments.

CHANGES IN MOTIVES ARE MORE LIKELY TO OCCUR TEE
MORE THE SETTING DRAMATIZES THE IMPORTANCE OP
SELF STUDY AND LIFTS IT OUT OF THE ROUTINE OF
EVERYDAY LIFE (McClelland adds, in his 'new book)

THEREBY CREATING AN IN-GROUP.FEELING AMONG THE

PARTICIPANTS.

In the original courses that were given to adults, and

in the early courses given to high school boys, the

dramatic setting conducive to selfstudy meant a kind of

retreat. A group of instructors and course.participants

went away together to a place such.as a camp or other setting

in the country. It was private and people could be both

indoors and out of doors. The advantages were obvious.
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First of all, the contrast to everyday routine would

heighten and emphasize this experience as a special

one. Secondly, separation enhances not just concentra-

tion, but immersion in what ii to be learned, making

thorough learning more likely. Group members were all

there for one purpose and could spend their time without

distracting self-concious associations, outside appoint-

ments, interruptions. They learned about the motive,

evaluated it, engaged in self-study, and built up a

reference group in an.enjoyable positive way. Separation

and short intense style courses also increase the impact.

kost schools can not WOrd to send off groUPi
,

of 25 students, with three instructors or more, for a

pleasant stay in the country. The problem, therefore

is how can the school withIn.xts_own structure, create..

a setting that dramatizes the importance of self-study

and lifts it out of'the rountine of everyday life. We

have triedtwo or three different methods, depending on

what we could talk a school into trying -- and have come

to feel that some situations work better than others.

We have tried giving the course in a standard classroom,

to a group of 24 girls and boys of low to average ability,

two times a week for one semester, during a regularly

scheduled double period that amounted to a time of one and

one half hours. We did have three teachers, and, could

divide into small groups. Howevery the arrangement was

not satisfactory for two reasons in particular. One --

although the pupil-teacher ratio was good, the school was

.so crowded that we were confined to that one regular-siie

classroom and could not hold three discussions at once,

or rurftwo or three training procedures at once. Wt

'hid no flexibility. Second-- the siacing of the periods.

worked against continuity and impact. From one meeting

to the next the excitement we might generate, the ideas

the kids would be thinking abut would get watered down
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by all that intervened. Then, continuing for so many

weeks dragged out the course too much. 'And there were

other factors such as, our *arm and supportive

atmosphere, which students entered from rather authoritarian

classrooms, so that they interpreted bur behavior as

lax. We never did get a real group understanding because

we didn't have successive days to wOrk on it. We

became just another course, sandwiched between lunch and

business mathematics. After this experience, we planned

with an eye to recreating the specific advantages of the

retreat setting: separateness, continuity, snall

reference group formation, casual atmosphere and setting.

The next time we worked with a group of fifty 9th

grade students at a time, and eight to ten teachers.

Our separateness, and our "in-group" feeling, and the
.

drama of our setting were achieved nicely when we all

agreed to come to schoolan hour early in the morning--

so we could have peace and quiet and a huge home economics

room to ourselves for an hour and a half. There is nothing

quite like walking tnrough the snow in the morning darkness

or driving the turnpike from Catbridge to Quincy, Mass-. at

6:30 in the morning to make you wonder about yourself--

dramatically. The"dawn patrol", as it came to be called,

arrived at 7:30 every morning for three weeks in a row--

spent 15 minutes to a half hour chatting over cocoa, coffee

and donuts, and then began "class". Sometimes there was a

group presentation-- a guest speaker such as an alumnus who

now played with a professional football team, or a film.

But more often, the time was spent working in Small groups..

Twelve students and two teachers--or 6-8 students and one

teacher. There were standing teams--sometimes the team

worked on a project, game exercise or role play together.

But since several days of the course left the students
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free to choose their own activities, they often grouped

themselves according to interests.'

The room had movable tables--some easy chairs, and

was big enoluh to accompany.all of us at once, comfortably.

Because we were there before school, we could simply

move into another room if we wanted privacy or a place fT>r

separate activities.

These kinds of things 1161ped us create.a successful

special atmosphere:

1. A time removed from the school day (before,
while energy was fresh).

2. A comfortable roam with movable furniture,
some lounge chairs.

3. A good teacher-pupil ratio-small group
formation in the form of teams.

4. A varied schedule that included.small group
activities, group presentations, open time,
and choices- -variety of materials to work
with.

5. Refreshmentscasualness.

6. And yet, a little bit of a hardship
atmosphere--here we.are, all together,
in the early morning .......

7. A special relationehip with teachers.

8. An estoeric subject.

9. The knowledge that the rest of the school
was curious, interested in the project.

10. A sense of prestige; "this is an experiment--
first group of-- teach ourselves, etc., book
about it--two-year follow up."

These particular_ingredieqs_elped us achieve a setting

right for the particular school and for the-particular

age group and students/teachers we had. Every course

will have to work these issues out for itself. The
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appendix includes a unit used with fifth graders in

a ghetto School in Harrisburg, Pa., which shows how

they adapted the idea we're talking about for their

situation. One final caution is that it is possible,

to work so hard on the atmosPhere and setting for the

course that the end creation is too like a circus

or social club, and the purpose of ttie setting gets

lost.

CHANGES IN MOTIVES ARE MORE LIKELY TO OCCUR, AND

PERSIST IF THE NEW MOTIVE IS A SIGN OP MEMBER-

SHIP IN ANEW REFERENCE GROUP.

The key here is that the reference group must be one

that the student wants-- or more accurately-- is proud

to be in. One of the very first courses given to high

school students recruited from among 10th grade boys the
. .

school had tabbed ".seat warmers"--boys about to drop out

or to flunk out, or have to repeat a year. The course

had a Coniii4eie ind experienced staff of instructors

(clinical psychologists, teachers and counselors from the

high school) and was held in a retreat aetting. When the

boys arrived they looked around them and identified the

group as a "bunch of losers." They quickly decided that

they had been gathered togbther because "We're a bunch

of kooks and they want to psych us out." 'Needless to say,

the course fell apart. This tends to indicate that a

course has a better chance of su6ceeding if students feel

it is heterogeneous--including same bright, active

students. It does not work to have all low performance

students, or all students tabbed "discipline problems",

or, to have a split group--half noted for being the cream

who already are a reference group for themselves, and half

who see themselves as outside that group. This could make

new reference groupnformation_d4ficult. Another

situation to avoid might be that cd a few rebels
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in what they would consider a group of squares. The'easiest

way to avoid this is to draw from several different groups

in the school.

If the group from.the start is one that hasn't

got much chance of ever finding common ground, then

certain members of it will be at a double disadvantage.

That is, for some students, to develop this motive and

to say that there are" 'straight' goals I want to pursue"

is to cut themselves off from the group of friends that

did provide security And frieOddhip for them. If the new

group, isn't one:that is opeattiough to accept him as a

person,- then in effect,. the %Wee leaves him stranded.

Even though it, might be temporary, that is a frightening

experience for apybody. This, is' not to fe'rget that develop-

ing the motive will help him have the self-Confidence to

seek out goals he wishes to pursue,- but such changes are

difficult for anyone, especially for high school students.

To view this proposition in a more technical sense;

the special setting, the subject matter, with all its new

and unusual activities, helps define this experiment as a

group apart, with something special in common. The

hardship element in the case of Qunicy, also applied; where

the course people after looking back, could not believe that

they actually had came to school that early or for that

many days in a row, and had done so much.in so little time.

The students were added to the reference group the teachers

had formed when the teachers had taken the course together.

Another important factor in making this group feel

special was what they called their "teach-in!. They

invited members of the school committee (administration

people, the curriculum planner, newspaper reporters), and

taught them a two-hour mini course in achievement motivation

which was featured in an illustrated article in the paper.



A, panoramic view of the morning would have shown a shy,

chubby girl answering the questions of a metropolitan

daily education editor with.the elan that comes from

a thorough knowledge of an esoteric subject.:..a boy

who had just returned from a week's disciplinary suspension

from school teaching the Superintendent of Schools how

to go about the process of setting goals ("licow, when you

decided to take the job of superintendent, you probably

said* to yourself, 'I wonder. if I'll be good enough to do

the job'. That's what we call FOF") Another boy,

whose IQ is on the school records as. 87, teaching a PhD in

clinical psychology how to score a psychological

projective test (Test of Imagination),.pausing to make sure

the good doctor understood the fine points of motive

imagery before moving on to the. next point. It was

altogether a most unusual scene to stumble upon in a school

setting. The "teach-in" involved.a rather large risk in

the minds of the teachers giving the course. "If they

lay an egg with all those reporters and officials here,

this whole program will be a flop," was often said and more

often thought. They realized that they had to believe in

the kids, however, and allow them to take their own risks.

The result was beautiful.

As part of the :research after the course, .we have kept

up 'With the participants through intermittent interviews

and collection of data. The idea'of a continuing

reference group in Lny form other than the abstract is

more difficult to conceive for students and young people

than for, say, businessmen in India, who after they took

the cOiiise.collaborated in business ventures. Many of the

students from the course made and continued ilew friendships,

and have this experience in cormon.. We strongly recommend

gathering the group occasionally in the future for a goal-
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setting project meeting and to reintroduce and reinforce

self-study and the use of achievement motivation.

Now that you have comprehended the background

material, experienced a self-conducted n-Ach course and read

about how to run an n-Ach course for.students, you still

May feel unprepared to teach an n-Aoh course. In order to

reduce your feeling of risk somewhat, we are including an

extensive appendix with a variety of course.units described

in detail. We have included.also several course outlines

with complete lesson plans and comments. Our goal in

writing this manual and providing the appendix wes to make

it easier for you to give an n-Ach course (obviously),

but to make it difficult for you to use a complete,

programmed set of inflexible exercises. Each group is

different.and requires special adaptations that only you

can make. Further, we believe that.if you invest the

energy to be innovative in creating new.course units, you

will feel a greater sense of oWnership and ability to

give a course.* Our experience has been clear on this

point: When teachers create new course inputs they truly

master the materiallteach the course better.

So, we invite you to browse through the appendices,

and hope yoUr students will profit from the successful

and unique n-Ach courses you give.
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